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Americas Energy Future 
Domestic oil and gas must carry 

U.S. into the next century 
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The current world oil situation is one 
which has profoundly ii:JTp^g3) nearly 
every person on the globe. The future 
trends in world oil supply and demand 
will, to a large extent, determine how 
well America will be able to function in 
the years ahead. At this point, we antici
pate that world oil production will be de
clining before the end of the century, a 
prospect that the United States must be 
prepared for. 

BACKGROUND: 
WORLD OIL SUPPLY 

AND DEMAND 

The anticipated demand for energy in 
the U.S. in the next two decades is a 
matter of extreme importance. Later in 
this article, we will discuss the ratio of 
energy used to gross national product 
(GNP). By examining this ratio during 
different periods of the twentieth cen
tury, we can develop a basis for fore
casting U.S. energy demand in the re
mainder ofthe century. 

Although alternative energy sources 
developed with advanced technology will 
play an unportant role in the next cen
tury, oil and gas will remain the mainstay 
of America's energy supply throughout 
the 1980s and into the 1990s. 

Alaska's outer continental shelf (OGS) 
is a critical link to America's oil and gas 
future. Transforming the inhospitable 
regions of Alaska's OGS frontier into 
oil-producing areas wUl be a monumental 
task. As a result, Alaska's large oil poten
tial cannot be explored, discovered, and 
developed in large quantities before the 
early 1990s. 

The years 1983 to 1995 will be the 
most critical 12-year period in U.S. 
energy development. Current indications 
are that by 1983 the Soviets will have 
shifted from sellers to buyers in the world 
oil market and wUl compete directly with 
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western buyers for middle eastern oil. 
Under the existing DCS lease schedule, 
incremental supplies of Alaskan oH will 
not be available to reduce rehance on 
OPEC imports or mitigate the conflict 
with the Soviets for Middle East oil until 
lale in this critical 12-year period. No sig
nificant suppUes of synfuels wiU be avail
able until late in this 12-year period. 

World Oil Production Forecasts 
A growing consensus of crude oil pro

duction forecasts indicate non-communist 
world oil production will peak around 
1990 and decline thereafter. The average 
of various forecasts shown in Table 1 
reflects the expected trend with a peak 
near 60 million barrels per day (b/d) by 
1990 and slow decline thereafter. A 
recent Congressional Budget Office study 
is even more pessimistic. It calls for 
production in the 56-58 million-b/d range 
for 1985 and 1990. 

Both Exxon and the Central Intelli
gence Agency (CIA) have emphasized in 
recent months that througliout the 
1970s, new oil discoveries replaced no 
more than half the oil produced. Prior 
to 1970, discovery rates were well in ex
cess of production. The CIA has the most 
gloomy forecast (1): "Global oil produc
tion is peaking and will decline through
out the 1980s.. .The expected decUne. . . 
is the result of a rapid exliaustion of con
ventional crude oil." 

Crude oil supply forecasts hinge criti
cally on assumptions about OPEC pro
duction. The British Petroleum (BP) fore
cast of world production not only indi
cates the possibility that OPEC may limit 
production to 30 million b/d beyond the 
mid-1980s; like the CIA's forecast, it is 
also very pessimistic about the remaining 
worid production capacity. BP assumes 
that significant new supplies in non-OPEC 
countries will not be brought into pro

duction and believes non-communist 
worid production capacity wili peak by 
1985 at the latest. Thus, while the 
average of forecasts in Table 1 shows a 
peak in 1990, BP and the CIA agree that 
world oil production could peak sooner 
and that 1990 and 2000 production levels 
could be much lower than the average. 

OPEC's Continued Importance 
Tlie range in the forecasts after 1985 

in Table 1 is explained by the various 
company and agency assumptions a'uout 
OPEC production. Political considera
tions emerging within the Middle East oil-
producing countries in 1980 suggest that 
even though proved reserves would allow 
higher production, OPEC oil during the 
1980s probably will not be produced at 
maximum rates just because consuming 
countries want the oil. The world in the 
last two decades ofthe twentieth century 
will be oil supply-limited due as a result 

Michael F. Thiel 

TABLE 1. 
Non-Communist Worid Crude Production Forecasts 

(Million b/d) 

Source 

British Petroleum 

Standard of Indiana 

Standard of California 

Shell 

Exxon 

CIA 

Congressional Budget Office 

Forecast 
Description 

OPEC at max imum 
OPEC no increase 

Base case 
Pessimistic 

1990 Plateau 

Opt imist ic 
Pessimistic 

1979-Year-end 

Low 
High 

— 

1980 

-

53.8 
52.5 

5 3 -

-

53 

53 

-

1985 

64 
55 

59 
55 

58 

-

-

48 
49 

55 

1990 

62 
52 

— 

60.5 

66.5 
57 

57 

-

56 

2000 

52 
43 

— 

60 

70 
63 

58 

-

-

Upper OPEC 
95% OPEC l imi t 
Lowest OPEC 

57-
55 
47 

65 
63 

' 55 

70 
67 
59 

Average Production 53 57 61 58 

Note: For consistency between forecasts natural gas liquids are excluded. Natural gas liquids equal an addit ional 5 percent. 

Sources: 0/7 & Gai ./ourna/, 1980, vo l . 78, no. 17, p"! 50. ' . 

Ib id , 1979, vol . 77, no. 46, pp. 163-169. 

Congressional Budget Off ice, 1980, The wor ld oi l market in the 1980s: implications for the United States, May. 

Exxon, 1979, World Energy Out look, December. 

Pocock, C C , 1979, World O i l , October, pp. 107-111. 

Thiel , Michael F., 1979, World O i l , October, pp. 123-133. 
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Other 

U.S. OECD 

OECD 

OPEC 

Total Other Non-Communist 

14.1 

30.8 

6.3 

Total non-communist 51.2 

Soviet Bloc 14.2 

World Total 65.4 

Figure 1. World Oil Production: 
vol. 78. no. 8, p. 59. 

1979, Including Natural Gas Liquids (Million b/d). Source: Oil & Gas Journal, 1980. 

of both political instabiUty and physical 
resource limitations. 

Figure 1 shows that OPEC's share of 
the non-communist world oil production 
was over 60 percent in 1979. The world 
wiU remain dependent on OPEC's oil 
throughout the remainder of the twen
tieth century. The Oil & Gas Journal (2) 
reported, "Most industry analysts expect 
OPEC production to remain about 30 
niiUion b/d at least througii 1985." Many 
OPEC observers believe there will be little 
economic incentive to exporting coun
tries to expand production much above 
30 million b/d after 1985. Incremental 
production would only increase the 
OPEC nations' financial assets held in 
foreign banks and would not benefit their 
domestic economic growth. 

Although Saudi Arabia has maintained 
its production at 9.5 million b/d for the 
first half of 1980, the CIA expects the 

Saudis to announce very soon an 8.5 mil
lion b/d or less production limitation (1). 
Kuwait, which could maintain output at 
its existing capacity of 2.7 milUon b/d for 
at least 50 years, has already limited 
production to 1.5 million b/d because it 

So long as the western 
nations are dependent 
on OPEC oU, the OPEC 
countries will be able to 
increase their prices. 

cannot use its oil revenue productively. 
Iran's production is very much dependent 
on westem investment and technology. 
Whether Iran's production will retum to 
prerevolution levels in this decade cannot 
be forecast. Furthermore, it is impossible 

to predict what impact the recent conflict 
between Iraq and Iran wiU have on pro
duction in either country. So long as the 
westem nations are dependent on OPEC 
oil, the OPEC countries will be able to 
increase tlieir revenue flows by raising 
prices while holding production stable. 

Soviet Supply Problems 
A CIA forecast (3) contends that the 

potential oil shortage in the western 
world will be compounded by Soviet Bloc 
production capacity limitations. Accord
ing to the CIA, USSR output will rise 
from 11.7 million b/d in 1979 to 12 mil
Uon b/d in 1980 and then decline—in 
spite of remaining proved and probable 
reserves second only to the entire Middle 
East (490 billion barrels compared to 500 
billion for the Middle East). 

Soviet producUon fell short of its five-
year plan goal by 500 thousand b/d in 
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1979. The 1980 goal set in 1975 is-be
tween 12:4 and 12.8 miilion b/d. Hence, 
if production reaches 12,0 million b/d 
this year, the shortfall vfill be, 460-800 
thousand b/d. The CIA (4) estimates that 
"production will. . .decline in the eaily 
1980s and drop to a level of about 10 
million b/d in 1985." 

In spite of its huge respurce potential, 
the USSR has been unable to devejop its 
reserve base. Tlie Soviet production prob
lem is technological. It takes 14 months 
to driU 3.050 m in Russia compared ,to 34 
days in the U.S. A recent article in the 
Wall Street Journal (5) maintains Soviet 
technology is -30 years behind the west's; 
As a result, Sovist exploration badly lags. 
Aceording to Arthur A. Meyerhoff (6), a 
long-time c oris tilting geologist to Russia, 
the country's, proved reserves amount to 
only 27 billion barrels compared to 35,0 
billion in the Middle East. Proved reserves 
in the OSSRare 6.0 percent of poteritial. 
This figure contrasts with 70 pereent for 
Saudia Arabia. 

Both Meyerhoff and the CIA predict 
that the Soviets wifl change from a 
net exporter of 1.1 million b/d iri 1979 to 
a net importer of '700 thousand b/d in 
1983, A recent Oil & Gas Joitrri'al arti
cle 0 ) indicates that 1979 Soviet deliver
ies to ndfi-communist countries dropped 
200 thousand b/d last year from 1§7'7 
and' 1978. levels. The May 198p Congres
sional Budget Office study expects that 
by 1990 the Soviet block will be import
ing 2.0 miUion b/d from the world mar
ket. This may be a conservative estimate. 

In view of the very tenuous westem 
world oU supply/ijemand balance existing 
iri 1980 and forecast to continue, a 1.8 
iTiillion-b/d sKjft in Soviet supply patterns 
to the lion-communist world could be 
very disruptive not only to the 1983 
wodd market balance and to the real 
price of oil, but also to political condi
tions already uncertain. GIA Director, 
Adm. Stansfjeld Turner, was quoted (l) 
as saying, "The combined westem and. 
Soviet oO outlook sets the stage for head-
on competition for Mid-East oil." 

The Soviets' supply problems over
hang Middle East oil suppUes and.add a 
specter of danger to an already unstable 
oU source. 

World Supply/Demand Balance 
Figure 2 shows a consensus non-

cornmunist world oil demand forecast. In
formed estimates put westem world oil 
demand probably between 60 and 66 

million b/d by 1990-up from 53.0 
miUion b/d in- 19?9. This represents a 
range of 1.0-2.0 percent annual growth iri 
consumption to 1990, Thereafter, the 
western world eonsumptiori of 60 is 
dependent on available supplies. Most 
analysts beUeve that iinconstrained def 
mari'd still would grow, but more slowly-
less than 1.0 percent annually—as S;hown 
in Figur5 2. Most of this growth ,is ex
pected to occur in the less developed 
countries (LDCs) as industrialized nations 
shift more to coal, nuclear, and alterna-
Uve fuel sources arid acJiieve greater 
energy efficiency. 

The May 1980 Gongressional Budget 
Office study that has received a certain 
amount of attention considers 66.4 mil
lion b/d the probable 1990 non-

communist world oil derriand. This fore
cast predicts a western-world imbalance 
of mzr\y 8.5 miUiori b/d by 13-30 since 
the supply forecast is only 58,0 mUlion 
b/d. Herite, prices niust rise to balance 
supply and demand. 

Wo.rld oil demand growth rate fore
casts are vastly lower than they were in 
late 1979, and industry observers realized 
how much pdHtieai instability was 
.associated with future oil supplies. Any 
demand forecast in the uncertain world 
of 1980 must be viewed as Uttle more 
than an idea tb tliink-about. 

Comparing tliese demand forecasts 
with the average production forecast in 
Table I.shows a very tenuous balance in 
1985 and 1990. After 1990, as global oil 
production decUnes, the gap between 

upper (ifTtft 

Probable 

1980 

1979 

Actual 

1990 

Forecast 

2000 

Figiire 2. Non-Cornmunist World Oil Demand/Supply Balance 
(Million b/d} 
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forecast demand and supply widens. 
Global demand will have to be met either 
by increased use of synfuels, alternarive 
ener^ sources, increased production 
from the Middle East—or by further con
servation ..and pjice increases.if none of 
th ese supply al t e m a tiv e s m at e ri al ize; This 
last option threatens our quality of life. 

UNITED STATES ENERGY 
SITUATION 

Oil wiU remain the predoniihant fuel 
in the- U.S. throughout this century al
though the fraction of total "energy it 
constitutes wiU, decline. U.S. energy de
mand during the: 1980s and the? 1990s 
wUl be crude oU supply limited. These, 
two decades wUl be a transition period to 
coal, nuclear, and synfuels, MetJiods wiU 
be sought to produce new energy re
sources on a large scale and integrate 
them into the- existing distribution net
work in an economic and environmen
tally compatible way. However, even by 
2000, alternate energy sources will be a 

very small sliare of total "U,S. energy 
consumption. With the push for synfuels 
development, oO's critical role in the 
remainder of this century must be kept 
in mind. 

Demand: A Radical Change in 
Consumption Patterns 

In early 1979 Shell, Exxon, aiid Chev
ron independently forecast 1990 U.S. 
energy demand to range from 47.6-49.9 
million b/d oil equivalent (b/d oe), a nar
row range of estimates. They further 
agreed that crude dil would account for 
20-21 million b/d of this total. The 1978 
U.S. crude oil demand was 19,2.million 
b/d of a total of 38 million b/d be of 
ehergy consumed in the U.S. 

Underlying SheU's, Exxon's, and Chev
ron's 1979* forecasts for 1990 were real 
GNP growth rates between 3 and 3.5 per
cent. Total U.S. energy use growth was 
expected td faU within 2-.0-2.2-5 percent 
between 1978.arid 1990. 

Fi gii re 3 sh o vt's the mi d-19 80 d ern an d 
forecast derived from published and 
unpublished sources. This'is based on a 

2,6 percent growth rate for real GNP in 
tlie last twd decades and retjuires 1.5-1,8 
percent growth in total energy use. The 
1990 energy forecast has dropped to 
43-46 million b/d oe. Oil demand is 
expected to range between 16-19 million 
b/d. Sixteen million b/d of oil consump
tion in 1990 implies a reduction of 17 
percent from 1978 use. A receriUy 
published Shell forecast calls for 1990 
U.S. energy use to amount to only 42 
milliori b/d oe-. Of this. Shell expects 17.2 
million b/d of oil use—a figure that wiU 
remain constant throughout the 1980-
1990 decade. 

Most of the increase in energy use wiU 
come frdiri coal and riuclear fuels, whose 
combined contribution to total energy 
use. is forecast to increase from 23 per
cent in 1980 to 42 percent by 2000. 
Hydro,.geothermal, solar, and other alter
natives wOl not become major energy re
sources during this century. Gas con
sumption will increase slightly. Consisterit 
with the rriessage carried in Energy 
Future (8), oU, gas, coal, and nuclear— 
together with increased energy effi-
eieiicy—are the critical apprdaches to 

Annual 
Growth Rate 
1980-2000 

% 
2'.2 
6.6 

• 4.2 
0.3 

{0.41-0.5 

1.5-1.8 Qve rail 

Geothermal 
Hydro, 

Solar, etc". 
Nuclear 

Coal 
Gas 
Oi l 

1990 

Total 

51,1-54.1 

1980 

.2-46.2 

Figure 3. U.S. Energy Forecast: 1980-2000 
(Million. t}/d Oil Fquivalentj -
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solving pur energy supply problems for 
the, remainder pf this century. Solar 
power and other renewable resources 
must await technical advances anticipated 
in the next century. 

This forecast requires .a tripling in coal 
production from 750 million tons last 
year to 2.0 bfllion tdns by 2000 to 
achieve the 4,2 percent growth rate 
shown in Figure 3. During the last 20 
years, coal production grew 1,5 percent 
annually. This coal forecast is mostly a 
policy goal. If the U.S. ddes riot increase 
coal output to 2.0 billion tons by 2000, 
the Electric Pdwer Research Institute 
(EPRI) forecasts there will be serious 
shortages of electrical generating 
capacity (9). 

Potential for Conservation in the 
United States 

Forecasting future U.S. energy use 
impUes forecasting both the rate of 
growth of the U.S. economy and the. way 
we use energy to produce the mix of 
goods and services within the economy. 
Figure 4 shows that the relatidfiship of 

energy use lo U.S. ecoiioniic activity has 
not been constant during this century. 

Four distinct phases can be discerned 
from Figure 4 relating eriergy use td U.S. 
aggregate.: economic activity (GNP) over 
the historical.period 1900-1980: 

Is Energy use per dollar of GNP in
creased until 1917, reaching a peak 
of nearly 100 thousand Btu per 
doUar of real GNP. (This trend be
gan in the precedJiig century.) 

2. Energy use per dollar of GNP de
creased between 1917 an d 19 44 t o 
a t rou^ near 60 thousand Btu. 

3. Between 1944 and 1970 eriergy use 
remained relatively constant, fluc-
,tuating..aro,und 60,000 Btu. 

4. Since 1970 energy use per dollar of 
GNP has decisively turned down
ward—with no fluctuation. 

When we consid.er the difference be
tween economic- efficiency and energy 
efficiency,, the determinants of the three 

dis'tinct energy/GNP trends shown in Fig
ure 4 between. 1900 and 1970 can be con
trasted with the downward trend during 
the 1970s. 

Ecpnomie efficiency is concerned with 
how the varipus inputs to productipn—in
cluding energy—are cpmbined in the pro
duction process. This depends bpth on 
the relative costs df the inputs and their 
relative cdn tri bud On to the- tdtal cost of 
the production process. Before 1973 
energy costs contributed less than 3 per
cent of the total cost of production. This 
was the age of abundant cheap energy. 
Capital and labor accounted fpr the 
largest share of the cost pf productipn. 

In contrast tp other develpped econ
omies of the world—for example, Japan 
and Europe—labor iri the U.S, has hist'or-
ically been more costly and more scarce 
than the country's more abundant 
supplies of natural resources and capital 
wealth. Hence, economic efficiency was 
attained by using labor sparingly,,energy 
intensively, and, capital wisely. 

Energy efficiency, on the other hand, 
refers to the amount of energy converted 
to wprk cpmpared to the am pun t that 

Thousand Btus 
per dbl larreal GNP 

110 

Year 

Figtire 4. Energy Use Per Dollar of GNP 
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gpes tp waste. The increasing^and then-de
creasing trend in the energy/GNP ratio 
between 1900 and 1944 can largely be 
explained in a thermodynamic context. 

Prior to Worid War I,, the U;S. was 
rapidly iridustrializing as the riatibn traris-
fprmed from an agrarian economy'. Indus
trialization during this period was accom
plished by rapid mechanizatipn. This 
early industrial mechanizatipn was very 
thermally inefficient. Rapid inilustrializa-
tipn with en ergy-inefficient mechaniza
tion accounted for the.increasing energy/ 
GNP ratio during this period. 

After World War I the expansion of 
other less energy-in tense sectors of the 
economy, together with significant im
provements in the thermal efficiency of 

Energy's share of the cost 
of production has risen to 
more than 10 percent since 
the 1973 Arab Embargo, 
and it is now the fast^t 
rising input cost. Not sur
prisingly, the energy/GNP 
ratio has sharply changed. 

energy use, accounted for mpst of this de
creasing trend in the energy/GNP ratio 
through the end of World War II, During 
.this peripd the U.S, shifted from a.cpal-
based ec.pnpmy tp a gas- and oil-based 
economy. Technological advancements 
associated with the availability and use of 
gas and oil contributed to iiriprdved. 
energy efficiency in a major way. The dif
fusion pf electricity during this period 
was another major source of improved 
energy efficiency. 

The flat 25-year period between World 
War II and 1970 is. more difficult to 
explain. It has prompted, soine observers 
unaware of the longer trends to believe 
that there is a direct relationship betweien 
energy use and economic growth. Clearly, 
Figure 4 shows tlus is not true in the 
longer historical context. After World 
War II labor cpsts were rapidly rising. 
This created an impetus to substitute 
energy-intense machinery and equiprrierit 
for labor, Labdrprpductivity rdse rapidly 
during this period as machines were 

innovated to free labor from the produc
tion process. Rapid economic growth in 
the post-World War II era was matched by 
rapid eriergy use to economize labpr. 

Energy's share df the cost of produc
tion has risen to more thari 10 perceht 
since the 1973 Arab Einhargp, and Jt is 
now the. fastest rising input cost. Not sur
prisingly, the energy/GNP ratio has 
sharply changed and tumed decisively 
dpwn. This time the downward trend in 
the ratio is clearly directed tPward 
achieving ecpnomie efficiency by reduc
ing energy use as opposed to the broad 
move toward achievirig better thermo
dynamic energy efficiency in the 1917-
1944 period, .Energy use per doUar pf 
GNP has been reduceid 14 percent:during, 
the rapid price inflation period pf the 
1970s. Cpnsumers and producers have 
discpvered that both groups are respon
sive to-energy price increases. 

Will this trend continue? The relative 
costs of both consumer gopds and inputs 
determirie the energy intensity of the^in-
puts chosen by producers and the bundle 
of goods purchased by consumers. Mar
ket prices, of energy and tax incenUves 
afforded by gpvernment cpnservation 
policies have* each caused a clear change 
in the way we use energy, given the tech
nology choices currently avail'able to us; 

Ftiture energy consumption patterns 
wiU depend dn future technology. Energy 
price in creases relative to the costs of 
other inputs and consurriergpods (as Well 
as government prpgrams) have focused ̂ a 
lot qf eff prt on research and development 
to produce innovative ways of using less 
energy. If these trends cpntinue, it is rea
sonable to expect that the ratio pf energy 
use to GNP will continue' to decline. 

How much? Between -1917 and 1944 
the energy/GNP ratio decUned I.'5 per
cent annually. Between 1970 and 1980 
the downward trend in tlie ratio has also 
been: 1.5 percent. The changes that oc
curred in each of these two time periods 
were caused by different economic 
forces. Ih the forrn er period,- the prirnary 
economic force was to expand output. In
dustry learned to combine all of the In
puts of production in better ways and 
with better technplpgy to. get more GNP 
per unit of all inputs—iri eluding energy. 
Hence, the energy/GNP ratio decUned 
mainly because of policies designed to 
increase, output (GNP.), 

In the current period the primary eco-
npmic fdrce>'is directed simply to reduce 
total energy use and, Specifically, reUarice 

on oil and gas, Curren fly, existing policies 
are directed toward substituting new 
en ergy-efficient capital investment to 
conserve the-use^of energy. 

Figure 5 shows how tlie ratio of 
energy use to GNP could change if the 
trend continues to "iinprove at 1,0, 1.5, 
and 2.0 percent annually to 2000, By 
.2000 the ratio could fall between 36 
thousand and 44 thousand Btu per dollar 
of GNP— dpwn from 54 thousand Btu in 
1980 and 62 thpusarid Btu in 1970. 

Figure 5 shows how improvements, to 
energy efficiency could affect the pro
jected energy demahdif energy efficiency 
continues tp improve and GNP grows ata 
constant 2.6 percent. By 2000, U,S, 
energy- use could fall between 42.2 and 
51,6 million b/d oe. This forecast is much 
.lower than the 51,1-54.1 million b/d oe 
forecast shown in Figure 3. The 1990 
range shown in Figure 5, 40-44 miUion 
b/d oe, agrees'with the range in Figure 3, 
4346 miUidn b/d de. The conventional 
fprecast in Figure 3 suggests that im-
pfpvements to energy efficiehcy may 
slow down pr reach a plateau after 1990. 
Np} matter what, hpwever, the ,U,S. wOl 
StiU use more energy in 2000 than at pres
ent—but it will be getting a lot mpre put 
of tlieenergy than it does.npw. 

Domestic Oil Supplies 
Wliile U:S. pU cpnsumptipn grpwth 

rates will drop significantly, the oil in
dustry still faces a herculiari task to devel
op sufficient domestic reserves to irieet 
demands during the next two decades. 
The U.S. is cufrenfly pi'dducing flat-Put 
at the" rate of apprpximately 3,6 biUion 
barrels/year. As of January 1, 19,80, 
prpved rese rves. amounted to 27.1 bUlion 
barrels—an inventory sufficient to last 
only 7.5 years, through mid-year 1986 at 
current production rates. Thus, to hold 
ddinestic production at current levels fdr 
another 7.S years beyond mid-year 1986, 
the oU industry will have to find and de
velpp reserves between nqw and 1986 
that are at least equal tp the current total 
proved reserves. 

The upsurge in driUing activity in re
sponse to higher prices' suggests the oil in
dustry is attacking this monumental ex
ploration, task. Most forecasts pf domestic 
PU productipn for the coming decade 
predict domestic prpduction near present 
levels. The 1979-prpduction df crude and 
natural gas Uquids (NGL) was 10.2 
milUpri b/d. Table 2 shows the fore
cast sources df pii supplies that wiU be 
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Rea! 
GNP 

(Bi l l ion 
1972 Dollarst 

2000 

1500 

1000 

1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 '2000 
years 

Energy 
Consurnption so 

(Mil l ion b/d b e j 

Energy 
Consumption ^ ^ 

Per Dollar GNP 
(1000 Btu( 

Projected 
Improwernents to 
Energy Efficiencv 

(1.5%) 

J2;0%) 

2000 

Projected 
Improvements to 
Energy Efficiency 

(1,5%) 

(2;0%) 

2000 

F i g u r e 5. E n e r g y - G N P R e l a t i o n s h i p 

Notes: GNP is projected to the year 2000 at a constant 2,6 percent growth rate. 
Energy use is projected in relation to 2.6 percent growth in rea I GNP. 
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available to meet forecast demand. Lower 
48 production is shown to be declining 
througliout the next two decades. The 
general belief is that this is an irre
versible trend. Prudhoe Bay will also be
gin to decUne soon after the mid-1980s. 
Consequentiy, America's domestic oil 
future is Ued to two great hopes: 1) new 
reserves of oil will be discovered and pro
duced in a timely manner in the OCS of 
the United States (most of these are ex
pected to be found in Alaska); and 
2) synthetic oil production wUl take off 
in tiie 1990s. 

Table 2 shows that by 1990 foreign 
imports are unlikely to be lower than 
current imports. (Due to the reces
sion, imports have averaged a Uttle over 7 
milUon b/d during the first half of 1980. 
This is down from 8.4 million b/d for 

higlier than lower by 1990 despite in
creased energy efficiency and slowed 
energy growth forecasts. The recent SheU 
study maintains that foreign imports will 
be 8.6 miUion b/d in 1990. It must be 
remembered, moreover, that the oil fore
casts in Table 2 support only a 2.6-per
cent growth in real GNP. This is only 
about two-thirds of the U.S. historic 
average since Worid War II. 

Alaska's Link to 
Future U.S. Oil Supplies 

The security of the U.S. oU supply has 
become a major impetus behind U.S. 
energy poUcy. While the current recession 
has created a smaU surplus in the worid 
oil market, exporters still possess great 
leverage and importers remain vulnerable. 
U.S. officials remain wprried about the 

TABLE 2. 
United States Oil Supply Forecast 

(Million b/d oil equivalent) 

Sources of Oi l 

Lower 48 
Proven Alaskan Reserves 
New Alaskan Discoveries 
Synthetic Fuels 
Imported Fuels 

Total 

1979 

8.8 
1.4 

-
-
8.4 

18.6 

1980 

8.3 
1.6 

~ 
-

7.3 

17.2 

1990 

6.0- 7.1 
1.3 
0.5- 0.9 
1.0 
7.5- 8.7 

16.019.0 

2000 

5.6- 6.1 
0.4 
0.6- 2.1 
4.6 
4.8- 5.8 

16.0-19.0 

Note: Natural gas liquids have been included in these figures. 
Sources: Exxon, 1979, U.S. Energy Out look, 1980-2000, December. 
Department of Energy, 1979, Petroleum supply alternatives for the northern tier and 
inland states through the year 2000, October .31. 

1979.) Even if synfuels add the equiva
lent of 1 milUon b/d of oil and produc
tion from newly discovered Alaskan re
serves is near the U.S. Department of 
Energy maximum estimate of 900 thou
sand b/d, 7-9 milhon barrels of imported 
oil will be required in 1990 to maintain 
oil supplies at their existing recessionary 
17.2 miUion-b/d level. 

By 2000, if synfuels contribute signifi
cant fuel suppUes as anticipated, foreign 
imports are expected to decUne. This 
forecast, showing a decUne in foreign oU 
imports instead of a definite rise, repre
sents a significant change. Most industry 
forecasts have maintained consistentiy 
that foreign imports are more likely to be 

impact of import supply disruptions on 
the U.S. economy and quality of life. The 
U.S. and much of the rest of the world 
wiU remain criticaUy dependent on oU 
from the pohticaUy unstable Middle East 
until sometime in the next century, when 
altemative technologies and sources of 
energy are developed. Minor import sup
ply disruptions wUl continue to have 
major economic disruptions. When these 
will occur cannot be forecast. To the ex
tent that U.S. energy poUcies can stimu
late domestic production or reduce de
mand for oil, the U.S. wUl become less 
vulnerable to unpredictable disruptions. 

John Swearingen, Chairman of Stan
dard Oil of Indiana, summed it up at a 

meeting of the Commonwealth Club of 
San Francisco, CaUfornia on February 1, 
1980: 'The U.S. must do everytiiing 
possible to reduce its reliance on unstable 
sources of supply." 

Alaska's OCS appears to be America's 
best hope for new oil supplies. One-half 
to two-thirds of America's estimated re
sources are expected to be found under 
Alaska's OCS. In spite of Project Inde
pendence in 1974, and six years of subse
quent poUtical sound and fury, fewer 
than I mUlion of Alaska's 200 milUon 
OCS acres have been leased and explored. 

Transforming the inhospitable regions 
of Alaska's OCS frontier into oil pro
ducing areas wiU be no small task. Conse
quentiy, Alaska's vast OCS potential wiU 
not be explored, discovered, developed, 
and suppUed to the lower 48 in signifi
cant quantities before the early 1990s 
under Department of Interior's existing 
five-year lease schedule. 

The Department of Energy forecast, 
together with existing Alaskan produc
tion shown in Table 2, imply a recovery 
of approximately 12-13 biUion barrels of 
oil from Alaska in the next 20 years. Cur
rent proved reserves in Alaska total 
about 9 bUlion recoverable barrels. Latest 
OCS resource estimates range between 7 
and 32 biUion barrels (10). Hence, a fore
cast of 12-13 biUion barrels over the next 
20 years may be a conservative estimate 
of the production potential of Alaska. 

Figure 6 shows approximately when 
new discoveries in the Alaskan OCS can 
become oil supplies to the United States. 
The time scale is associated with the April 
1980 U.S. OCS lease schedule and the 
long time period required to explore, dis
cover, delineate, develop, and produce oil 
in the hostUe areas of Alaska's OCS.* The 
soonest any production could start is 
1987, from the Beaufort Sea, assuming 
that current Utigationi concerning the 

•̂ Dames & Moore has been under contract to 
the Alaskan OCS office ofthe Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) for ncariy three years to 
provide petroleum development scenarios for 
all Alaskan lease sale areas studied to date 
under the BLM Socioeconomic Studies 
Program (SESP). 

TThe U.S. District Court In Alaksa recently dis
missed a suit by environmentalists concerned 
about fish and whales in Beaufort Sea. The 
suit was filed against the state of Alaska, the 
U.S., and several oil companies. Unless this 
decision is overturned by a higher court, 
exploration of Beaufort Sea will proceed in 
the winter of 1980/1981. 

: 

\ 

': 
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Figure 6. The Timing of Potential New Oil Supplies from the Alaskan OCS 

sale is settled and exploration commences 
in tiie winter of 1980/81. 

The estimated production levels shown 
in Figure 6 are based on Department of 
Energy (DOE) and SheU estimates. 
However, the accuracy of the method
ology used in these estimates has not 
been established. Hence, the range of 
estimates for production of new Alaskan 
discoveries are shown only for discussion. 
Additional research is required to deter
mine a better estimate of the range of 
potential Alaskan suppUes. 

CONCLUSION 

To the extent tiiat OCS lease tract de
velopnient is delayed by Utigation, new 
oil and gas supplies wUl sUp further away 
from our immediate needs. New suppUes 
from the Beaufort Sea, originaUy hoped 
for by 1987, may be delayed. 

The typical American energy con
sumer needs to understand that: 

We need Alaskan oil in the near 
future—within the critical 12-year 
period 1983-1985 to facilitate the 
transition to emerging energy alter
natives and mitigate our reliance on 
OPEC oil. 

• Exploration and development of 
the OCS under Alaskan frontier 
conditions wUl take seven to nine 
years from the date of each lease 
sale. 

• SuppUes developed under the exist
ing lease sale schedule won't 
amount to very much new oU and 
gas for the U.S. in tiie 1980s. 

• Litigation and delays could pre
clude very much new Alaskan oU 
and gas suppUes until late in the 
1990s. 

America's best hope to meet energy re
quirements for the rest of this century is 
to estabUsh a critical path toward OCS 
development compatible with Alaska's 
environmerital and socioeconomic integ
rity, and then to move decisively along 
that path. 
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Tha RanttJCTg Cyclg 

The basic pr inc ip le that a i l atoam powoir plG::!Sa 70]. AO i-. 
raaks e l e c t r i c i t y froa heat snaiTRy io gha Rankiaa cycic. .Mi'r/z.ui>i 
real p lants may use variat ionD, such aa QupsirhQaUo poj^aas, o'r.:'. 
regenerat ion, the basic cycle ccaoioss 0? tho ?our prsccosao 'ty3-:r̂  
in the figure belou. 

ELECTRICAL 
EIMERGY 

COOL:NG 
WATER 

In th-:: i^.'jilcx' the li-?^yi<j ( I B tha casae of s^sacu p lan t s , uaeair) 
ia vjm-'̂ d iR?:<5 va-ps? f"«£Gnmj ae cemsane p^esnurcs. T3ic? hiRh= 
^rao'j'jr'i, hip.h-eiapGya'iurG "rapo? I3 Shen rina ttusiip^h a sufsiHG 
yhlr-i °'.'«f'j-j th« ,-',OKai?a'SO!f. "iha 'Jt^o:? Isavaa tl.o s-jijbiHO as a Isy 
^<rnpp,rQiiirfi ar.d p?eQ';y?c sad efitcr':^ the condcaoa?. i'-̂ i iho ejr̂ iJ'GB-' 

.'•i9^l'i 'iy tei''.c-j\Ki:i, nfip.'; heat Kir̂ M I t . Tlrio io nciyi'tn .̂fv ';a f'̂ rji? 

.-;^6'̂ -



pumped back into the boiler again. Thus, the cycJa continues by 
repeatedly heating the liquid to vapo?, turning the turbine, con
densing the vapor and reheating it again in tha boiler. 

The efficiency of such a cycle is defined 'by ihe relaJlon 

1 = thennal effIciency = 
_ iiseful enerRv obtained (-electrical output) 

energy added (heat in) 

The EaKizaum possible theoretical efficiency for any systeni that 
converts heat energy to electrical energy is ^iven by the foraula: 

(aax-laua vapor temperature) - (cooling, water temperature)i(. 
t3aa (maximum vapor temperature -s- A60) 137 

tjhG?a tho temperatures are given in " 7 . (It should be noted that 
thia forauia applies to any system regardless of whether steaia or 
asy 9tit3? liquid or gas is used.) 

Ao OB Gitaople of the use of the formula, consider a geother-
•:̂3l - p l a a t that receives heat at 220='F and uses cooling Hater at 
1C0°F (frca d cooling tower). Using the formula the maKtmum theo-
retirallly possible efficiency is 18 percent. In practice the 
thermal efficiencies of real plants are often a.̂  I OH as half of 
the theoretical value. A typical modem fossil stean plant re
ceives steaa at l^OCF and cooling yater at 90°?. The theoretical 
efficiency would be 70 percent. The actual efficiency of the real 
fossil steam system is about ^0 percent. 

From the formula for the majtinuin possible efficiency it is 
clear that as the difference betv/een the maKimum tenperature of 
t h z steam (or any other liquid) acd the temper-jture of the cooling 
•aater approaches zero, the therisal efficiency goss to zero. For 
s.y.'ur-pls, iB^. lk^ .-C-zr: of ccz-.-t ilî -ĵ î p'ianta the temperature dif
ference is only about 40°?. Thus, the therraal efficiency Hill be 
V2S7 low. It is important to note thst as the ihemal efficiency 
decrsa3s:3 the capital costs per unit of electrical o'jtput rise 
rapiiiy. S 

h . H. Robinson — 
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Energy and Pouer 

In speaking of energy resources, tuo different ways of 
speaking about these resources are used. One group of people 
wi"i.l speak of energy in units of Btu, kWh, Ions of coal, etc., 
while others (primarily concerned with electricity) uil'l speak 
slf pover. Power is a measure of hou fast energy can be supplied. 
The most coramon uss of pjwer is in describing electrical gene
rating capacities (in >?.•), GW, KW, etc.). To find the energy 
equivalent of an electrical generating capacity, one follous 
(by-iori"veiiLii.«ii) die roiioaing prescription: 

electrical generating' 
capacity ' 

I Iin K"*', m or GW] j_ 

Inumoer of hours, 
(per year = 8760J 

fraction of time'' 
' plant operates i / X 
• (-.0.6) j 

'hoy much more energy uould 
jhave to be used in a thermal 
IpoHer plant to generate this 
much electricity 

(--3) 

= Energy (KliTh, MWIi, GU'h) 

~ W. D. Loveland — 
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,\i ron̂ 'ir.s j .n A^eni i^ 'i and .\Sb̂ î cJ_atJuns 

AEt .At'jmir hne rgy Luramisbion; ^ee LRUA, .°»RC. 

.\GA AmtrtLan Gas A.ssociation; trade assciciation; publishes esti-
rrr3tt!s iif natural gas rtjsourct-j. 

.\PI -teerican i'etrnleum Ir.3titL.te; trade association; publishes 
crstirarei. of pecroleuin rescurct-s. 

EPA EnviroruTrcrital PIOLC'L L ioir Agt^ncy; re;Jerai regulatory agency 
having prime responsibility for environmental impact of 
powur plants. 

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute; funded by electric util
ities to conduct research of interest to the indu.stry. 

ERDA Energy Research and Development Administration; federal 
agency administering research in all forms of "energy pro
duction—solar, geothermal, coal, petroleum, and.nuclear; 
successor agency to the research functions of AEC and 
.several other federal offices, such as OCR. 

FEA Federal Energy Administration; federal agency responsible 
for allocation of energy resources, especially petroleum; 
promotes energy conservaticn; supports conservation re
search. 

FPC Federal Power Cofjnaisslon; economic regulatory commission; 
nDtc.li-i/ Leiiij \ t i iaJni±v' ' tbi ' aKtting wellhead price of natural 
gas. 

IGT Institute of Gas Technology; f-jnded by natural gas utili
ties to conduct research of interest to the industry. 

.\'ASA ?Jatio7ial Aeronautics and Scace .AdTPinisstratior"j fedaral 
•igsr.f.y; ir.volved in reaearch Jn uind pouer and photovoltaic 
powcrr generalion 

;;33 '.'••itl'i-n^il Bureau of Stanclardfa; federai bureau; includes 
•>T'>ng i n duties varir)u:-> researcti IntjrEStc;. 

•.̂ (. ri'j'.ic-ii iWaul-n.a t - ; r.oTsi'jsian; federal ;igeTi!>y; successor to 
lh<: ra^LiJator/ tuner ion j f;f ATt.. 

'J'-.> >;i?..'ii7i.-ii '>c i'.-nce y<j<3n'j.Tt i c n ; fiidiT-^l a;jt!!i."v' ' isihi!;^ gs'nnsrj 
J'j?- ?«'-,(ia?•<•;-, i n ' i l l br-zji* >.';.•", o t ; t i te. ' ; t" ' , i:c;c2j';s2ij>j :y:'~pi_yc.uV3 
rt-'liii L\'.'f>, Jf/ "R '^rgv; 'KK- z'i'.-i ?^'Si;r'. 

i-'/'ir -:'.c--,-:iri t: Aipi>Iifi(i '-.i ?,:.T'. JOf;'; J ".:':-('.••] •» •pi.r,\-?r'i of f̂ :;;;,> J?t'i(i 
:".T,'>-; fl'j'.ij?3'i:il(.'ii'«.<2 w .iUi-. 
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.\ !.: •! 1. .it'vnil /U .M ! 11 11 m 

•> ) • i-r 1 • ., I ,r! I'l". i ,!i iiMi- .irv li oiv. ii> l-i- i i . : - i o : < v \ .-\ t *o 
t,'ILT-CIU.-^ : 'ir-.t, .in 1 ri-. i : I iiMi I'l ; lii" i-r i'-: I pri-'t ; s o^jirt'ssin,' 
-lone Tjlilple or !ra<liiiii oi imit. ; .imJ .>•_•• .nn!. in .ihhn •. lal ion ol 
:: unit whiil, o.!-;uro ; -;iir!ic 'M:-ii- |/rk>)H'r". .. 1 •.,in|>l'c's o! holii i'U'-
"cnts arc: 

Prrfi:< MeaninK .-< 

pico (p) divide by 1 trillion (10"'-'') 

nano (n) divide by 1 billion (10"') 

micro(.) divide by 1 million (10~^) 

milii(m) divide ty 1 uhousand (10-"') 

kilo (k) multiply by 1 thousand (10^) 

mega (.MJ multiply by 1 nil lion (10'') 

giga (f't) multiply by 1 billion (10 / 

Knowing the two ingredient.'?, it is easy to understand or to 
employ numerical abbreviations. Examples: 

Abbreviation Full Term 

t̂g millisran 

.,c miTocurie 

I'.t 'i', ilo con 

Meaning 

r<ne thousandth of a gram 

one nillionth of a curie 

one thousand tons 

j ( f, 



i'l :;,:: ,.n '';iT_j; v i_«']:; :_i'_u_ J'tn^t .s 

bh l - , (iiliL.s) l),irri '?H 

b b l / d (BB! .'•() t . n r r f i s pi-r d r y 

iitu B r i t i . s h Ihui-mal u n i t 

V curie 

cm' 

f t -

°C 

"F 

g 

ga l 

ga l /min 

GH 

S 

-̂ 8 , -

kV 

kl-J 

ixm 

m 

:^3 

'J?-M 

Wf 

yv.'it 

::vi m i b } 

'^^"? 

cubic c e n t i m e t e r s 

cubiu fee t 

a 
degrees Cent ig rade 

degrees Fahrenhe i t 

gram 

g a l l o n s 

g a l l o n s per minute 

g igawat t 

gram 

U •i 1 r*«^ v ) « ^ 

' / i l c v o l t 

ki]ow,"3tt 

k i l f . y a t t - h o u r s 

VBt^T 

n:?gv3w-2f ? 

3Kn.;iy-3St ' l i y 

~-it \u-:7ntt 3 ' j . . .CVSic.: i l 

'i:;jJ3P..va8X •.iv;'!?, n.''. 

: ' i i } n : . " . i h'-r-r' ' ,••'• 

: : ; ; i l Lim vv^-.:.x- '/. • -• 



ppm parts per millie:^ 

lb pound 

Ib/hr • " pounds per hnur 

psi pounds per square inc!i 

psia pounds pfr square inch absolutt,' 

rad ,. rad 

Tsm rem 

T . roantgen 

&cf standard cubic feet 

scfd ' .standard cubic t e s t per day 

sec / • second 

tief thousand ojbic fset 

Mcfd thousand cybit feet per day 

t _ ton • , 

TCF _ f : Y - j l l i r i n fiii,b:S.f- _£.=?»r 

' i i j a t t 



i ; :a ' ;'. ' 
^ '\.-" '--^ 

a l ^ e n ' s t i n t ; ct i^rent ( A C : s.n e l e c i r i ^ \c-iifzVist t h a t /evsxsi-.s i t s 
l i i reot lOB of flow p e r i o d i c a l l y istsi frQqus!\cy) i s cc r . s ras t sd 
to d i r e c t cu r r en t (DC>. ^ 

a s h l e n t t ampei^yure : t empera ture df vhe sur rounding c a o l i n g s e -
diuTn, such I s ?,aK or l i q u i d , yhich CO^SK i n to ecGtact - j i th ' 
the hea ted o^r t^ of the a p p a r a t u s . 

• < r 7 

anthr^cite^: y hard, blark, lustrous ro.-il, 'hat b'.'ma sfTiciantly-
a"-',' i-! therc^i'ore valued for ita heatin.^ qualitv, - ' ^ 

-\ ' 
AZQ îj-z t.T.e.rx'i CoT^siss.'ion '{tSLCi % a f ive "ember conraia'sian e s t a b - '-^ 

ldsh«?o rif t e r '.-'orld '-.'ar I I fo 3upervi-:e and pr.-r.o?':^ u s s of 
n' ' i , ' lear e. 'isrsy. 7hy co' tmissicn yas -3l.ciisnad in 1^75 wi th 
' t i ; i'iin-ctiosvi t r a n s r e r r e d 2S 'the-.Sirer^y Rese'arch aari T^'rvel-
o i r s i i t A d m ' n i s t r a t l c n lEPDA) nnd tha rJuclsar Re.gula^ory 
f3:n:nl.^.giorj (ICRC). " • ' " 

t a j r e j^ ; <" i ir>ijd volume msasuj^e^ equal to i2 l". S. gallans^^cot;^ 
^ TO".!"/ i?'3ed ir, er raress i r j j '^•^y-^titie'3 of preroleum-^jia p e t r o -

ifH'" p r o d u c t s ; ' M > I ; . .;-N • 
. ' " ' " • , - • • O . • 

-'?M-Sliiii- she !S'iniiuE ,i'o43d' of a u t i l i t y ( e l a t t r i c ' ©f .gas);!'%vsi2' a 
giv.'-r, ;ie?io<i sf.rJj^.y, I'Tsit-? in ha^elos 'J s e r v i c e a r s opera tad 
i'!"* y,,."..! •'•spaci.gy a i i th« t i x e . 

. • \ 

.jjc/nifj. ->','-,'--,• sn L r̂.ei-j5y r j c ave rv .^jotsr;! ijhich r e s u l t s l a teafi 

'<"'•-' .7iiS"p',;,3 .'5:c a b^rvary* cyci'ji ••,;; to .^'"'"sin hi;jhe7 s f f ' l c i e a -

••'.z-r" 'Js. ''•̂ •̂ -••'-._,/ 'C^^ft-^Jioth^r ;/ s l ^ ;?•'- -i:̂  ...^i/yasrcjcr^i^. ^-T. 
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chain reaction and the sjicess neuty-aisa ccv; h : i , . ' . jL . :c > .'; . . 
more fuel; (2) Sbcs nonfiasionable • t i iQlst ;•;;'=.« i:; ;-v';r>v.JL-'.;:»<" 
into fissionable nuclei b)y capture o'J a nectsin jjf prsr.e? 
energy.- Momfissiondwlu: <ifaniuLis-238t for sy.ci>^l>?.^ :?»*r~ t̂hi-'''--' 
be bread into fissloaable plutCBiuii5-2 39 m t r . l^radlnvic:!; c ^ . ^ 
high-speed neutrons. 

British Thesmal Unit (Btu); the quantity of heat r.ecessCi'i'y fco 
jfaisa ths temperature of cne pound of 'j-sie's one rlsjjres 
Fahrenheit, One .3tu equals 252 calories, praiE (meaa), 778 
foot-pounds5 1055 joules aird C.29J watt-hours, (also BTU") 

bus.: an electrical conductor v;hich serves as a coraon conuecsion 
for two O'S more electrical circuits, A bus ma^ be in tha 
form of rigid bars^ etthe? clrculaT or rectangular in c?os3-
section, o? in fona of stranded-xjjnductor overhead caWas 
held under tension. 

^u£ba£: an e.lsctrical conductor in the foro of rigid bars, lo
cated in switchyard or pov;er plants, serving as a coriEon 
connection for two or niore electrical circuits. 

calogia: originally„ tha amount of heat energy raquirad to rsics 
ths tenipsratura of 1 gram of water 1 degree Centigrade. B£= . 
cause Shis quantity varies ivith the temperature of tha vrass:?. 
She calorie has been redefined in terras of other energy imiss. 
Ons calorie i3 equal to 4.2 joulss. 

t^ssiZxf?.! jis^ggjon pst/eg; production of pousr—usually else eri cal ia 
lairge qaaratitiss at a geaerstioa plant as opposed so produc
tion ae Zha p o i n t of coasusption. 

goal: a solid, cs^nbustible organic material foriced by t^ .s j^aeen-
position of .V3ge£abl2 material wiEhout frse access io a3?o 
ChGaically, seal is _co::;'̂ 032a ehiefly of e«!n»de?i3c<l .aEssiaeiin 
ylKg oe!r«e2-ĵ SG> of high i^sisculax ',;aigli£. Is ihm^ 'hcz z 
higfc2? yatil© of saiTbca t o hydrogen con tzn t thar-i ^ir.21, •̂ s'C'̂ s-̂  
l3U^o _ . . 

UQG -20 a f-;Gl. 

"•.."̂ x-iŝ srl 2QTSt -;5',̂ =ji:-'̂ dc*l i a aa£3ffo 

fimi'm^zlg-nj i ha >j{iec?;;ri by i^hisii sasirgv As s.fCiRĵ '-iiit-'a?"; ';i-'?-~r..?i ^ 
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as those areas where the water Is less thess 2€€ z s t e r s (.SCO 
'feet) deep.. 

control led, theraonuclear reactor (CTR): controlled fas icp , SfeaE 
is , , fusion •prodU'Ced under rasearch :co3idi£ioss,j OF fc? psfsduc-
elon of useful power. 

convection; the t ransfer of heat by the circulaelon of a l iquid 
or gas. 

core: the cent ra l par t of a nuclear reactor which contains t t e 
noclear ; fue l . 

exit i c a l saass; the mlnlmuBJ -aicoune of a f iss ionabla iBaterlslj such 
3S ura0iujH"235 o.r plutoniim'-.'^?, that—is required to sus ta in 
fission, .in a fsuclear^reactor. 

£rude_^oil_: petrQlaura l iqu ids as they cose ffom the srouad. Also 
, ca l i sd sltapiy "crude' ' , 

c u r i e : the ijnit of s 'sdioactivi ty. One cur ie i s the amoaiit of a 
radioact ive isotope necessary to produce 3.7 x 10 '̂̂  d i s i n t s -
gsations per second. One gram of radium has I cu r l s of 
i-adioac t i v i t y . 

dac3g\^_ga4ioactiire: th® process 'thereby a tons -df rEdloact,i^e smb-
staaces axperisBca transforEiation in to aiSms of other ©lemesits 
wish g t t m d s n t eai-s ion of peustrat ing xadiat ioas igajm& ray) 
-lad -goae nuclear par t lc la .s . Each Tadioacti'>ja substaaca haa B 
'4iaiqu,e A&cay race which may range from a. f?a.cEi6n. ol a sscoiii 
tQ .hEijdrs.d3 of years o,r lEOTe., "-

ĴsiLB d̂} ths rasa at >jh'ich e l e c t r i c asargy i s ds l ivarsd to os" By. .a 
~''/^t!3.s 3r_ I© s. jjl-^'ce r>i. e^ttliifeiii-s. aiijji-eBseci in kilow.at.£s.,j 
>-iJ.'0'JSJl£"3i3pi2T«s, or ofchar sujt.able imlt a£ a gi'vea -isstaat 
or aver,3-.g-2d ove't' 3:ay dsaigusted period of S:in>.So Sss load. 

.'C :̂?ĥ ij;.36r̂ ''e ¥S::9ure©3 based .̂s an sseiast-j; of e'ha pereEsaGiiE: 
7'0-iu ;̂:si9B in va'itee caas.ed by iha P3mc¥3?. of SivS; " -̂syswrsQ., 

''t,-r?ifi-3 ,10 fl'a.'*-// j.'i ndraal i-iy^t'igs:-/ ,̂ OftSK .s":r-ff?-??r5:1 STP fjg 
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with ciiae. lo. a d i rec t current , t he ref ora» an ergy i s csTrrisd 
by a coniiaywus, imdirectional flow of elec1:roiss through a 
conductor. 

doubling t i m : in the long-term (myltl-cycle) operation e'f a 
breeder reactor .system^ the time required to achieve a net 
doubling of the inventory of f iss ionable a a t e r i a l present in 
the system, eapressed in years . Doubling time depends osi 
the breeding gain and the spss i f ic power at which the Teactor 
operates , 

e l e c t r i c a l eneray; the energy associated with e l e c t r i c charges 
and t h e i r movement.'?, treasured in watt hours or kilotjatt 
hours. One Hatt-hour equals 860 ca lo r i e s . 

-e lectron; an elemantary p a r t i c l e with a r e s t mass of 9.1 n 10^^^ 
grajF^., bearin.-g e i t he r a posi t ive or negative e l e c t r i c ctsar^'S, 
Ks ga t iv e e l ec t r oas orb i t the a t om i c n a c i e us; t he i r t ran B f c- y 
or rearrangement batwean atoms underl ies a l l chemical reac-
tiOGS,. Eithiar nsgat ive or posi t-i ve e lect rons (s oas times 
cal led p.ositTOns) asy be emitted froia. atomic nuclei during 
auc iss r reac t ions ; thsy a re then called beta- pa r t i c l e s a,Dd 
they are the cons t i tuas t s of beta rays. 

energy: the- cspaclty to produce .Heat or do woxK. A quantity 
Hhich, lg coAsei-ved, although i t may be eKchasiged among bodies 
and eraas formed .from cas form, to atiother, c on'/a r ted bstgasn 
hsat and i-7orks, &T .loterconvsTted with mass. ^ 

agg£^_g9iivf?.g8 ioft. I ^ the E raas forms t ion of snsrgy from on® form to 
3,B,9th.eK. a. 

S iSMte l§£ ' '̂ ^® precede of_iac?23iiinE? the .coRrffnt^gtion. of f l ^ -
.siS'pabia u?aralii!Q»235 iu y^aalum froa the aa tu ta l ly occutsi'tig 
J/S'iiil s,f sbcu't 0. y ' jss 'csat to the concea5:ration .g'ecj'j.irsd to 
,3«':taiB f'issio!5 in s Easlsar sea c to r , geiserally abou'2 tlaran 
p'stP,3ni, the prlac:lp3i KBShosI sf sarilchE£iiS i s gSseciia aiif--
hzQi&Ti, b'jt <j.3.i!G©"3.3, C'S^tsxif URatloii i s s l s c recaiyiag EU.?;;1 
a^zc-sitiOii^ par t ley Iari*/ 2Snr,53eL 

'5i,Q.l;;sKg es:Ct;3 aa^ beiiafI'^-z a't u fedsrs.! daciaio'K. IlsqaiTstJ, 
•)•/ 2*ie .'^ottcsgi .Fi'vJ?om:!22i£a3 ^oH^y A^t '(I*1E?A), ose5i*->:i 

fnr;,ji Ssvj :q5!';jr_.i"';.'J:"t*;'3?,S H '^i^'t'lnnT -i'S'yftii^ 'i^''-'P ' y ^ y ' : ' 'A -..'.:i"'̂ ; 



neutrons at the fast speed of t h e i r i n i t i a l SQi^aiors ;<TCD iho 
f ission process, and that produces more fis3'].e3ii5»J.G ac50i?£cil 
than i t consumes• 

iaa t neutron; high energy neutron. Fast neutroas a?® utiriiasd in 
the fast breeder reactor bosh so prodyca nucl.ias' HsniSEa sad 
to tg-ansfoiTE f e r t i l e material ( e g , , ^^^U) m t o fiissJeaablc 
auclear fuel. 

fast geactor; a nuclear reactor in which the f iss ion chain Esac-
tion ia sustained primarily by fast neutron.3. Fast reactoss 
contain no Eoderatoz and inherently require enriched fuel . 
They are of i n t e re s t because of favorable aeutrcn economy 
which aakes them su i tab le for breeding. 

jee.dstock: foss i l fuels used for t he i r chasaical p rope r t i e s , 
rasher than the i r value as fuel , e . g . , o i l used to produce 
p l a s t i c s and synthet ic fabr ics . 

/_@.rtllg_gaterial: a mater ia l , aot i t s e l f f iss ionable by thermal 
aeu t rcas , c^hich can be converted into a fis3ionabl3 matairial 
by i r r ad ia t ion in a nuclear reac tor . The two basic f e r t i l e . 
^3S'5ri3i3 are uraaium-238 and thorius-232o 

f i s giga; tha s p l i t t i n g oi a hsa'vy nucleus into rdo appirositsately 
-squal par ts (-which are yadioactive nucls i of li,3htar a l e -
cSTits), accompanied by the release of a r s l a t i v s l y large 
3E9y,Rt of energy and generally one or szorG ii3utr.oni3. Fiasion' 
can occur spcntaneouoly, but usually is caussd by auclear 
jribaorptioiii of neutrons or othar p a r t i c l e s . 

_'Zis31 TlJggjggigj:: 3uy matgrial f i ss ionabls by s lcy nsistroKs. The 
f̂ â ,G2 feasic eaeo are yrai^iua=235. olsitssTijT^'"?^.-..•?r','? ''ly'̂ 's.'̂ -x-̂ ^ 
? 3 3 . • ' • " -

-P-ii^MS^--J3^.' '̂  rGactio;;^ shaabGr i s uhic'h ffe^ly d iv i i sd Doi'i^ 
?32^;tai.23 ara juopoRdsd asd sriiiiEjia^t; j.n a SS'-^SG O2 2tJ!rbv;= 
.IciJt -:;'9tisa ?iy a otrciaEi af ,-.̂ 3:' o? liqaiel ??sr3 balcJ . i"k3 a 
?o-rj3.t5'thG joaesaats flsw •::a;fi n;i;s 'ircGl^^ siia 3a34ira oyrfsss 
or^9 «2-th.a.Si>2?ticis'; -ID c;Tp-c-i4 X'J S«-J il=i:4d f-sr raass i sa j 
csd -J îif̂ h ra?s ©f 'i-.Q'̂ t trriSDî 'oi? in ©bs-::5;">fiGsl, 

/i5.y __n.gjj: 5;ho fisGo .osZid ?>3?tfu'1̂ .33 '5it' •ri:Enc@~̂ £5.!QS'lS>lG L'oaos'Aa.''. 

^i:<;S'j '^ i «,.tr-.^".')£i«°iio 
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fuai cell;- -a device for converting the esiergv Tit 1 sassd ia -n 
c'lteaicsl reactioo, d i r ec t ly l a to a l s c t r l c a i eissygjf. 

fuel eyela: the se r i e s of s teps involved in supplying fu®l Sor 
nuclear power l eac to r s . I t isicludas m.in4B.gs rsfisSwg o.f 

• ursaiu®. fabr icat ion of fuel aieiaentiSB the i r use In a siieleai: 
reactox'j' ch sal cal pyocss.slng to recover .reraaioing s iss ionable 
mater ia l , raenrichment of the fuel,, Te,fabrication in to REH 
fuaX e lessn t s aad easta s torage. Fuel cyc.le i s .sometimss 
yg&d t o ref or to a s ls i l lar sfiries of steps for foss i l fuels . 

fusioni the conibiBlng of atomic nucle i of very l i g h t aleiasEits by 
co l l i s ion a t high spaed to form new and hsavie? elem^snta, 
E&suiting ia ths re lease of energy. 

gallon; a uni t of tE2asure« A U.S. gallon coiJEains 231 cubic 
inches, 0,133 cubic fee t , or 3,735 l i t e r s , * I t i s 0.S3 times 
the imperial gallon. One U.S. gallon af water weighs 8.3 l b . 

gas cooled Cast brsedar reac tor (GC3R) i a fast breeder riaactor' 
^ i c l i la cooled by a gas , usually h e l i u s , under pressure . 

gas. Eanufactured; 'a gas obtained by dest ruct ive d i s t i l l a t i o n of 
cosl J or by tha theraial decomposition of o i l , or by the reac-^ 
tion of steam passio.g through a bed of heated coal or coka.. 
Isaaples ara coal ga3C.s, coke nĵ en gas'es, producer .gas, b l a s t 
f'jfaacs gas J blue- (yatar) gas , carbureted aa te r gas . 3tG 
coateat ' j s r les yM&lj . 

5IS3—OSSMSi- ^ o.atuE'ally occurring ra.ixture of hydrocarbon gases, 
ffjyjid in piogo'ig gss .logic formations beneath tJis ea^Eh's SOT-
f'seSjj of tea la^a.s£0c^sti.?>n. yltN„ps''J"'l?'.^...-. -"̂ -S p^lncip^l. 

'̂  csB3SiSuesi£ i s -ESthaa®. •' „ ' 

.gai3_ £^gMg.g_; sn '-̂ .QiriG •vjhich .eonvsrts chsraical snerf^y of' l i ca id 
hssl la to 3sefe.3isies.l eiiGrgy by cofab^stioa. Sases r eau l t i sg 
ara 2!,jpaBd2d tfirojj;^h 3 tu rb ia s , 

SSR^^iSsiM^'tl:-®:''" -̂ î tij- p'fi^c'ipB.l "precess 'laf gi3Eie.hi:5jit: sf ' • 
',ir.cni-hnsii Z '̂&t i s j is'f isiieesaaS-ap, ths rpncs3Ers?J,&'a'g'2'f.is- ' 
Qiej-.abl^ tiJSSia'iE3»2>S fe a 3ilK£«.re of n-'.-STiiii-ni is»©tQpijG fc© 
?>ba I 'vrii ?-3 î8iS'Sd ta Kiisa£a.lsi fisisio'c'in .- nti-nl-ziw ^Qz-sun'^ 

^ r i o M M r ^ S A ^ ^ i B t'&3 7^03^ c m ' ^ Q S i l y '̂"331 --.'•••t'.-i-j. •:£'i5?.'!ts2.^<^"V t'^--
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electrical energy. 

geopressured reservoir; a reservoir whose 'werihsad oreasuirG is 
substantially greater than nornsi as a result ot the pres
sure of the earth above it, 

geotheraial energy; the heat energy available in tha rocfej, hot 
water, and steam in the earth'^s subsurface, 

geothermal steaa: steam drawi froa deep within the earth. Ihere. 
are about 90 known places in the contlKsntal United S^tatas 
where geothermal steaa might be hamesssd for power. Th-e-se 
are in Caiifomia, Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon. 

Gross ^'atioaal Product (CNP): the Nation's total national output 
of goods and services at current market prices. 

half-life„ radioactive: tiae required for a radioactive substance 
to lose 50 percent of its ac.ivity by decay. Each radionu-
clidG has a unique half-life. 

hs3.£; a form of kinetic energy, whose effscts ara produced by 
the vibration, rotation, and general motions of Eoleeulas, 

_hSrj£_G»chana®r: any device that transfers hGat frota on® fluid 
(liquid or gas) to anotber or to tha GrsvirossaGnt. 

_''!gn'gvjjagnr; deiJterius o.fti£is; that is, uaSGr in which ail hyd'ro= 
- 531 atgms have' bsGn replaced by ̂ euteriisai, 

^Jl-JJiSg: a rafrigeratien Tjachine that I-3 \!SGd for hsiatiK^ 
x'athGr then ecDliKig. 'fepaadins rs'Iri?|aratioa fluid raEoyss 
'i't^-riZ. fjBTn a-Idxr^?. h-st .s-jî Avi,- Ihs flriid io tnos* tornjsrssssd, 
B'̂ A Zha hsat rs.'uisil'as; frsa cosprassicn ii ̂ ijchargsd to a 
!;"i?'i2 a n c h a n g ^ T •asni. 20 the aiirr.ctyndl:;i.'?D to "ac hGated, 

iT-'̂-'LJ'-lg-i!",; 2-'i;3 n,G:̂ iya sr ]e£a?i;;73 ^o whieh tju-sse IsGse is d i t j -

^'yr•^tJ•.r--z?a.f!']},^^mJ^[li,^qQJs•fi_^[^^^^^ a reaetor i u o l G ' l 
- j l m 'JICSL'SO ^f fjs.jjtjs.i fO (-S"̂;2n?fM>..'« ?l::'.ti7-?. -ẑ .̂ri fnr'SilG 
•'.lOZ'^^ln.l G'sid e©aiG*J :)itf; h;^3lv-. K~'''D'J G?;^ 5̂j3yo<?ca at -u 
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fosaii fuels axe predominantly hydrocarbons, with varying 
£GOunt-s ofCSsrganic compounds of sulfur, nitrogen, aud ouygen, 
and scms iiiorganic ipaterials. 

bydrcelectric plant: an electric power plant In uhich energy of 
falling uater is converted into Glsctricity by turning a 
tmrbiae generator. 

Joule: a unit of eaergy or work which is equivalent to one watt 
per second or 0,737 foot-pounds. 

k®ro5eg£: the petroleura 'fraction containing hydrocarbons that are 
slightly heavier tha-H-thusc foutsu in gasoline and naphtah. 

jii^owate Qtg)..' i,3C0 '.jatta, A unil of powar equal to-1,COO watts 
or to energy consumption at a rate of 1,0C0 joules per se«.ond. 
It is r.syall-/ usjad for electrical power, ilsi electric motor 
rated at orsa horsepowar uses aiectrical anargy at s rati "of 
.C'.bout 3/6 hiiowatt. 

jciJ-Q'̂ âSSrJloar X^iahl' 3 unit of worli of enargy aqu.al to that ex-
pG:Std^d by oa® kiAOwafet in ons hour. It is equivalent to 

k.iBggi_£^j7garg2° 8̂ -̂  Gaergy of cotion; the ability of an object to 
do wsrit becsuDE of its notion. 

j.tgl}£^a£j:g_ ?o.?cjfir_̂ j-J5j_t a nuclear reactor m which ordinary 
-7^50? o7 i'iglht 'watfsr I G tha priaary coolaat/snodarator tJith 
al3.gj'}'i";2.y .GsirishGd yraai5i?a fuel, Thara ars tow coKi:2rcial 
lf>3?tg--''J3'?Qr rG-sstor £y5:s<3-=£ha bolliag water reactor (WM) 
aee tii'G ̂ seGS-irlM-i -.-.•a.i'̂ ê re-sctor i? ' : l-x). 

J-.iif.'i'V̂ ŝ '.I 1*7:? i t s i s e^al of a variety i'xstGrc.GdJate biStwaGs paat 
.isJt! sltt-J.'̂ '̂gtG -seal, 

l^'-ZJ^0-:'^-^-SS^i^'^-'J-^-'^-^J t'i's csr.v.Gy3lor» of eoal into iiTiid hyslK'-i" 
"I'ditiT"'.' c'.'l "rGi-̂ tcd KSTipO'jnsJ;̂  X/y Iiyri'.̂ 'SgaEstisR. :. 

,:,i4--';i(l(}^ijri!^'.•^ri:^ yr:-z j U J t Q ^ : n^.V:ii^i-ii .'a:; th.-at hao basr. i2f]K2i"£r.'3 
iy ';€5<".:"i ^') o-jg-s -'A'tO^C. Tn tjrio i ' o ' ^ n , l g sfe-,;3iG.-! o 
^OAaf-ivoro' '̂"•-"li- 'i'̂ l'̂ T.G ••"n,d i;nK b G t?£75:-;pertGt5 O'^te-ntjivicaii-y 
•i/ '̂ EO"''. ̂ c:^''G?. 

''?;!a->;!.̂ ,:;,'u7 >?'ty^;G::G r:^^! v'j''.-!7ie, yhjvti ^.^m b o ;IJC;':G1 >e4. ri": ̂ u" 
'?'G'.',„'?'5 J'C ̂ •'̂ ifir.ioa i:;, •?G<nST:?';-w.. - ~ » > . • ^ . - ^ -
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lithium: eleraent No, 3 (symbol, I.i; atonic weight ^^^-j). As 
found in nature, lithium consists of a nixtura of two stabis 
isotopes—lithium-6 (7.5 percent) and lithium-? (92.6 per
cent) . L,ithlum-6 is of interest as a possibla fuel or source 
thereof for the generation of power from a controlled t?jermo-
r..iclear reaction. 

load: the amount of power needed to be delivered at a given point 
on an electric system. 

load growth: the growth in energy and power daaands by a utility's 
custoraars. 

Lur&i Process: the chief commercially available process for coal 
gasification. Having 'originated in Germany, this process has 
limited application in the L'nited States because of probless 
of scaling up tha size of operations and characteristics ot 
y.3. coai. The Office of Coal Research and AESrican Gas 
Association are jointly fuadin« furthar developEient. 

gnrg_igi the difference between ziL) r t s t system generating capabi
lity and systen naximum load raqaireKEEts including net 
scbadule transfers uith other systems. 

riGg!igt̂ _ggg>atratl.on rate; thG iraction of new and replaceiassit 
::t3rliet yhich is held by a particular process or product, 

MSS3J^J=-Q^= 1,GC0 kilowatts, 1 million watts, 

yi%:'l.l.L-I^.i-£J^XsSSil.' ooal with strong or n:odsrat2.1y sSrssg eokisg 

i,i5 pGTssat sulf'-sr, as nined or aiter co-nvG^tisaal clsaniit!!?,, 

'iJJ?]j;".'Ljt5|i.ii.- ^-^ lightest ii> ehg pgrsffisr.ic s«?iss; of bi^dro= 
t-'ieV̂ sG. iS Io fislorlGGG, eie^lGG-, aad ilsurzi^tbl®,, It.?orv;'3 
t}'G -igjor portica of T.a-rah ,7̂3s &T.rj natural gas. 

GGT.G ryfA labrisaeia:^ oil fraitiS'ir, i r . tiis ;fGt'iEil?.i:i ?7^<?iG0GG: 
7;-:G-;3 te«J-jda light f-'̂ Ĝ .-oil'. Gr.<; *l'i':ir,a'i 'fusl, 
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permits the reactor to operate at low fusi S'nrilcteants,}. 

?3atioiial EnvironEgntal Policy Act (MZPA) : an act passed in 1970 
requiring that the environmental impact of zost large pro
jects and progress be coasiiJared., .-toong ita 'isiportast pro
visions is one. requiring a detailed statanant of environmen
tal ispact of and alternatives to a project to be submitted 
to the govaramene before ths project can begin. 

nsjuaraXjgas: naturally occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon gases 
and vapors, the more important of which are' methane, ethaES, 
propane, butane, pentana, and hexane. The energy content of 
natural gas is usually taken as 1032. Stu/cu.ft. 

natural uranium: uranium as found in nature, containing 0.7 per
cent uraniam-233, 39.3 psrcent of ur3nium-238 and a trace of 
ur3niua-234. It is also called norraal uranium, 

not. r3!T£?vGS; the recoverable quantity of'an, energy resonance 
that can be producsd and delivered. 

a_gtiegon; an eiaEsntary particle wi£"h gpproKimatsly the mass of a 
proton but without any electric charge. It is ona of tĥ e 
S03stituent3 of ths atomic nuclaus. It is frequently rs-
iGssad during auclaar reactions and, on ants-ring a nuclaus, 
car. cauGS Byclaar reactions including nuclaar fission. 

gitgojggfl,0jiide3_|̂ ;i).; chemical cOmjJounds of nierosaa (K) snd 
ŝ sygGa { 0 / . A product o l combustion of fos'sil fiiais whoG® 
pffô uctioa iacrsases î itb tha taaperatars of tfea ,'?ro£ss3. 
-L=££® bscosa aa air oollutaat if sonsGstratioas 3 r 3 OHSSE-

Gi'JG. 

y • 
jjl''\gj-.-'GGr s^iW-'J.' s zo t^y r a l a a s e d as p s r t l c u l a t G or alGG-aTOrr.sgS'G.ti^ 

rad'ia^ie.G cad hGcit dur ing rsaos-iens of a tos ' Ic :ns',iclGi, 

ILiSJ-'^^M^jQPl&R' -^'2 Qpl i t t i^ jg of l a r g a a t o n i c mmielG'i •i':>.t'<> ?,KS> 
•55? s9¥e-SGj-sriJt.'-lGKir GSJGGIC-C, xjish tho PGIGSSC s f In^gs 
•G'G<5;::?,?.G G? GUGr.y/. 

GG'4i.G:̂ ?_.;F^ îJ.̂ s-7_eaa_'i thG 'vaT,'lo?i.3 Dtepc u5ilffh iJ!v.9i'';G ^>.G si' 
t;lG^, y'.'?€s;GGG.̂ i;,3, M© 3ad •sẑ 'soc,Cs~j':-yl'z% Oi G-î ĉ GO? r̂ -'..)' 

::v>.<:SG-".-f y_;;GiGS,° &̂ G P?gC'Ooa »•/ ytlf ,h 'Sfj-jl l ?,£sni-i." •;:':.';:',.3's 
•̂?t;.7o2(i'.:? -iizii '?̂ .G Fclc-G-oa of lO'St̂ .a cy-)ti-t,Z-s d£ C^G-^'G-= 
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cctrnonent is a rore witli tis.sicnanle fuel. It usually has a 
moderator, reflector, shielding^ coolant and control sGchan-
iaras. It is the basic machine of nuclear power. 

ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC): electricity ganeration 
by making use of the temperature difference (some 40**?) 
hcitvcen the top and botioiii layers of the ocean to convert a 
fluid to vapor which in turn powers a turbine generator, 

oil shale: a sedimentary rock containing solid organic matter 
from which oil can be obtained when the rock is haated to a 
hIgh temperaturs. ^ 

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC); founded in 
VibO to unify and coordinate petroleum poiicias of tbe mem-
bars. The membars and the data of membership are: Abu Dhabi 
tl557); Algeria (1969); Inderesia (1962); Iran (1960); Iran 
(1%0); Kuwait (1%0) ; Libya (1962); Isigeria (1971); Qatar 
(1*361) J Saudi Arabia (i960); and Venezuela (1960). OPEC 
headquarters in Vienna, Austria.' 

gutaga: the period in which a generating unit, transmission lins, 
or other facility, is out of service, 

jg3XtJi£i3_lata taattar: solid particles, such 3s the ash, which ara 
TslGasad froo coabustion process in exhaust gases s ^ foss.il'" 
f'Gsl plants. 

9 

_;jaaĵ£̂.<t_ ̂ agacit^; that part of a system's equipment which is 
•?pGr3ted only during tha hours of highest ĵowar demand, 

,̂j2f''.kjGaGiJs_Gd: thG greatest -asount of all of t t s pĉ âr loads osj a 
GyGtea, yr pars thsrasJ, whish ha.o ccsurrad 35 caa spssiflsd 

J 

l*MMP-I--'yĉ l̂.- '^^ o i l y flacGaabia SiityGiTiOUG l..lf|'j;ld th-3S nay vai^y firos 
Gln!J-jt c o l o r l 3 3 s t o b l n c k , oceurG in ri^ay 3>lacos i a ?,ihe'yjjjsar 
Gt,MtG -Dt e?s^ Garths IG a essTplcn Gia tu ra of GylrgK.G'^lbeiis 
G'lth .GHGli G35Knta Of OthSiT GU'b.GtGBKGG, GQd i'i pffGpQffiB(f» ?Si'̂  

GGC GG •.jCGsllaG, riGphGh-̂ ,̂ o r ©shGr ^rs^Pista by -^ariowG ?o-
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directlv into electricity by means o i a solid state davice 
such as the single crystal silicon solar cell, 

plasma: an electrically neutrifl, partially ionised .̂ as in which 
the motion of the constituent particles is dorainated by 
electromagnetic interactions. The study of plasEa motions 
i-Z called magnetohydrodynamics (XHD). 

plutonium ^Pu): a heavy, fissionable, radioactive, metallic 
element with atomic number 9'i. Plutonium-239 occurs in 
nature i n t r a c e amounts only. However, it can be produced 

... a.s ̂  by-:prcducr o'" tho fission reaction in a uranium fueled 
nuclear reactor and can be recovered for future use. 

pollution: the acaî ffiulation of wastes or by-products of human 
, activity. Pollution occurs when wastes are discharged in 

excess of the rate at which they can be degraded, assimi-
latad, or dispersed by natural processes. Sometimes nonious 
rnvirottmental effects not caused by human activity are also 
called pollution. 

potential eneray: energy which is not associated with motion-
thus that which is stored in chemical bonds and water at 

^ ' • high elevations are forms of potent?.al energy. 

5;ewer: the rate at which work is dene or energy is transfarrad. 
Powar i- measured in units of work per unit time; typical 
unils are iha horsepower and the watt. 

\ 
.gre.Gs^uri^ad^Hater reactor; a power reactor in which haat is 

issjdar hl^h pressure to prevent it fro's boiling. Ste-am is 
geaeratad in a secondary circulat'ion ^'staa. 

.fê igGirŷ fuej,: f u s l consuEad in orij'.ifj.sli prodactisn cf GKsygy -3f> 
csntr-Gstsd to a con'r/erslon cf energy froa sna fom) to i'.ioi*'..";'-'-

^rotsa: a poGitively charged elaGGntar;; partlc:j.a h=i'j'i.Ty\ *•; •."•-yy'> ';.• 
£S«ut 1. 7 ̂  10"^'^ grams, reugiily 1§^0 tif:3G GVG .Ĝ rear. GG iliG 
Gj'JG of Sii Gia^trca. Proto^G ara co'-iGt.̂ tGGijft.o of GSo'lf^ 
GLGIG', aGd are smitted ia sosa utJGlaG'i' rcaGij.rGGo 

M-?f''i<:i'l=W'ji^'M-^--l' '̂̂ - SGLlsiGSSo! «;-'iiGGt.iJy o'i <'-ny.c- ?;% ''G':''i'- ..''\:-., 
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of electricity as in a hydroelectric power plant. 

radiation: the process by which energy in the form of electro
magnetic radiation is amictsd from matter. Alao, the elec
tromagnetic or particulate rays that are emitted from atoms 
or molecules as thev undergo internal change. 

radioactivity: the spontaneous decomposition of an atom accom
panied by the release of energy. 

raacto£; any device in which a chemical oir nuclear reaction is 
sustaiRed in a self-supporting chain. 

J c.' 

Z S L I B S S ' ^^ industrial ccmplSK for processing ^rude r̂ iX: by dis
tillation and chemical reactions 30 as to produce a separate 
petroleuo product. Typical crude fractions, from too to^ 
bottom or simple to comple.x, are : ether, -methane,-and 
ethane (the gasolines); propane and "autane;-kexcsenfe, fuel 

< oil and'lubricanes; jelly paraffin, aspha'Ct and car. 

reserves: the amount of a fu^l r̂r other mineral resource knovm 
to exist and expected to be recoverable by aiilsting techni-
tiues and jindar ê tisting econo-alc conditions, 

{^jiMr;j^_j,'znQr&zlTiR, capacity: extra capacity traintalired to ̂ ga?!e-
rata-ipoHer in the event of unusually high dansnd or a loss or 
scka(Milad outage of regular generating capacity. 

o 

gGjjj.duaj^ fjag 1_^jj.: a h i g h - v i s c o s i t y , fue l o i l t h a t must be ksat?,& 
before i t can ba punpsd and handlet icoi ivenic^nrlv- - RG^ "̂r?'j-::l 
fuei-oi- i ' -J ' i ' ihe patroia'um f r a c t i o n t h a t i s c o l l e c t e d a f t e r 
Gil "lOHsr-boilin,' ' f r a c t i o n s have b.2an d i . ^ t i l l a d at-jay, i t i s 
u'sad p r i o a r i l y iru i n d a E t r y j . i n iarf ,a co-'iiiaerciai b«ilrtin2.35 
STid fur t ha gSBGration 01 a l o ! ; t r l c i t y , 

.SS?yiMAS-=£1£SISSi' '^i-''- '̂̂ -'̂  S '̂̂ ' c&ta'.lsi-:'»d by che augtcsntat.lon s t '• 
G<33ar^/oir ssier^y; a i t ^ n h-j -tha inj?e?.Aoa of a-ir, t^as 0? GGtGr 
3<ieo a pr'i;diactien ' iorr ra t icn. 

OA5G-_'r:G:.!j:j_gn.° % le:-; GS8GT;»y n a u t r o n , sGj^r.i--!Gs c-alXed a f.fer-G.'', 
GGGSrofi, 'j>,G CEGrr,y of -i oicw i-ig-Gt'̂ '̂ŝ ti 'IG . iba i t •).'.}?i G ' .G ' ' -

r.K'̂ iV. v<;?lgfj, ; a R©nt7n.GX s s tha erj^-igy of :.< f a j t •-v.-'/.nz&ii-
Gh.Hf; aGy G:!;GG;,d ^J,C;;G •i'.ccSroG, vwitG, ^law TG-G;z^?^-; K/. • 
G(;,v-̂  6^'ri«:AGi3t G"!j'j;G;;'Ji7H'; fAGni/jp, a? y r a a ' Jij-vi^"!-, G,~,,.-G-'>.. 
y:,~.:nT ĵ'nn'̂ GS T.frj isG gsGfaf; ;'';G: .''.,?G f'GG'r-̂ GGi '̂ "i "JGG )" G. 

-nGG?i'«BG 'Q G:^G?-GSG: ••<-,'i..G i .S.G'Gi«n fiGX-? iGfi, 

•GGG;*' '̂ ''•Gt .i';C£3 r;GGG''Gi7 X̂ ') GGG,"! jinnyS'.-'-1 , j . ' ^ . "":''7^ ::'•': " ' ' 
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of polluted air. Term is derived- from Simoks and IQK-

solar cell: a device which converts'^olar radiation to a current 
of electricity. 

;:» ' 

s o l a r c o n s t a n t : the average i n t e n s i t y of s o l a r r a d i a t i o n stTiUSiit» 
t h e a tmosphere . The s o l a r cons ' tant i s measured on z p lane 
p a r p j ^ d i c u l a r t o the path of t he radiafeicn. Tts value i s 
1.36 k i l o w a t t s per square mete r . "N 

s o l a r - furnace: an o p t i c a l dev ice wi th l a r g e m i r r o r s t h a t focuses . 
t he r ays from the sun upon a smal l f o c a l ' p o i n t t o produc*^ 
visry hi;ch t e m p e r a t u r e s . . • 

s o l a r spectrum: the t o t a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c r a d i a 
t i o n emifted frora the sun , minus those* wave ''.engths t h a t a r e " 
absorbed by the s o l a r atGiosphsre. 

s t a c k Rgs d e s u l f u r i z a t i o n ( s c r u b b e r ) : t r e a t i n g of s t a c k gases t o 
reitove s u l f u r compounds. • , . 

3£>'ET. power p l a n t : a Jplant in t;hich the primu; ^.overs ( ' futblnes/ 
CsSriDL-irtGri; t o t h e / g e n e r a t o r s a r e "driven by s t e a r . 

styij>_Jgiging: the min ing 'o f coa l by • removing cover ing raatef;G3l 
( t h e overburden) and' ' " s t r i p p i n g " away t h e e n t i r e underlyinj^ 
coa i seari . Other forms of coa l iDining a r e underground, ' and ' 
a A a r Giining i n which coa l i s d r i l l e d out of seams exposed 
alGng thS s i d e of a mountain, 

CGittjr5tj£_iTa£rjc'al ,â >»„ (a.ob;; a -tnaxiufactured gssaoua tuei. gtin;^?-
a i i y ;ar'3duced fron aaphtha or c o a l . I t csit-apTis 93 t o 'Sfi 
parGCnPs siGthsiaa," sriL hes sn energy, con t en t of 980 t o IC'l'i 3tu-> 

.„ c • p<2r ?>t3r.<'G'jr*j cubic foo t , about tha sauie 3'^ t h a t of nat!-'.-?3l 

O 

S^^S.-2Jt^-'i2.' .siG4JlG.5Gt-'!,<'y .r^,ct".: .which coQta.is"»ri3CQu.«., hoe'Ty petGC-
;G-;r. Vtjiz '.:̂ n•s.o?. h<< recovered by Gonventional r^aKhcd'-: of 
v/'^troic-uGi pr^dv.ct'LOi-i. 

J;.".i,>_.?..'•'Jr'. JS '̂/̂ G-lGGy: «:GQ o t hftat Gssd uth-T xathwds O?'SGT zit-'̂ Zt '"]n*f 
:G;i'-*̂ ?-̂ -cr>, t a -G'-i-'̂ r-nG f>,il r ecovery •'•_,„'-''• !:r:?,i:^y f-.v^an':'.': .•'•.fii-G 
;'''•;nst?Gry '^nciyjQT'j). 
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theFtna 1 reactor: a nuclear reactor in which the fission proseas 
is propagated mainly by thermal neutrons, i.e., by neull'OKS 
that have been slowed dowi until they are in thermai eqyiili.b-
rium with the atoms of ihe moderator. 

the na ionic d evie a: a device which converts heat into .electricity • -
by "boiling" electTons from a Ijpt met a-1 surface andctondsns-'-
ing them on a cooler surface. •. •* ' 

tharniodvnamlcs, latrs of: the first Ia« o l th'Sraodynemtcs states ~ .-/>'̂  
' ' — V • • 

that energy can nei ther be created nor destroyaej. "The second 
law of th^rmodyTiam.ics s t a tes tha t when 3 free exL-hange of 
heat- takes place between cwo bodies ^ thfe ^ h ^ t is- always 
transferred froia the warmer to the coolfet- ' "̂  

thorium (Th): a natural ly radioact ive el^me'nt with atomi.if^^aimber 
90 sndi as Eou^a in na ture , a-n atomic weight of apptoxiIBatel•' 
232. The f e r t i l e thorlum-232 isotope i s abundant aitd^ can be 
tritnsrautGd to f i s s ion ih le ur3iUum-233 by neutron i r r ad i a t i on 

V and in t-urn uMed as nuclt-'ar ri-accor fuel . .; 
V 

ton.: 'a uni t of n-;Glght -equal-to 2,000 pounds in .•jh® U^St'ed ^ r ^ t a s , 
Canada and the"Un'ion of South Africa, and to 2,240 pounds lh 
Great Br i ta in . Tise AirJ-ricaa ton is often 'cai lsd tJie short 

•* tOHs while tne B'ritish tori i s ca l led th'e long ton {t^nns). 
The" metric ton, "ox 1,000 kilograms.f^.'^uais 2,206.62 poui::^.^. 
Depending .>ipQn'~specific g rav i ty , -.^^^ong ton or metric ton 
wil l equal ^roiii'^.5 to B.5 ba|:r(rfs of o i l . , •' 

trltliiBi-f-T>; ' a. ?a3e--3-si'̂ e riaJioati-lvfe isotope: "of •hydro'gen with two 
Beatron3 spd ons proton in the nuclaus. 

_£ r̂j)lr,Q_; ia sm'i0T, zhe -^Hafi of which is rotaesd by a stream of. 
water J dreerii, air,, or fluid from a nozzlf and forc'sd agaJnsr 
'jii i<'nz r-i a wh'p'el. - .' * '' .j. 

Jia:fS.ii-^_LiOL' a' radlosit ' Ive elenont with ths atomic rraiubsr '-i?. aGi<J, 
s.-'i found in natural or^s , in aysrh^B- ator.ic Me,iijb2 tif .Gpsiro:;-
in,3tsly i'Jg. '.rha tiao pr:i,:^cip.3l iii.atcra.1 isotfpe^f', =37"; vuG'S-iV'Tr' 
2'i': ffJ, 7 p<srri:ns ni aat'j-rfii-uraniura.? which is.'f J,'?3'"o'iif.>:'G 
(fapiialB .-5!!' ^ri^xi s p l i t nnd thereby re.lt*.aBir4g g.r''i?;-̂ y ! ::v:A 

"a'f.̂ î iut-p-Mti HM*. i <:-.'??,•(• c-nt o'l o-a-iural 'qfaalii^-i) .̂jiMt'-'i J's . • '̂i'• 
I'i.i-iiJh.'i^/'.r.p, SkG ^rtHif-ii'-y ' # b-eir.p, conî "f̂ <'t..l&,.te i;»G a i-'.J-,;,i.9.G*' 
^Gi*' rT-iSGj-̂ id ,i. -î 'G^siral •'i-p'.i-\i'i-;s%l-.n'-i ls£ladt;f; 2.-.i-lr'^tG 
Qy^^aA til ^rG^^iGG-,;'i^. "" ' • " _,> J 

' ' v p G l ^ s a t ; •:-'::'• . / i t*- ; '* !•; ,-''i ? C''i,^-.>?Gi V f " , G ' ^ t v G tv! 

J , , t . :U' .- l<. • ; :» . , ' . G ' - - G< ...iJ- V ' ^ i . x J G U ^.-G ;G^;>1!li;J > 
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operacion.s, which are radioactive and for which there 14 no 
further use. Wastes are ĵ dnerally classified as ̂high-level 
(having radioactivity concentrations of hundreds to thousands 
of curie.s per t;;alion or cubic foot), low leyel (in' the rrnpe ', • 
of i raicrocurie per gallon or cubic foot), or intermediate. .. ' 

-'• 
watt: a unit of power. -It-is the rate of ene.rgy UJSC or cohvsr- " =̂  

sion when one joule of energy is used or converted pen seccnd. 
(A joule is about 0.2S calories.) 

watt-hour: the total amount of energy used .in one hour by a ^ 
device that îfses one watt of power for continuous oparation. 
Electrical enert;v is commonly sold by the kilowats hour 

' (1,000 watt-hours). . . , 

well head: oil or gas brought to the surface,'ready for traps- ° •; . 
portaticr. to refinery ^r ship or pipeline. Well head cos-ts 
usually refer to the cost to bring the oil or gas to the-
iurfaeie and do not include costr' of transportation, refining, 
distribution or profit. 

work: ;he transfer of energy from one body tp another; or the 
energy it̂ self, in tha process of transfer. Work and energy 
ara n;easuret in tha same units.' ' ' • ^ 

•̂ D 
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Alternative Fuels 
by Peter Gottlieb, Ph.D. 

Peter Gottlieb, Dames & Moore's Director 
of Computer Services, has managed a 
wide variety of engineering and environ
mental studies for nuclear and altemative 
energy projects. He directed a cost/ 
benefit analysis of alternative modes of 
energy production for the Caiifomia 
Energy Resources Conservation and 
Development Commission and has pre
sented expert testimony concerning al
ternative energy resources before the U.S. 
House of Representatives Subcommittee 
on Energy and the Environment. 

DecUning domestic supphes of oil and 
natural gas are forcing us to look for 
alternatives. The first choice for substitu
tion is the old standby, coal. But coal is 
not the complete answer. To begin with, 
it is expensive to burn because of strin
gent air pollution control requirements. 
Also, it will become more expensive to 
mine and transport as high-quality local 
deposits are used up (although it will re
main cheaper than oil or natural gas). 
Above all, recurrent oil supply crises 
should have tauglit us the folly of reliance 
on any single fuel type for a major por
tion of our energy budget, especially an 
imported fuel. 

Nuclear power was once viewed as the 
low-cost, environmentally harmonious 
fuel of the future. However, questions of 
safety, security, and increased construc
tion costs have considerably diminished 
near-term prospects for greatly expanding 
this energy source. We are thus left with a 
bewildering array of alternative fuels, 
most of which are highly touted by their 
respective proponents, and very few of 
wliich have ever been tested in a practical 
energy production situation. For each of 
these fuels the competing claims of large 
resource availability, low cost, and very 
low environmental impact must be care
fully evaluated. 

The purpose of this paper is to com
pare the total reserves and costs of some' 
of i'he more popular alternative fuels to 
the extent that the present uncertain 
state of knowledge and lack of practical 
commercial experience will permit. We 
will present these alternative fuels in 
groups having similar origins and similar 
costs and/or energy potential and will 

conclude with a comparison of all the 
alternative fuels and some projections of 
future trends. 

"UNCOMMERCIAL" 
HYDROCARBONS 

The- uncommercial hydrocarbons in
clude syngas (synthetic natural gas from 
coal), synoil (synthetic oil from coal), al
cohol from coal, and oil from shale. 
These synthetic fuels constitute a very 
large resource, which reflects the fact that 
each is derived eilher from coal, which is 
very abundant, or shale, which is nearly 
as abundant. (Note that three of these 
alternatives are derived from coal and are 
thus to some degree mutually exclusive-
coal burned to manufacture one deriva
tive cannot be burned again to manufac
ture another.) 

The main obstacle to the development 
of these synthetic fuels has been the large 
initial capital investment required. Be
cause of the current energy situation, 
however, the federal government may 
subsidize their production and make up 
the price differential between the syn
thetic fuels and the natural hydrocarbons. 

The main advantage of these fuels is 
their relatively large supply. Expressed in 
quads-short for quadrillion (10*^) 
British thermal units* .(Btu)-the re
sources of this category could total 
6,000, the equivalent of 75 years of our 

"A Btu is the amount of heat energy 
required to raise the temperature of one 
pound of water (about a pint) one 
degree Fahrenheit. 
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total energy consumption (from all 
sources) of 80 quads per year. 

Our estimates for costs and total re
sources for these four fuel types are com
pared in Figure 1. The process character
istics and problems associated with each 
are described below. 

SYNGAS 

Of these four synthetic fuels, syngas 
has had the most commercial develop
ment. The eariiest form of syngas, which 
was produced by simply passing steam 
over hot coal, was used for street lighting 
about a century ago (before the wide
spread availability of natural gas). The 
product was a low-energy gas (150 Btu 
per cubic foot) consisting mostly of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Current 
gasification processes still begin with this 
reaction as an initial step, but the energy 
content of synthetic gas must be in
creased to approximately 1,000 Btu per 
cubic foot if it is to be transported eco
nomically over long distances. This can be 
accomplished by reacting the carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen catalytically to 
produce methane and carbon dioxide. 
Before this step, known as methanation, 
can take place, the concentration of 
hydrogen must be increased to provide 
the proper ratio for the reaction. 

Commercial experience is almost en
tirely with the Lurgi process, which was 
used in Germany to produce natural gas 
(and gasoline) during the later stages of 
Worid War II, when their traditional oil 
supplies were cut off. The Republic of 
South Africa has developed this tech
nology even further in an effort to lessen 
its dependence on politically unreliable 
foreign oil. 

A number of other gasification tech
nologies are also being developed in the 
United States, primarily to optimize the 
conversion of one or more of the broad 
range of domestic coal types. Unfortu
nately, the high capital investment, which 
appears to be required for all these pro
cesses, makes the resuUing fuel too 
expensive—at least $4.00 per million Btu 
compared with $2.50 for natural gas (in 
1978 dollars)-to risk development on a 
large commercial scale in the" United 
States. There have however been a num
ber of pilot plants (financed primarily by 
the Department of Energy), and construc-

Total 
Resources 
(Quads) 

10,000 

1,000 

100 

10 

Coal Alcohol 

Tar Sands 

Syngas 

• Synoil 

Shale Oil 

Tertiary Oil 

CJeopressured 
Gas 

10 

Dollars per Million Btu 

Figure 1. Uncommercial hydrocarbons: total resources versus cost 
per million Btu 

tion on a few small commercial plants is 
beginning. 

COAL LIQUEFACTION 

The methane produced in coal gasifica
tion can be easily converted to methyl 
alcohol (methanol). Coal can also be con
verted to gasoline or oil (synoil), either 
directly or by reactions of the methane 
produced in the gasification process. 
Unfortunately, the synoil process is less 
energy-efficient than the gasification 
process (or methanol production) because 
of the extra steps needed to produce the 
heavier, longer-chain molecules. The total 
resource is only half what we would ex
pect to get from gasification (as can be 
seen from the comparison in Figure 1). 
Nevertheless, liquid hydrocarbon fuels are 
essential to the functioning of our current 
transportation system, and there is con
siderable political support for the produc
tion of gasoline from coal. 

Despite the lower efficiency of liquid 
synthetic fuel production, the Republic 
of South Africa has embarked on an 
ambitious program to provide some 
measure of energy independence by pro

ducing oil from coal. The South Africans 
have developed a process (called SASOL) 
similar to the Lurgi gasification process, 
but which produces gasoline directly. 
South Africa's first SASOL unit is already 
on-line, SASOL 2 is nearing completion, 
and by 1983 the country hopes to be 
neariy 50 percent self-sufficient in oil. 

OTHER HYDROCARBON 
ALTERNATIVES 

Oil from shale and tar sands is not 
presently commercial in the- United 
States, but these sources are expected to 
see considerable activity in the 1980s. 
Estimated recoverable resources in the 
United States and their costs are shown in 
Figure 1 for comparison with the other 
uncommercial hydrocarbons. 

Enhanced recovery of oil from exisUng 
wells is already in commercial practice 
and should not be considered an alterna
tive fuel source. Some of the newer tech
niques (e.g., application of heat by burn
ing some of the oil in place or use of 
detergent) are still in the development 
stage; they are grouped together as "ter
tiary oil" in Figure 1. 
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D 

Solar 
Low-Temperature 

Solid Waste 

[J] Biomass to 
Oil or Gas 

20 

10 12 

Tennessee, has been heating a major por
tion of the downtown area with steam 
produced by burning municipal solid 
waste. This material does not have a heat
ing value rich enough to support efficient 
electric power generation, but it does 
burn hot enough when mixed with some 
other fuel. 

The Union Electric Company, of 
St. Louis, Missouri, conducted a demon
stration program using a fuel consisting of 
90 percent coal and 10 percent solid 
municipal waste. For this particular proj
ect, the solid waste was shredded fine 
enough to be fed into the boilers through 
the same type of nozzles used for the pul
verized coal. This experiment was termi
nated a few years ago, however, partly 
because of community protest over the 
location of trash storage facilities. 

Dollars per MilUon Btu 

Figure 2. Marginally economic renewable resources: quads per year versus cost 
per million Btu 

The remaining uncommercial hydro
carbon of significant potential for large 
supplies is geopressured brine. This is a 
geographically limited source, with the 
most promising brine reservoirs located 
near the Gulf Coast of Texas and 
Louisiana. The high reservoir pressure 
makes any well difficult to control, and 
the high concentration of brine necessi
tates an expensive disposal process. Im
proved well control technology and the 
use of the brine as a source of geothermal 
energy may make such projects commer
cially feasible. Unfortunately, the first 
test drilling in Texas resulted in a blow
out, so the project is being redrilled. 
Another test well has begun in Louisiana. 
There is considerable controversy con
cerning the total resource that might be 
recoverable from this source, so the esti
mates shown in Figure 1 may be some
what optimisric. 

The 1980s will also see the exploita
tion of other unconventional sources of 
natural gas: Devonian shale, tight gas 
sands, and coal seams. The latter are al
ready extracted extensively before mining 
of "gassy" coal deposits, in order to re
duce the danger of explosion. However, 

none of these resources is large enough to 
show up on the scale of Figure 1. 

RENEWABLE FUEL SOURCES: 
MARGINALLY ECONOMIC 

The marginally economic, renewable 
fuel sources can be grouped in three main 
categories: solid wastes can be burned to 
provide energy or pyrolyzed to provide 
oil; biomass can be converted to alcohol 
or gas via fermentation or anaerobic 
digestion; and solar energy can be used 
for such low-temperature applications as 
water heating and industrial drying pro
cesses. The maximum annual energy po
tentially available and the estimated cost 
for each of these categories are shown in 
Figure 2. Under the most favorable cir
cumstances we could get a total of 20 
quads per year, or about one-fourth of 
our total energy consumption rate. 

SOLID WASTE 

The lowest-cost of these three cate
gories is the combustion of solid waste, 
primarily because the fuel is free. For 
several years the city of Nashville, 

BIOMASS 

The fermentation of alcohol from vari
ous agricultural products appears to have 
been practiced since the beginning of 
civilization. In response to the hardships 
induced by the 1979 oil shortage, some 
enterprising distillers have switched from 
the production of ethyl alcohol (ethanol) 
for drinking to motor fuel. The distillers 
can save money because the product need 
not be of such high purity, but the alco
hol is still more expensive than the gaso-
Une it is intended to replace, even with 
strong tax incentives. 

This scheme is very popular as a means 
of disposing of surplus corn and maintain
ing or increasing agricultural prices, but as 
a long-range program it may not make 
much sense. If the energy used for pro
ducing the fertilizer and powering the 
agricultural vehicles is accounted for, the 
total energy input to the alcohol produc
tion process is more than the energy con
tent of the product, even if some credit is 
given for the protein-rich spent grain by
product (which is used for animal feed). 
In other words, we might be better off by 
simply curtailing surplus corn production. 
The process can be brought into a more 
favorable balance by burning the non-
grain parts of the corn as the heat source 
for the distillation process and/or by 
improving the efficiency of the distilla
tion process. A breakdown of the energy 
consumption for current practice is given 
in Table 1. 

There are also greater efficiencies pos-
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Table 1. Energy balance for the production of ethyl alcohol from corn using traditional fermentation and/or distillation processes 
(units are 10^ Btu per gallon of ethanol produced) 

INPUT ^ 

Agricultural 
Fertilizer 
Machinery (manufacture and repair) 
Miscellaneous (e.g., chemicals, seeds, and 

transportation) 

Process 
Cooking and fermentation 
Distilling 
Purifying 
Evaporation 
Drying 

Total Input 

20 
15 

15 
50 

26 
42 
15 
45 . 
20 

148 

198 

OUTPUT ; ; 

Ethanol (energy value as motor fuel plus 
refinery energy inputs) 

Feed by-product 
Agriculture waste (stalks and cobs) 

Total Output 

144 
16 
64 

224 

sible with higher sugar content crops. 
Sugar cane is the basis of the Brazilian 
program, by which it is hoped to replace 
nearly 50 percent of gasoline consump
tion with ethanol. Sugar cane is more 
appropriate than corn because it has a 
lower protein content (and thus con
sumes less fertilizer), because the stalk 
portion of the plant (called bagasse) is 
quite suitable for fueling the distillation 
in coal liquefaction, and because, in 
Brazil, sugar cane can be tended and har
vested with much less mechanical energy 
than corn in the United States. 

Another energy source in this category 
is wood, which can either be burned 
directly or converted to alcohol. Ever 
since the oil embargo of 1973 a great 
many homes have been converted to bum 
wood for winter space heating, especially 
in New England, where firewood supplies 
are plentiful due to natural reforestafion 
of abandoned agricultural lands. Wood 
can be fermented to alcohol, but feeding 
bacteria on cellulose is much more com
plex than fermenting sugar to alcohol. 
Since wood is fairly uniform chemically, 
it can also be converted to alcohol via 
nonbiologic chemical processes, but these 
reactions are fairiy complex and must 
usually be performed at high pressures 
(which complicates the problem of feed
ing raw material to the reactor). 

In Figure 2 we estimate that biomass 
has the potential for producing twice as 

much energy annually as solid waste, as 
estimated from the amount of forest and 
other crops that could be harvested for 
this purpose. Some staunch advocates of 
biomass have spoken of devoting half our 
agricultural acreage to energy crops, but 
the resulting competition for prime agri
cultural land and skilled farm manage
ment would greatly increase the price of 
foodstuffs. Biomass can be obtained with
out impacting prime agricultural land if 
low-density crops are grown on marginal 
land, or if we collect agricultural and 
forest residues which currently are largely 
wasted (although they do provide some 
soil conditioner). However, the energy re
quired for gathering such dispersed 
sources would probably be as great as the 
energy to be obtained from the process. 

SOLAR LOW-TEMPERATURE 

In the southern part of the United 
States, solar energy was sometimes used 
for domestic water heating before natural 
gas was readily available and, more re
cently, in special situations where natural 
gas delivery systems were either too ex
pensive or not available. Over 1000 solar 
hot water heaters were in use in Southem 
California at the turn of the century, and, 
until about ten years ago, when natural 
gas finally became widely available, there 
were neariy 40,000 simple rooftop units 
in central Florida. Today a significant 

number of these simple units are still used 
in Israel, Australia, and Japan. 

Today's ever-increasing cost of fossil 
fuels is bringing back solar waler heating 
as a feasible alternative. Because the main 
item of expense is the large storage tank 
required to carry the customer through 
the night and the inevitable cloudy days, 
systems that already have large storage 
capacities will become economically 
viable first. The outstanding example is 
the swimming pool, which is simply one 
huge storage tank. (Similariy, apartment 
houses already maintain large hot water 
storage capacities by virtue of the exten
sive piping system necessary for distribu
tion throughout the building.) Heating a 
swimming pool by solar energy will pro
duce an economic payback within ten 
years—even at today's artificially low 
natural gas prices of about $3.00 per 
thousand cubic feet. With decontrol, that 
price will at least double within the next 
four years, making other domestic uses of 
solar water heating competitive. 

A number of large, well established 
companies have been developing highly 
efficient, moderately priced solar col
lectors for water heating. Grumman Air
craft has been marketing (and improving) 
solar hot water units for the past several 
years, and Sears Roebuck has just begun 
test marketing a unit for domestic use. 
With tax credits of up to 55 percent of 
the tota] system cost, we can expect the 
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use of solar energy for low-temperature 
applications to increase rapidly. 

In addition to residential hot water 
heating, a number of low-temperature 
industrial processes would also be appro
priate candidates. Examples are drying 
processes and low-temperature evapora
tion (as in certain distillation processes). 
Because of the large number of potential 
applications, solar low-lemperature would 
appear to have the largest potential an
nual production rate of any marginally 
economic source, as indicated in Figure 2. 

RENEWABLE FUEL SOURCES: 
GEOGRAPHICALLY LIMITED 

The geographically limited renewable 
energy sources include wind, geothermal, 
tidal, and hydroelectric. All of these have 
applications today, and hydroelectric is 
quite widespread. They are only to be 
found, however, in limited geographical 
areas where the environmental conditions 
are particularly favorable. The geographic 
restriction also implies a limit to the total 
production rate. The source with the 
largest potential is wind, and it will prob
ably have a maximum of less than 2 
quads per year for the foreseeable future, 
as shown in Figure 3. 

propel shipping on a widespread basis, 
possibly sooner than the large-scale appli
cation for electricity. Some marine engi
neering experts have suggested that half 
of all oceangoing shipping could be con
veniently accommodated by 800- to 
10,000-ton sailing vessels equipped with 
auxiliary power for maneuvering in har
bors and escaping stagnant wind condi
tions. Hundreds of thousands of small 
sailboats are already being used for plea
sure cruises, and they are certainly eco
nomically competitive with their powered 
counterparts. Recent improvements in 
the aerodynamics of sail design, naviga
tion, and weather forecasting should 
enable large sailing vessels to perform 
much better than they did when they 
were a major mode of transportation 
nearly 100 years ago. 

GEOTHERMAL 

Geothermal power is also included in 
this category, although it is only renew
able where' especially favorable geologic 

conditions allow the ground water to re
charge the producing aquifers. Renewable 
or not, this resource is limited to specific 
geographic areas. A geothermal steam 
field in Sonoma County, California, pro
duces 600 megawatts of electricity, satis
fying a major part of the electrical needs 
of San Francisco, and will soon support 
an increase in power output of over 1,000 
megawatts. The only other commercial 
geothermal facility in North America is at 
Cerro Prieto, Mexico; it produces 75 
megawatts and will soon be expanded to 
150 megawatts. 

The superheated water deposits be
neath California's Imperial "Valley are 
potentially much larger energy sources. 
They are already supporting several re
search and development projects, but 
their commercial feasibility remains ques
tionable. These brines are highly corro
sive, which may necessitate frequent, 
expensive turbine replacement, and the 
spent brine must be disposed of with 
minimum environmental impact. Also, 

WIND 

Wind has historically been used pri
marily to propel sailing vessels and power 
windmills for pumping water and is cer
tainly the oldest source of mechanical 
energy. Today most wind development 
efforts are aimed at the production of 
electrical energy, with several small proj
ects being funded by DOE. The first wind 
energy project to feed electricity into the 
grid will probably be the 3-megawatt 
(peak) wind turbine being constructed for 
Southem California Edison. Although the 
winds at the site (in Banning Pass, near 
Palm Springs) have the highest persistence 
of any in Southern California, the duty 
cycle of the wind turbine is expected to 
average only 25 percent. The cost of the 
electricity thus generated will be signifi
cantly higher than that generated by con
ventional methods, but mass production 
may bring the price down. The crucial 
factor may be the hfetime of the wind
mill blades, which could fail from stress 
or from erosion by sand or other wind
borne particulates. 

Wind energy may again be used to 
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Figure 3. Geographically limited renewable resources: quads per year versus cost 
per million Btu 
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this relatively low-temperature electrical 
generating process will require large 
volumes of water for cooling. 

There are two other speculative geo
therma] resources. The hot brines in the 
geopressured natural gas of south coastal 
Texas and Louisiana were mentioned ear
lier in connection with unconventional 
sources of natural gas. Tens of millions of 
dollars are also invested each year in hot 
dry rock geothermal. The proposal is to 
extract the heat from the anomalously 
hot rock by pumping cold water down 
one drill hole and extracting heated water 
from a nearby "gathering well." However, 
the extensive cracking of the hot rock 
(required to maintain contact for effi
cient heat transfer) will probably take a 
good deal of money and time just to 
show the feasibility. 

Medium-temperature geothermal res
ervoirs, which can be exploited for space 
heating, are located in Idaho, Oregon, and 
Texas, and demonstration projects are 
now under way. 

HYDROPOWER 

Hydropower is certainly the largest 
renewable energy source in the United 
States, providing over 10 percent of our 
electricity, but this is down from neariy 
30 percent in 1950. Hydropower has ex
panded very slowly, while total electricity 
production has increased over five-fold, 
because most of the good hydropower 
sites have long since been taken. In the 
future, development efforts will be con
centrated on the less efficient low-head 
(and even run-of-the-river) sites, where 
water turbines will harness the power of 
the current. The exploitation of even 
these marginal resources will be restricted 
geographically to sites or rivers with a suf
ficiently steady fiow. 

TIDAL POWER 

Tidal power is even more limited geo
graphically than conventional hydro-
power—the tidal reservoir, or bay, must 
be of just the right configuration to pro
duce a resonance in the shallow water 
waves generated by changes in the gravita
tional fields of the sun and the moon as 
the earth rotates. In addition, this prop
erly configured, resonant bay must be 
situated on a coastline that, to some 
degree, focuses the tidal surge generated 

in the open ocean. This open ocean tidal 
surge and the changing (alternating) gravi
tational forces combine to pump energy 
into large tidal oscillations, and it is the 
magnitude of these oscillations that per
mits energy to be extracted from this 
low-head hydro source. 

In North America the ideal geomor
phic conditions are found only in the Bay 
of Fundy (Maine and Newfoundland) and 
Cook Inlet (Alaska). Exploiting even 
these limited resources would be quite ex
pensive; the cost per unit of peak gen
erating capacity is only slightly higher 
than for conventional coal or nuclear, but 
the duty cycle of these plants is less than 
50 percent. That there would be a signifi
cant loss as the system shifts from higli to 
low tide on the semidiurnal cycle is 
immediately apparent. There is, however, 
a more subtle but even greater loss on the 
monthly cycle, as the sun and moon 
move from pulling together on the same 
side of.the earth fo cancelling each other 
out when they are on opposite sides. 

Only one moderately sized tidal power 
plant exists—at La Ranee, France, at the 
mouth of the Rhone River. This plant, 
which produces 240 megawatts of peak 
power, was originally planned to be the 
precursor of half a dozen similar plants, 
but the operating experience gained has 
not been especially encouraging. 

RENEWABLE SOURCES: 
VERY EXPENSIVE 

There are two sources in this category, 
both solar. As shown in Figure 4, both 
sources have a large potential, but they 
are also an order of magnitude more ex
pensive than present conventional electric 
generating processes. 

SOLAR HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
(THERMAL-ELECTRIC) 

Low-temperature solar apphcations 
such as hot water heating and industrial 
drying processes are almost economically 
competitive, even at today's artificially 
low energy prices, but the high-
temperature solar process for producing 
electricity is currently much more ex
pensive than present technology. Large 
sums of money are being spent in hopes 
of developing a cheap technology of very 
lightweight reflectors. Thousands of these 
would focus sunlight on a central boiler 
elevated several hundred meters above the 

mirror array (hence the name "power 
tower"). Under contract to DOE, South
ern California Edison will construct a 
$100 million prototype facility in the 
Mojave Desert. The design should gen
erate enough steam to produce a peak 
power output of 10 megawatts of electri
city—less than one percent of its current 
system capacity. The capital investment, 
over $10,000 per kilowatt, is more than 
ten times that required for more conven
tional coal or nuclear generation. Even if 
the initial capital costs can be reduced 
tenfold by technological innovation and 
mass production, the cost of maintenance 
and repair (removing dust from the reflec
tors and replacing units damaged by 
windstorms) may be much higher than 
the operating costs of a coal or nuclear 
plant (including fuel). 

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 

Photovoltaic semiconductor cells for 
the direct conversion of solar energy into 
electricity have been used to power space
craft fimctions for many years. For very 
expensive spacecraft the high cost of the 
photovoltaic cells is not much added 
burden, but here on earth it imposes a 
severe constraint. 

Proponents of solar power are fond of 
saying that the raw material (silicon) for 
photovoltaic cells is more abundant than 
any fuel. Sand (silicon dioxide) will cer
tainly always be cheap, but the amount 
of energy required to extract the silicon 
from its tight bond with oxygen and 
refine it to the necessary purity is greater 
than the resulting solar cells are expected 
to be able to produce with today's tech
nology. It has been estimated that a 
photovoltaic cell would have to operate 
for seven years to pay back its energy 
debt, and most solar cells exposed to at
rriospheric environments have not lasted 
that long. 

Research workers expect to reduce 
photovoltaic costs and production energy 
requirements by a factor of 20 to 30 
within the next ten years. Achieving this 
would require a breakthrough in each of 
three areas—producing the highly purified 
silicon, growing the (single) crystals and 
cutting them into individual cells, and 
fabricating the arrays (including protec
tive cover glass and mechanical support 
systems). The requirement that single 
crystals be grown could be eliminated if 
another breakthrough greatly improved 
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the performance, or lowered the. cost, Of 
polycrystalline silicon. Research directed 
at these objectives is continuing. 

It is frequently argued that increased 
R&D spending will lower the cost' of 
these solar electric systems enough to 
make them economically feasible. The 
FY 1980 DOE budget already allocates 
S68Q million to this purposej a Inajor por
tion of which is devoted to demonstra
tion projects based on obviously uneco
nomic technologies. For example, $21.5 
million is budgeted for a group of nine 
photovoltaic projects at an average cost 
of $23 per peak watt; at this rate a solar 
photovoltaic system for a minimal, 
1,500-square-foot house would cost 
nearly $100,000. Such projects, however, 
may be useful for political purposes, if 
only to demonstrate that the technology 
is much too expensive at present. 

SOURCES OF QUESTIONABLE 
FEASIBILITY 

Se.veral sources appear to offer very 
large, or even unlimited ehergy sources, 
but, the technology requires siich large-
scale facilities that engineerihg feasibility 
has not yet been demonstrated, let, alone 
economic feasibility. Sources in this cate
gory are' (in order of current promise and 
funding) thermonuclear fusion, ocean 
thermal electric conversion (OTEC), 
photovoltaic arrays in stationary orbit 
(which can be exposed to sunlight nearly 
24 hours a day), water turbines powered 
by the Gulf Stream, and wave power. 

THERMONUCLEAR FUSION 

Gontrolling thermonuclear fusion has 
been,a research goal for neariy 30 years; 
The concept has considerable intuitive 
appeal; after all, the hydrogen bomb is 
much more powerful than uranium or 
plutonium borrtbs, and the basic fuel 
ingredient, deuieriuih, can be extracted 
from seawater in virtually unlimited 
quantities. The idea of a smaller reactor 
with unlimited fuel supply is certainly 
attractive, but despite the hundreds of 
millions now being spent on this program, 
a self-sustaining thermonuclear-reaction is 
still not expected to be achieved for :at: 
least five years, at whicii time the real 
engineering problems of extracting useful 
energy can be tackled. First of all, the 
only nuclear reaction likely to be 
achieved for quite some tirne is the 

lowest-tempe rature one, and it requires 
lithium fuel as well as deuterium. Lithium 
is probably no easier to find than ura
nium, so the overall fuel supply picture 
for thermonuclear fusion should be no 
better than that for fission breeder reac
tors (for which we expect reasonable fuel 
supplies fo be available iFor 700 years). 
Second, niairitaining the walls pfthe ther
monuclear fusion reactor chamber is 
expected to pose a inajor problem be
cause these walls will be exposed to in
tense bombardment by neutrons. In fact, 
the ultimate practicality of fusion energy 
productipn may be determined by 
whether the lifetime of the inner walls of 
the reactor chamber is reckoned in 
months or weeks. 

OTEC 

Ifi ocean thermal electric conversion 
(OTEC), the. temperature differential be
tween the cojd ocean depths and the, 
warmer surface, is exploited. The massive 
structures' required to pump hiige 
amounts of ocean wafer are expensive 
and pose serious logistical problems, but 
the critical question is whether the heat 
transfer surfaces: can be; cleaned easily 
enough that slime buildup dpes not re
duce efficiency to the point at which the 
systerri will no longer operate. DOE is 
currently spending about $30 miilion a 

year on this prpgram, much of it on a 
demonstration facility in Hawaii. 

SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM 

The satellite power system is a com
pletely "blue sky" concept. It consists of 
a large photovoltaic array (up to 5 miles 
square) deployed in synchronous orbit to 
capture sunlight nearly,24 hours a day, 
free of tlie efficiency-reducing effects of 
at ten tuation from tlie earth's atmosphere 
and damage .from the weather. The power 
would be transmitted back to earth ona 
high-powered, narrow microwave beam 
produced by a large antenna. This system 
will, however, require an inordinate 
amount of re.sources to be placed in orbit. 
Also to be considered are- the potential 
impact of large volumes of rocket exliaust 
on the ionosphere and the .safety prob
lems (associated with the microwave re
ceiving stations,here on earth. 

OTHER CONCEPTS 

Several other concepts, such as Gulf 
Stream hydro, wave power, and windmills 
in the ocean (where the prevailing winds 
are steadier than over the 'continents) 
have- been advanced, but they have not 
yet been considered seriously. In fact, de
fining the potential engineering problems 
has not even begun. 
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Figure 4. Very expensive renewable resources: quads per year versus cost 
per million Btu 
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CONCLUSION 

The great number of energy alter
natives in all these categories are com
pared in Figures. The left-hand scale, 
which shows total resource, applies to the 
nonrenewable sources, and the right-hand 
scale, which shows the annual rate of re
source availability, applies to renewable 
resources, A correspondence has been 
established between renewable and non
renewable sources through a 50-year life
time; in other words, the energy ex
tracted from a renewable source for 50, 
years should be equal to the total energy 
from an equivalent nonrenewable source. 

Figure S shoWs that the technical alter
native's that' will begiri to. become avail
able during the 1980s will becorhe in
creasingly expensive. As we fun out of 
the cheaper fuels', the more expensive 
alternatives will come into wider use. But 
will the cost seriously inhibit the overall 
economic growth of our economy? 

A balanced strategy for the 1980s will 
require the continued development of 
coal and nuclear power, with conserva
tion measures applied wherever possible 
without seriously restricting economic 
growth. We will see increasing develop
ment of altemative sources during the 
1980s, but only where they can be rea
sonably cost effective and not too much 
more expensive than the conventional 
sources. As oil and natural gas become 
iitcreasingly expensive^ the< alternative 
sources will begin,to beconie asignificanf 
factor in our energy economy. 
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COMPARATIVE ENERGY BALANCES 
FOR ETHANOL PRODUCTION 

Energy balances are a confusing and controversial sub
ject. The sources of the confusion are varied but most 
stem from differences in opinion regarding what must 
be included for consideration and the proper approach 
to use. One of the principal sources of confusion is the 
type of energy balance being investigated in a given 
case. Some energy balance studies compare the total 
energy contents of the products and coproducts with the 
fossil energy consumed in their production. Other 
studies compare the amount of crude petroleum energy 
required to produce a given amount of petroleum 
substitute. Whatever types of energy are compared, an 
energy balance study has the objective to compare the 
energy input to a system with the energy output of the 
system. If the energy input is greater than the energy 
output, the energy balance is said to be negative; con-
versly, if the energy output of the system is greater than 
the energy input to the system, the energy balance is said 
to be positive. The causes of disparity among the 
various studies include differences in assumptions and 
reference technologies, and ambiguities in defining the 
boundaries of the given system under consideration. 

Consider the ethanol production system shown in 
Figure D-1. Energy inputs to the system include the liq
uid fuel and manufacturing energy required to produce 
the feedstocks and the electrical and heat energy re
quired to convert the feedstocks into ethanol. Note that 
the solar energy input is not included. Energy output of 
the system is in the form of ethanol which can be used in 
vehicles and other applications and other coproducts. 
To illustrate how differences in opinion among various 
studies can arise, consider the ethanol energy balance 
studies of Scheller and Mohr [1] and Reilly [2]. For 1 
bushel of corn, the two studies calculate similar values 
for the total nonrenewable energy inputs as follows: 

ENERGY BALANCES 

(Basis: 1 Bushel Corn) 

Energy Inputs Scheller & Mohr Reilly 

Agricultural Energy 
Direct on-farm 
Fertilizer and 

chemicals 
Transport 

Ethanol Process Energy 
Cooking and 

fermentation 
Distilling and 

centrifuging 
Dehydration 
Evaporation of stillage 
Drying of stillage 

TOTAL ENERGY INPUT 

119,000 Btu 

370,000 Btu 

64,000 

105,000 
37,000 

113,000 
51,000 

489,000 Btu 

135,000 Btu 

368,000 Btu 

503,000 Btu 

From similar values of energy input, Scheller and 
Mohr proceed to calculate a positive energy balance, 
while Reilly calculates a negative energy balance. Reilly 
considers the outputs to be 2.6 gallons of ethanol, with a 
total (lower) heating value of about 191,000 Btu, and 
the stillage coproduct which can be given an energy 
credit of about 49,000 Btu [3]. Subtracting the energy 
input of 503,000 Btu from the total of energy output of 
240,000 Btu, Reilly obtains a negative energy balance of 
260,000 Btu. However, Scheller and Mohr include, as 
an additional coproduct, the heat content of 75% of the 
corn stover to be used as energy input into the ethanol 
production process. This amounts to an additional 
energy output of about 322,000 Btu. Thus, Scheller and 
Mohr would calculate a total energy output of 562,0(X) 
Btu and achieve a positive energy balance of about 
73,(XX) Btu for each bushel of corn processed into 
ethanol. 
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ASSOCIATIONS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 

American Agriculture 
Movement 

308 Second Street, SE 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
202/544-5750 

The Bio-Energy Council 
1625 Eye Street, NW 
Suite 825A 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Contact: Carol Canelio 
202/833-5656 

Brewers Grain Institute 
1750 K Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Corn Development Commission 
Route 2 
Holdrege, NE 68949 

Distillers Feed Research 
Council 

1435 Enquirer Building 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
Contact: Dr. William Ingrigg 
513/621-5985 

Gasohol USA 
10008 East 60th Terrace 
Kansas City, MO 64133 
816/737-0064 

The Grange 
Route I, Box 154 
Waterloo, NE 68069 
402/359-5605 

International Biomass Institute 
1522 K Street. NW 
Suite 600 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
Contact: Dr. Darold Albright 
202/783-1133 

Mid-America Solar Energy 
Complex 

8140-26th Ave., South 
Bloomington, MN 55420 
612/854-0400 

National Farmers Organization 
Surprise, NE 68667 

National Farmers Union 
Denver, CO 80251 

National Gasohol Commission, 
Inc. 

521 South Mth Street, Suite 5 
Lincoln, NE 68508 
402/475-8044 or 8055 

National Center for Appropriate 
Technology 

P.O. Box 3838 
Butte, MT 59701 
406/494-4577 

Small Farm Energy Project 
P.O. Box 736 
Hartington, NE 68739 
Contact: Renise Remmel 
402/254-6893 

Solar Energy Research Institute 
1617 Cole Boulevard 
Golden, CO 80401 
Contact: Paul Notari 

Clay Smith 
Steve Rubin 

303/231-1207 

The Wheat Growers 
Route #1, Box 27 
Hemingford, NE 69438 
Contact: Vic Haas 
308/487-3794 

The Wife Organization 
Osceola, NE 68651 

BIOLOGISTS 

Antonios A. Antonopoulos 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 South Cass Avenue 
Argonne,IL 60439 
312/972-3368 

Paul Middaugh 
University of South Dakota 
Brookings, SD 57007 
605/688-4116 

Robert Middaugh 
1704 Third Street 
Brookings, SD 57006 
605/692-5760 

Micro-TEC Lab, Inc. 
Route 2, Box I9L 
Logan, IA 51546 
Contact: John W. Rago 
712/644-2193 

Leo Spano 
The Army/Navy Lab 
Natick, MA 01760 
617/653-1000, Ext. 2914 

CHEMISTS 

Lance Crombie 
Route I 
Webster, MN 55088 
507/652-2804 

John P. Dickie 
401 Sible Street 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
612/291-2813 

Harry P. Gregor 
Columbia University 
353 Seeley West Mudd Building 
New York, NY 10027 
212/280-4716 

John Lang 
Box 423 
Dubuque, IA 52001 
319/582-1867 

Antonio R. Moreira 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
303/491-5252 

Richard Spencer 
Southwest State University 
Marshall, MN 56258 
507/537-7217 

COLLEGES 

Talladega College 
627 West Battle Street 
Talladega, AL 35160 
Contact: Richard A. Morrison 
(205) 362-8800 

Mid-South Energy Project 
Mississippi County Comm. 

College 
Box 1109 
Blytheville, AR 72315 
Contact: Harry Smith 
(501) 762-1020 

Modesto Jr. College 
Modesto, CA 95350 
Contact: Ron Alver 
(209) 526-2000 
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College of Siskiyous 
800 College Avenue 
Weed. CA 96094 
Contact: Gary Peterson 
(916) 938-4463 

Lamar Comm. College 
2401 South Main 
Lamar, CO 81052 
Contact: Bill Henderson 
(303) 336-2248 

Delaware Tech. & Comm. 
College 

1832 N. Dupont Parkway 
Dover, DE 19901 
Contact: Rich Morchese 
(302) 678-5416 

Brevard Comm. College 
1519 Clearlake Road. 
Cocoa, FL 32922 
Contact: Maxwell King 
(305)632-1111 

College of Southern Idaho 
315 Falls Avenue West 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Contact: James Taylor 
(208) 733-9554 

Kankakee Comm. College 
Box 888 
Kankakee, IL 60901 
Contact: M.E. Mariin 
(815) 933-0345 

Lake Land Comm. College 
South Route 45 
Matoon, IL 61938 
Contact: Robert D. Webb 
(217) 235-3131 

Lincoln Land Comm. College 
Springfield, IL 62708 
Contact: Robert Poorman 
(217) 786-2200 

Eastern Iowa Comm. College 
2804 Eastern Avenue 
Davenport, LA 52803 
Contact: Robert Illingsworth 
(319) 242-6841 

Iowa Central Comm. College 
330 Avenue M 
Fort Dodge, IA 50501 
Contact: Edwin Barbour 
(515) 576-3103 

Paducah Comm. College 
Box 1380 
Paducah, KY 42001 
Contact: Donald demons 
(502)442-6131 

Nicholls State University 
Thibodaux, LA 70301 
Contact: William Flowers 
(504)446-8111 

Cecil Comm. College 
1000 North East Road 
North East, MD 21901 
Contact: Robert Gell 
(301) 287-6060 

Springfield Tech. & Comm. 
College 

One Armory Square 
Springfield, MA 01105 
Contact: Robert Geidz 
(413) 781-6470 

Clark University 
450 Main 
Worchester, MA 01610 
Contact: Harry C. Allen 
(617)793-7711 

Mott Comm. College 
1401 East Court Street 
Flint, MI 48503 
Contact: Charles Roche 
(313) 762-0237 

State Fairground Comm. 
College 

Sedalia, MO 65301 
Contact: Marvin Fielding 
(816) 826-7100, Ext. 60 

South East Comm. College 
Milford, NE 68405 
Contact: Dean Roll 
(402) 761-2131 

Onondaga County Comm. 
College 

Syracuse, NY 13215 
Contact: Andreas Paloumpis 
(315)469-7741 

Navajo Comm. College 
Box 580 
Shiprock, NM 87420 
Contact: Raymond Housh 
(505) 368-5291 

North Dakota State School 
of Science 

Wahpeton, ND 58075 
Contact: Claire T. Blikre 
(701) 671-2221 

Pitt Comm. College 
Box Drawer 7007 
Greenville, NC 27834 
Contact: William Fulford 
(919) 756-3130 

Panhandle State University 
Box 430 
Goodwell, OK 73939 
Contact: Gene Reeves 
(405) 742-2121 

Eastern Oregon State College 
Sth & K Streets 
LaGrande, OR 97850 
Contact: Terry Edvalson 
(503)963-2171 

Vincennes University 
Vincennes, IN 47591 
Contact: Daryle Riegle 
(812) 882-3350 

Des Moines ATVI 
2006 South Ankeny Blvd. 
Ankeny, IA 50021 
Contact: Richard Byer 
(515) 964-6228 

Southwest State University 
Marshall, MN 56258 
Contact: Richard Spencer 
(800) 533-5333 

NW Mississippi Junior College 
Highway 51 
North Senatobia, MS 38668 
Contact: WilHam Oakley 
(601) 562-5262 

Lehigh County Comm. College 
2370 Main Street 
Schnecksville, PA 18078 
Contact: Robert Walker 
(215)799-1141 

South Dakota State Univ. 
Brookings, SD 57007 
Contact: Paul Middaugh 
(605)688-4111 
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Oglala Sioux Comm. College 
Box 439 
Pine Ridge, SD 57700 
Contact: Roberta Barbalace 
(606)867-5110 

Navarro Jr. College 
Box 1170 
Corsicana, TX 75110 
Contact: Darrell Raines 
(214) 874-6501 

Texas Tech. University 
Lubbock, TX 79409 
Contact: Steven R. Beck 
(806) 742-2121 

University of Vermont 
Burlington, VT 05405 
Contact: Robert B. Lawson 
(802) 656-2990 

College of the Virgin Islands 
Contact: Michael Canoy 
St. Thomas, VI 00801 

Washington State University 
Box 708 
Chehalis, WA 98532 
Contact: Larry Gueck 
(206) 748-9121, Ext. 212 

Eastern Wyoming College 
3200 West C 
Torrington, WY 82240 
Contact: Charles Rogers 
(307)532-7111 

COMPONENT 
MANUFACTURERS 

ACR Process Corporation 
602 East Green Street 
Champaign, IL 68120 

ALCOGAS 
220 Equitable Building 
730 17th Street 
Denver, CO 80203 
Contact: Evan L. Goulding 
303/572-8300 

W. A. Bell 
P.O. Box 105 
Florence, SC 29503 

Easy Engineering 
3351 Larimer Street 
Denver, CO 
303/893-8936 

D. N. Gray 
Biotechnology and Toxicology 
Toledo, OH 43666 
419/247-9206 

Great Northern Equipment 
Company 

3550 Great Northern Avenue 
Route 4 
Springfield, IL 62707 
Contacts: Dale Devermon 

Ray Kramer 
217/787-9870 

Jerry Joseph 
Middle State Mfg. Co. 
16th Avenue, Box 788 
Columbus, NE 68601 
402/564-1411 

Rochelle Development Inc. 
Box 356 
Rochelle, IL 61068 
Contact: John Askvig 
815/562-7372 

Silver Engineering Works Inc. 
3309 Blake Street 
Denver, CO 
Contact: Richard D. Smith 
303/623-0211 

Sludge Express Company 
Sheldon, IA 
Contact: David Vander 
712/324-3305 

3T Engineering Inc. 
Box 80 
Arenzville, IL 62611 
Contact: Wm. C. Talkemeyer 
217/997-5921 

United Industries 
P.O. Box 11 
Buena Vista, GA 31803 
Contact: John Daniel 
912/649-7444 

Vendome Copper and Brass 
153 North Shelby Street 
Box 1118 
Louisville, KT 40202 
502/587-1930 

E. Dale Waters 
Double " L " Mfg. Inc. 
P.O. Box 533 
American Falls, ID 83211 

208/226-5592 

Wenger Alko-Vap System 
1220 Rochester Boulevard 
Rochester, IN 46975 
Contact: Oscar Zehier 
219/223-3335 

Weslipp 
Franklin, NE 
Contact: Brian Hayers 
303/425-3101 

CONSULTANTS 

Bartlesville Energy 
Technology Center 

Bartlesville, OK 
Contact: Jerry Allsup 
918/336-4268 

Battelle Columbus Laboratories 
505 King Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43201 
Contact: Billy Allen 
614/424-6424 

Center for Biology of Natural 
Systems 

Washington University 
St. Louis, MO 
Contact: David Freedman 
314/889-5317 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1625 
Idaho Falls, ID 83415 
Contact: Don LaRue 
208/526-0509 

Energy Inc. 
P.O. Box 736 
Idaho Falls. ID 83401 
Contact: Steve Winston 
208/524-1000 

Environmental Group 
RD#3 
Quakertown. PA 18951 
Contacts: Jack Hershey 

Bob Meskunas 
215/536-8243 

Galusha, Higgins and Galusha 
P.O. Box 751 
Glascow, MT 59230 
Contact: Jim Smrcka 
406/228-9391 
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William S. Hedrick 
844 Clarkson 
Denver, CO 80218 
303/832-1407 

Pincas Jawetz 
Independent Consultant on 

Energy Policy 
425 East 72nd Street 
New York, NY 10021 
212/535-2734 

TRW Energy Systems Group 
8301 Greensboro Drive 
McLean, VA 22102 
Contacts: V. Daniel Hunt 

Mani Balasubramaniam 
Harlan L. Watson 
Warren Standley 

703/734-6554 

CO-OPS IN OPERATION 

Ted Landers 
New Life Farm 
Drury, MO 65638 
417/261-2553 

ECONOMISTS 

Tom P. Abeles 
3704 11th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 
612/825-9451 

Bill Elsey 
5230 Navaho Drive 
Alexandria, VA 22313 
703/256-7694 

Edward Falck and Company 
1625 Eye Street 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Contact: Michael H. Pete 
202/331-1989 

David Freedman 
Center for the Biology of 

Natural Systems 
Washington University 
Box 1126 
St. Louis, MO 63130 
314/889-5317 

Southern Illinois, Inc. 
P.O. Box 327 
Energy, IL 62933 
Contact: John McCarty 
618/993-6322 

Office of Energy Management 
and Conservation 

1533 North 12th 
Bismarck, ND 58501 
Contact: Clay Dunlap, 

Federal Aid 
Coordinator 

701/224-2250 

EDUCATORS 

Keith Allen 
State Fair Community College 
Sedalia, MO 65301 

Carrol deBrockart 
P.O. Box 12068 
Salem, OR 97309 
503/378-8609 

Tom Bullock 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, NE 68588 
402/472-3578 

William Flowers 
Nichols State University 
Thibadoux, LA 70301 
800/535-2840 

Anne Kunze 
RFD 1, Box 210 
Woonsocket, SD 57385 
605/796-4602 

Lowell Langerman 
Route 2 
Fayette, IA 52142 
319/425-3244 

Mike Levi 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
919/737-3386 

Malcolm Lillywhite 
P.O. Box 2043 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
303/674-1597 

Marvin Lind 
257 Jewett Boulevard 
Des Moines, IA 50309 
515/243-0881 

Cliff McBride 
1900 Clarendon Road 
Sedalia, MO 65301 
816/826-7100, Ext. 44 

Ted McFadden 
9539 Fort Foote Road 
Oxon Hill. MD 20022 
301/839-5019 

Paul Middaugh 
South Dakota State University 
Billings. SD 57007 
605/688-4116 

Y. T. Pel 
475 Steamboat Road 
Greenwich. CT 06830 
203/622-9020 

Gordon Rowe 
Des Moines Area Community 

College 
2006 South Ankeny Blvd. 
Des Moines. IA 50021 
515/964-6266 

Aline Shermie 
Nichols State University 
Thibadoux. LA 70301 
800-535-2840 

Herbert Staulcup 
Washington University 
Campus Box 1196 
St. Louis. MO 63130 
314/889-6600 

Dr. James H. Tangeman 
Colby Community College 
Colby, KS 67701 
913/462-3984 

Charles Thornhill 
Pratt Community College 
Pratt, KS 67127 
316/672-5641 

Dean Wuesterberg 
RFD I 
Donahue. IA 52746 
319/843-3032 

ENGINEERS 

William P. Bailey 
2508 Northwest 87th 
Seattle. WA 98117 

Ernie Barcell 
Seven Energy Corp. 
3760 Vance 
Wheat Ridge. CO 80030 
303/425-4239 
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Ulrich Bonne 
Honeywell Inc. 
Corp. Tech. Center 
10701 Lyndale Avenue South 
Bloomington. MN 55420 
612/887-4477 

Robert S. Chambers 
808 South Lincoln Avenue #14 
Urbana,IL 61801 
217/384-8003 

Miles Connors 
Stone and Webster 
One Penn Plaza 
New York, NY 10001 
212/760-2000 

Dave Decker 
Tilden Fertilizer 
Tilden, NE 68781 
402/368-5317 

Wayne C. Faulconer 
Distillation and Mass Transfer 
Consultant-Engineering 
6307 East Ninth Street 
Wichita, KS 67208 
316/686-6537 

Bryan Hayes 
Franklin, NE 68939 

Bill and Lesa Hedrick 
844 Clarkson Street 
Denver, CO 80218 
303/832-1407 

H. M. Neely 
P.O. Box 587 
Colby. KS 67701 
913/462-2641 

Kenneth J. Schmitt 
Alternative Energy Ltd. 
650 Pine Street 
Colby, KS 67701 
913/462-7531 

Dr. William A. Scheller 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, NE 68588 
402/472-2750 

Henry Schowalter 
1508 West John 
Grand Island, NE 68801 
308/384-9165 

R. E. Talkemeyer 
Agri-Fuels Gasohol 
3-T Engineers 
Arenzville, IL 62611 
217/997-2188 

Steven J. Winston 
Route 3, Box 239 
Idaho Falls. ID 83401 
208/522-6413 

ENGINE MODIFICATION 
ENGINEERS 

Mart Kirik 
222 Mclntyre Street West 
North Bay, Ontario PIB 2Y8 
Canada 

Dick Pefley 
University of Santa Clara 
Santa Clara. CA 95053 
408/984-4325 

Kenneth J. Schmitt 
Alternative Energy Ltd. 
650 Pine Street 
Colby. KS 67701 
913/462-7531 

Southwest Research Institute 
San Antonio, TX 

Chuck Stone 
California Legislature 
Sacramento. CA 95814 
916/445-7518 

Thomas J. Timbario 
1900 Sulphur Spring Road 
Baltimore, MD 21227 
301/247-5666 

Ying-Nien Yu 
Ying Manufacturing 

Corporation 
1957 West 144 Street 
Gardena. CA 90249 
213/770-1756 

ENZYME PRODUCERS 

Biocon. Inc. 
261 Midland Ave. 
Lexington. Kentucky 40507 
606/254-0517 

Norbert Haverkamp 
Compost Making Enzymes 
Rural Route 1. Box 114 
Horton, KS 66439 
913/486-3302 

Miles Laboratories. Inc. 
Enzyme Products Division 
P.O. Box 932 
Elkhart, IN 56515 
219/564-81II 

Novo Laboratory, Inc. 
59 Danbury Road 
Wilton. CT 06897 
203/762-2401 

Scientific Products Co. 
North Kansas City. MO 64116 
816/221-2533 

MOLECULAR SIEVE 
MANUFACTURERS 

W. R. Grace 
P.O. Box 2117 
Davison Chemical Division 
Baltimore. Maryland 21203 
Contact: Paul E. Cevis 
301-659-9000 

ON-FARM OPERATING 
PLANTS 

Don Cook 
Route I. Box 17A 
Craig, CO 81625 
303/824-6746 

Lance Crombie 
Route 1 
Webster, MN 55088 
507/652-2804 

Lowell Fey 
5169 Ute Highway 
Longmont. CO 80501 
303/823-5052 

Forrest Flippo 
RFD 4 
Abilene. KS 67410 
913/263-4367 

Larry Hardimon 
Route 1 
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White Heath, IL 61884 
217/687-2622 

Brian Hultine. 
Rural Route 2 
Saronville, NE 68979 
402/773-4746 

Dick Johnson 
Felox Corporation 
7703 Norinandale Road 
Minneapolis, MN 55435 
612/835-1103 

James Miles 
Box 83, Route 1 
New Albin, IA 52160 
507/724-2;387 

Marvin Oerke 
RFD 3, Box 194 
Butler, MO 64730 
816/669-5159 

Jim Pufahl 
Box 99, Route 2 
Milbank, SD 5725.2 
603/432^169 

Lloyd Reeser 
Route 1 
Weldon, IL 61882 
217/736-2539 

LeRoy Schartz 
RFD 3 
Great Bend, KS 67530 
3I6/793-:7I44 

Dr, L. Eugene Schroder 
North Route 
Campo, CO 81029 
3()3/523'-6787 

Eldpn L. Shelter 
S&S Galvanizing Co. 
P.O. Box 37 
Clay Center, NE 68933 

Roger Sweet 
Agrifuels, Inc. 
Crookston, MN 56716 

Albert Turner 
Southwest Alabama Farmers 

Co-op 
Selma, Alabama 
205/683-88{K) 

Alan and Archie Zeithamer 
Route 2, Box 63 
Alexandria, MN 56308 
612/762-1798 (Alan) 
612/763-7392 (Archie) 

PLANT OPERATION 
CONSULTANTS 

Harland Anderson 
Five Woodcrest Drive 
Burnsville, MN 55337 
612/825-9451 

Daniel Archer 
1351 Waconia Avenue, SW 
Box 1445 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 
319/398-0644 

Midwest Solvents Go., Inc. 
13(X) Main Street 
Atchison, KS 66002 
913/367-1480 

Miles Connors 
One Penn Plaza 
New York, NY v m i 
212/736-1500 

Development Planning and 
Research Associates 

2000 Research Drive 
PiO. Box 727 
Manhattan, KS 66502 
Contacts: Milton David 

Robert I. Buzenberg 
913/539-3565 

Donald Miller 
2«)0 Vernon Place 
Cincinilati, OH 45219 
513/281-2800 

Jim Kumana 
1050 Delta Averiue 
Cincinnati, OH 45208 
513/871-7500 

E. Kirchner 
10 South Riverside Plaza 
Chicago,. IL & m 6 
312/454-3685 

William J. Jones 
1818 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
215/299-8193 

Robert Ghambers 
808 South Liiicdln #14 
Urbana,IL 61801 
217/384-8(X)3 

Dale Devermon 
3550 Great Northern Avenue 
Route 4 
Springfield. IL 62707 
217/787-9870 

William S. Hedriek 
844 Clarkson 
Denver, CO 80218 
303/832-1407 

Dr. Ing. Hans Mueller 
Chemapec, Inc. 
230 Crosways Park Drive 
Woodbury, NY J1797 
516/364-21CK) 

Jackson Yu 
50 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94119 
415/768-2971 

GB Fermentation Industries, 
Inc. 

One North Broadway 
Des Platnes, IL 6(X}16 
312/827-97(X) 

Joseph L. Gordon 
Box 7808. 
Boise, ID 83729 
208/386-5670 

Don Smith 
Rural Route 1, 650 Pine 
Colby, KS 67701 
913/462-7531 

Glen Brandt 
Brandt Chemical Co. 
P.O. Box 277 
Pleasant Plains, IL 62677 
217/626-1123 

Enerco, Inc. 
139A Old Oxford Valley Road 
Langhorne, PA 19047 
Cpntact: Miles J. Thomson 
215/493-65,65 

Biomass Suchem 
Clewiston, FL 33440 
Contact: Dr. Ron DeSpephano 
813/983-8121 
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Plant Operations Consultants - Continued 

Guaranty Fiiels< 
1120 East Main Street 
Iiidependence, KS 67301 
913/331-0027 

Midwest Solvents Co. 
1300 Main Street 
Atchison, KS 66002 
Contact; Howard^Hinten 
913/367-1480 

Steven J. Winston 
Route 3. Box 239 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
208/522-6413 
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Alcohol Fuels 

It is the intent of this list to provide a basic introduction to the use of alcohol 
for fuel. 

BOOKS 

AUTO FUELS OF THE 1980's. Jack Frazierj Solar Age Press, Indian Hills, WV. 1978. 
The potential of methanol as an alternative fuel is discussed with remarks on how 
this and other alternative fuels are "sabotaged" by rich industrialists and 
government. Research and statistics on methanol are reviewed. 

GAS'OHOL. Ken Bossong and Maureen Paskin; Citizens Energy Project, Report Series, 
no.24, Spring, 1978, 7 pp. Overview of alcohol fuels and several gasohol programs. 
Statistics and forecasts are given and the question is raised as to when alcohol 
fuel will get moving. 

METHANOL AND OTHER WAYS AROUND THE GAS PUMP.. John W. Lincoln; Garden Way Press. 
Charolette, VT, 1976, 134 pp. Discusses the methanol alternative to gasoline, 
both in blended form or straight. Other exotictypes of fuels and engines are 
re.viewed and future fuels are surveyed. 

METHANOL TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION IN MOTOR FUELS. O.K. Paul; Noyes Data Corp.., 
Mill Rd at Grand Ave., Park Ridge, NJ 07656, Chemical Technology Review, v. 114, 
1978, 85 pp. Several studies on methanol gasoline blend performances are 
presented. Graphs and diagrams are included. 

GOVERNMENT REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS 

ALCOHOL FUELSr HEARINGS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. U.S. Senate, 
Ninety-Fifth Congress, Second Session, Special Hearings. 1978. Available from: 
Goyernment Printing Office^ Washingt,on, DC 20402. Papers, letters, and reports 
are given by various people in the governmental, industrial and private sectors 
discussing the many aspects of alcohol fuels. 

* * * * 

This list makes no attempt to be comprehensive and does not imply special endorsement. 
Publications cited here, as well as additional books, .government publications, and 
journal articles are available from your local library or bookstore. They should not 
be ordered from the Solar Energy Research Institute. 
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ALCOHOL FUELS: HEARINGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADVANCED ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 
AND ENERGY CONSERVATION RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF THE COMMITTEE 
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. U.S. House of Representatives. Ninety-Fifth Congress. 
Second Session, July 11, 12 and 13, 1978. Available from: Government Printing 
Office. Washington Potential of alcohol fuels is given, from private industry with 
discussion by government officials. Detailed reports with bibliographies are 
included. 

BIOMASS-BASED ALCOHOL FUELS: THE NEAR TERM POTENTIAL FOR USE WITH GASOLINE. W. Park, 
E. Price, D. Salo. MITRE Corp. Prepared for the Department of Energy. Aug. 1978. 
Available from: National Technical Information Service. Springfield, VA 22161. 
Report No. HCP/T4101-3. Requirements and prospects for a nationwide alcohol-
gasoline fuel system based on biomass-based alcohol. Production technology and 
economic aspects are reviewed. 

ENGINE IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ALCOHOL USAGE. 
University of Santa Clara; Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy Contractor's 
Meeting. October 1978. Various graphs, charts, and tables are given on several 
tests of methanol fuels on engine performance and emission. 

EVALUATION OF METHYL ALCOHOL AS A VEHICLE FUEL EXTENDER. R.T. Johnson and R. K. Riley. 
Final Report, August 1975. 152 pp. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Trans
portation. Available from:: National Technical Information Service. Springfield, 
VA, 22161. Report No. DOT-TST-76-50. Behavior of methanol-gasoline blends 
in automobiles were explored. Specifically octane ratings, effects of methanol 
blends on emissions, and fuel economy. Results given. 

METHANOL: HEARINGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND 
DEMONSTRATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY...U. S. House of Represent
atives, Ninety-Fourth Congress, First Session, June 17, 19, 1975. Available from: 
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Statements from government 
officials and private industry are given discussing the possibilities of methanol 
as a future fuel source. 

METHANOL: ITS SYNTHESIS, USE AS A FUEL, ECONOMICS, AND HAZARDS. Thesis. David L. 
Hagen. Dec. 1976. Published by U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration. 
Springfield, VA 22161. Proposed and existing production methods of methanol are 
discussed. Possible sources of feedstocks are reviewed. Historical background for 
methanol research is given. Comprehensive bibliography is included. 

METHANOL AS AN AUTOMOBILE FUEL. A. Landman. U.S. Department of Transportation. 
Report No. DOT-TSC-OST-77-31, 1977. Results of various tests on methanol blends 
are presented. Information gaps are covered. Production methods for methanol are 
discussed and several source materials are reviewed. 

STATUS OF ALCOHOL FUELS UTILIZATION—TECHNOLOGY FOR HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION. Mueller 
Associates, Inc. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy, June 1978. Available 
from: National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161. Report 
Number HCP/M2923-01. Covers topics of exhaust emissions, performance and fuel 
econorny, and environmental considerations. Results of fuels testing, are given. 
Previous teehnology status is summarized in appendix. 



PROCEEDINGS 

METHANOL AS A FUEL Seminar Swedish Methanol Development Co. Stockholm, Sweden, 
March 21-22 and 24, 1976. vol. 1, 36 pp. Seminar Report. Workshop reports for 
three groups, formulation, applications and production, are summarized. Names and 
addresses for attendees are listed. 

METHANOL AS A FUEL Seminar Swedish Methanol Development Co. Stockholm, Sweden, 
March 21-22 and 24, 1976. Vol. 2, 118 pp. Seminar Papers. Thirteen papers are 
presented, discussing various aspects of methanol/alcohol fuel mixtures. 

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ALCOHOL FUEL TECHNOLOGY—METHANOL AND ETHANOL...Wolsburg. 
Federal Republic of Germany, Nov. 21-23, 1977. English Translation published by 
U.S. Department of Energy, July 1978. Report No. CONF-771175. Available from: 
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161. Economical and 
political aspects, the application of alcohols in automobiles, the production of 
methanol and ethanol from different sources, the optimization of alcohol fuels, 
and environmental issues are discussed. Forty-five papers were presented. 

ARTICLES 

ALCOHOL BURNS BETTER THAN PETROL. Mazingiro. No. 2: pp, 93-94; 1977. Brazil plans 
to use 10% ethanol mixture as automobile fuel. Ethanol to be produced from biomass-
derived sources. 

BRAZIL GROWS ITS MOTOR FUELS. F. Garner. Environment, vol. 20 (No. 1): pp, 5, 40; 
January/February, 1978. As a national energy policy, Brazilian fuels must be 
supplemented or replaced with alcohol produced from fermentation of biomass. This 
alcohol fuel program has potential to make Brazil energy independent. 

ETHANOL MOTOR FUELS AND "GASAHOL". T. A. Sladek. Mineral Industries B. vol. 21 
(No. 3): pp, 1-6: May, 1978. Fermentation of biomass to produce ethanol for 
motor fuels. Biomass sources are surveyed: 

GASAHOL: ALCOHOL FUELS: LIKELY TO PRODUCE MORE PROBLEMS THAN BENEFITS. Chevron 
World, vol 56.(No. 2): pp, 10-13; Spring, 1978. 

GASAHOL: ENERGY MOUNTAIN OR MOLEHILL? Earl V. Anderson, Chemical and Enqineerinq News, 
vol. 56 (No. 31): pp, 8-16, July 31, 1978. Views of both proponents and opponents 
are given. Pro's say ethanol blend can reduce oil imports, con's say that it takes 
more energy to produce methanol and it will increase imports. 

GASOLINE DOES TOO, MIX WITH ALCOHOL. Wm. A. Scheller. Chemtech. vol. 7 (No. 10): 
pp, 616-623; October, 1977. Production of ethanol and performance of "gasohol" is 
described. 

GASOLINE-ALCOHOL MIXTURE IGNITES DISPUTE. A. J. Pari si. New York Times, pp, D3; 
May 3, 1978. Plan for a "gasahol give away day". Also discusses marketing and 
production of ethanol. 



GROW ALCOHOL AS A REPLACEMENT FOR GASOLINE. 0. P. McCTosky. Ener.gy Sources, vol. 2 
(No. 1): ppj 53-60; 1975. A plan is- presented where biomass crops are planted 
specifically to produce alcohols through fermentation for gasoline blending. 

NEW. PROCESS MAKES GASOLINE FROM ALCOHOL. V. Elaine Imay. Popular Science. voT. 212; 
pp, 90-91; June, 1978, Conversion of alcohol, which can be produced from coal, 
biomass, or wastes, directly into high-octane gas. 

PAVING THE WAY FOR ALCOHOL FUELS. Hal Bunton., Environmental Action, vol. 10 (No. 10): 
pp, 4-8; September 23, 1978. U S alcohol fuel program lags behind Sweden, Brazil, 
and'West Germany. Environmentalists could give a big push to make alcohol fuels 
a major contributor. 

PAY NOW? OR PAY LATER? Forbe.s. vol. 123: pp, 36-37; February, 1979., Overview, of 
gasohol is given with discussion of what governnffint and industry can do to get 
gasohol moving. 

RESEARCH NEWS/ALCOHOL: A BRAZILIAN ANSWER TO THE ENERGY CRISIS. A. L. Hammond. 
Science, vol. 195 (No^ 4273).: pp, 564-566; February 11, 1977, Brazilian aleohol 
fuels program is discussed. 

* * * * 

For additional technical papers and reports, consult SOLAR ENERGY: A BIBLIOGRAPHY: 
CITATIONS, TID 3351-RlPl, March 1976, 585 pp, $13.75; INDEXES,- TID 3351-R1P2, March 
I975i 398 pp, $10..75. 

For references since 1976, consult SOLAR ENERGY UPDATE, available on a subscription 
basis as NtISUB/C/145. The annual subscription rate for one volume (calendar) year 
(12 issues plus cumulative index) is $27.50, A single issue is $3.25. 

These are published by Technical Information Center, Department of Energy, ahd are 
available from the Naitibnal Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, VA 
22161.' 
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NATIONAL LEGISLATION 

Farm Act of 1977 

Provided $60 million in loan guarantees to build four 
pilot alcohol fuel plants in the United States. 

National Energy Act of 1978 

Provided motor fuel excise tax exemptions on 
gasoline/alcohol blends worth 4 cents per gallon of 
blend or 40 cents per gallon or $16.80 per barrel of 
alcohol in 10 percent blends. Alcohol fuels are also eligi
ble for Department of Energy entitlements, currently 
worth approximately $2.10 per barrel of ethanol or five 
cents per gallon. 

Alcohol Fuels Production Incentive Act of 1979 
(S. 906) 

Proposes a 10 percent investment tax credit (in addition 
to the current 10 percent credit) for alcohol fuels pro
duction equipment; provides a new 5 percent investment 
tax credit for buildings used in alcohol fuel production; 
authorizes the Department of Treasury to make up to 
$250 million in loan guarantees to cover up to SO percent 
of the cost (up to $10 million per loan) of building or 
refinancing alcohol fjiel plants or equipment; amends 
the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act to provide pri
ority to producers and marketers of gasohol or gasoline 
for use in gasohol when petroleum supplies are short. 

Public Works and Economic Development Act of 
1979 (S. 914) 

Awaiting House-Senate Conference Committee con
sideration. The legislation proposes: 

Senate-Passed Provisions 

Authorizes EDA grants for facilities for production of 
alcohol for use as motor fuel when such grants will 
create or preserve jobs in small towns. 

Funds for such grants are limited to 5 percent of funds 
under Titles I & 11 of EDA Act. Linder authorization 
levels in S.914, funding would total $39.1 million an
nually. 

House-Passed Provisions 

Authorizes $100 million in FY80 & FYSl in EDA grants 
and loans for construction and operation of facil
ities producing alcohol or methane from renewable 
resources. 

Energy Security Act (S. 932) 

Awaiting action by the House-Senate Conference Com
mittee. The legislation proposes: 

House-Passed Provisions 

Sets national goal for total synthetic fuel (including 
gasohol) production of 500,000 barrels per day in 1985, 
2 million barrels per day in 1990. 

Authorizes $3 billion for the President to buy synfuels 
and allows him to establish a federal synfuel corporation. 

Senate-Passed Provisions 

• I—Title I: Synthetic Fuels Corporation Act of 
1979 

•Goal: production of synfuels equal to 1.5 
million barrels ofoil by 1995. 

• Establishes Synthetic Fuels Corporation with 
authorization of $20 billion, with up to $1 bil
lion eligible to aid projects that use biomass and 
are basically large scale. 

• Authorizes corporations to provide price 
guarantees, purchase agreements, loan 
guarantees, loans, joint ventures, and direct 
construction to secure synfuel production. 

• II—Title II: Agricultural, Forestry, and Rural 
Energy Act of 1979 

•Goal: achieve net energy independence for 
agricultural and forest production, processing 
and marketing; and 50 percent reduction in 
petroleum and natural gas use by rural residents 
and communities by the year 2000. 

• Establishes Agricultural, Forestry and Rural 
Energy Board in USDA which will report to 
Congress by 9-30-80 on agricultural, forestry, 
and rural energy needs and resources; and will 
provide a rural energy tjroduction, use, and 
conservation program by December 31,1981. 

• Authorizes $50 million annually for applied 
research on agriculture, forestry, and rural 
energy production, use, and conservation. 

• USDA to complete study by 12-31-82 on alter
native crop-livestock systems to produce 
foodstuffs and fiber.as well as biomass for use 
in energy production. 

• Mandates four to eight USDA Wood Energy 
Centers, and four to eight USDA Agricultural 
Biomass Energy Centers, which will do 
research, demonstration projects, field tests, 
and provide technical information. Authorizes 
$3 million annually for Wood Centers, and 
same amount for Biomass Centers. 

• State extension services to hold agricultural 
biomass energy workshops with goal of 100 
workshops each year. 

• Authorizes $250 million annually in USDA 
loans for on-farm or commercial biomass 
energy projects. One-third must go to projects 
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which produce no more than 2 million gallons 
of alcohol per year. 

• Authorizes $500 million annually in USDA 
loan guarantees for commercial or on-farm 
biomass energy projects, with one-third going 
to projects that use wood, and one-fourth going 
to small-scale projects that produce no more 
than 2 million gallons of alcohol per year. 

• Authorizes $100 million annually in USDA 
grants for biomass energy demonstration proj
ects. 

• Amends existing USDA programs to provide 
$390 million in authorization for loans, loan 
guarantees, insured loans, and makes eligible 
loans for energy systems using nonfossil fuels. 

• Authorizes $85 million over 4 years for rural 
electric projects using alternative energy 
soiu-ces (biomass, wood, solar, etc.) and con
servation technologies. 

• Allows USDA to permit acreage set aside to be 
used to produce commodities for use in making 
alcohol for fuel. 

• III—Title III: Gasohol Motor Fuels Act of 1979 

• Goal: establishes national goals of 60,000 bar
rels per day of alcohol fuels in 1982, and a 
volume of alcohol fuels from renewable 
resources equal to 10 percent of estimated 
domestic gasoline consumption in 1990. 

• Establishes Office of Alcohol Fuels in DOE and 
authorizes $1.2 billion in loan guarantees, price 
guarantees, and purchase agreements for 
alcohol fuel production facilities that use 
renewable resources, with at least one-third of 
that total going to facilities that produce no 
more than 2 million gallons of alcohol per year. 

• Authorizes the CCC to sell its sugar holdings at 
less than normal prices to producers of ethanol 
for use in motor fuel. 

• Mandates use of gasohol in all federal motor 
vehicles where it is available at reasonable 
prices and quantities (exceptions are possible 
for national seciuity reasons). 

• Mandates USDA-DOT study on possible re
quirement that all new cars use gasohol or 
alcohol, and on barriers to the widespread 
marketing of gasohol. 

• Amends Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 to 
facilitate natural gas allocations to certain types 

of activities related to the production of alcohol 
for fuel. 

• Authorizes Presidential allocation of gasoline 
to utilize alcohol not able to be blended into 
gasohol due to a lack of gasoline. 

• IV—Title IV: Domestic Energy Policy Act of 1979 

• Establishes procedure for setting and updating 
national energy targets for imports and 
domestic production, which includes energy 
produced from renewable resources. 

• Requires an energy impact report on every bill, 
rulemaking, or executive order in the federal 
government. 

STATE LEGISLATION 

The following is a brief summary of legislation that has 
been passed by state legislatures within the United 
States. 

Many of the state legislatures were in session at the time 
the information was accumulated for this book. We 
recommend that any further information needed re
garding state legislative bills be obtained directly from 
the clerks or secretaries of the respective legislature. The 
reader should recognize that errors in the interpretation 
of the legislation contained in this report are possible. 
Gasohol Tax Credit legislation is highlighted within 
each state's legislation summary. 

Arkansas 

S.B. 454—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption. Exempts gasohol from motor 
fuel tax (9.5 cents). 

California 

S.B. 318—passed 1979. 

The Department of General Services would prepare a 
plan utilizing a fuel containing at least 5*7o alcohol for 
use in at least 25% of the vehicles maintained by the 
Department. 

A.B. 1401—passed 1979. 

Authorizes the Department of Motor Vehicles to estab
lish a 10-year methanol fuel experimentation program. 

S.B. 771—passed 1979. 

The State Energy Resources Conservation and Develop
ment Commission shall implement a program to 
demonstrate residue conversion technologies at appro
priate locations throughout. the state to encourage 
private-, public-, and investor-owned utility participa
tion in this program. Fifteen million dollars have been 
appropriated from the general fund to carry out the pur
pose of this bill. 
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Colorado Indiana 

S.B. 80—passed 1978. 

A nine-member committee was created to promote the 
production of gasohol, alcohol, and related industrial 
hydrocarbons from Colorado agricultural and forest 
products. Eighty thousand dollars were appropriated 
for administration of the bill. 

H.B. 1135—passed 1978. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. Motor fuel which 
contains at least 10% alcohol, derived in Colorado, will 
receive a 5-cent excise tax reduction if sold in counties 
with a population exceeding 200,000. As the availability 
of gasohol increases, all state and local vehicles will be 
required to use gasohol. 

H.B. 1463—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. The tax exemption 
applies to a blend of gasoUne and 95%-pure alcohol 
derived from agriculture commodities and forest prod
ucts. Reduces the real and personal property tax assess
ment for alcohol production facilities producing alcohol 
for use in motor vehicles. Provides a voluntary check-off 
of off-highway gasoline refund tax money to be placed 
into a special fund for the use of gasohol promotion. 

H.B. 1607—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. Expands the defini
tion of gasohol to include motor fuels containing 
alcohol derived from hydrocarbon or carbon-containing 
by-products or waste products. Grants a reduction in 
the property tax to facilities used for the production of 
such alcohol. The tax exemption applies to a blend of 
gasoline and alcohol that is produced from Colorado 
products derived from hydrocarbon or carbon-
containing by-products or waste products with a purity 
of at least 95%. 

Connecticut 

Public Act 627—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption -1 cent. Lowers state sales tax 
on gasohol from 11 cents to 10 cents per gallon, and ex
empts the motor fuel used in van pool vehicles (which is 
already exempt from the motor fuel tax) from the state 
sales tax. 

Hawaii 

S.B. 1581, S.D. 1, H.D. 1—passed. 

(Act 131, Session Laws of Hawaii 1978) 

Act 131, which is an omnibus appropriating bill for 
alternate energy research and development, appropri
ates $500,000 for the conversion of an old Seagram 
distillery to a plant capable of producing 700,000 
gallons of ethanol per year for gasohol purposes. The 
Act also appropriates $330,000 to establish a corn-to-
ethanol research and development program. 

5. 218—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 4 % Sales Tax. The tax ex
emption applies to a 10% blend of agriculturally derived 
ethyl alcohol in fuel. 

Iowa 

H.F. 491—passed 1978. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 10 cents. Effective July 1, 
1979, exempts fuel excise tax on motor fuel containing 
at least 10% alcohol, distilled from agriculture products, 
from July 1, 1978, ending June 30, 1983. (In Iowa there 
is a sales tax on excise tax-exempted gasohol which in ef
fect decreases the total tax credit to approximately 7 
cents.) 

Kansas 

H.B. 2345—passed 1979. 

Funds totaling $60,000 shall be transferred from the 
Com Commission, Grain Sorghum Commission, Soybean 
Conunission, and Wheat Commission to the Kansas 
Energy Office to be used for the purpose of study and 
analysis of grains for use as energy resource alternatives. 

H.B. 2324—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. The tax exemption 
applies to a 10% blend of 190-proof ethyl alcohol pro
duced from grain grown in Kansas used in all motor 
vehicle fuels and shall be effective July 1, 1979. The tax 
exemption shall be reduced 1 cent per year until no tax 
exemption remains after July 1, 1984. All motor 
vehicles owned and operated by the State of Kansas and 
subdivisions shall be operated with a 10% blend of ethyl 
alcohol when reasonably obtainable. 

Louisiana 

H.B. 571—passed 1979. . 

Gasohol Tax Exemption 8 cents. Exempts the retail 
sale of gasohol from state sales tax use, and motor fuel 
tax. 

S.C.R. 99—adopted 1979. 

Requests the Department of Natural Resources to con
duct a feasibility study for obtaining methane gas from 
sugarcane as an alternate energy source. 

H.B. 1033—passed 1979. 

To qualify for the purchase of oil, a small refiner must 
have in. operation a facility for the distillation of 
methanol or ethanol produced from Louisiana agricul
tural commodities. 

Maryland 

S.B. 807—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 1 cent. The tax exemption 
shall apply to a 10% blend of ethyl or methyl alcohol. 
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S.B. 823—passed 1979. 

To permit the Maryland Industrial Development 
Financing Authority to encourage and insure loans for 
the developrhent and production of a certain motor fuel 
known as gasohol. 

H.B. 1628—passed 1979. 

Requires the Secretary of Agriculture to study the effec
tiveness of an ethanol and gasoline mixture. Requires 
the Secretary of Agriculture to inititate a 1-year pro
gram of tests using gasohol in eight state-owned 
vehicles. 

Missouri 

H.B. 72—passed 1979. 

Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources to 
analyze the potential fer increased utilization of coal, 
nuclear, solar, resource recovery and reuse, energy-
efficient technologies, and other energy alternatives, 
and to make recommendations for the expanded use of 
alternate energy sources and technologies. 

Montana 

Resolution 28—adopted 1979. 

Provides for a State Oversight Gasohol Committee to be 
appointed under the Department of Natural Resources 
for the Gasohol Program. 

S.B. 523—passed 1979. 

Provides a lower property tax on equipment, buildings, 
and inventory of gasohol production by as much as 3%. 

H.B. 402—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption. The tax exemption for 
gasohol is reduced by 2 cents for each of three suc
ceeding 2-year periods, and the remaining 1 cent tax 
exemption expires in 1989. 

In 1978, $25,000 was allocated from the alternate energy 
program to study gasohol in Montana. 

Nebraska 

l .B. 776—passed 1971. 

Established the Agricultural Products Utilization 
Committee to promote research and development of 
gasohol, and to analyze the marketing and testing of 
gasohol. The Grain Alcohol Fuel Tax Fund was created 
with an initial appropriation of $40,000 and a provision 
whereby one/eighth of the motor fuels tax, which is 
refundable to nonhighway uses, is used to promote the 
activities of the committee. L.B. 776 also provided for a 
3-cent tax credit for the sale of gasohol. 

L.B. 1207—passed 1972. 

Made changes in L.B. 776. Stated that in order to 
qualify as a special fuel the blend had to be at least 10% 

agricultural ethyl alcohol or at least 190 proof. L.B. 
1207 also directed the Committee to sponsor research 
and development of industrial uses of by-products re
sulting from the amended L.B. 776, to increase the ex
emption from 3 cents to 5 cents on gasohol, and in
creased the Legislative tax review limitation from 10 
million to 20 million gallons of gasohol sold which per
mits the legislature to review the tax credits. 

L.B. 424—passed 1978. 

Provided for matching funds (up to $500,000) to any 
city, county, or village wishing to build a gasohol plant. 

L.B. 52—approved 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. Amended L.B. 776 to 
increase the exemption from 3 cents to 5 cents on 
gasohol and increased the legislative tax review limita
tion from 10 million to 20 million gallons of gasohol 
sold which permits the legislature to review the tax 
credit. 

L.B. 74—passed 1979. 

Requires that the Department of Roads implement a 
program using gasohol in its vehicles to the extent that 
gasohol supplies are available. Gasohol must contain 
Nebraska-produced alcohol. 

L.B. 571—passed 1979. 

The Governor is authorized to enter into agreements 
with municipalities or counties to build and maintain 
grain alcohol plants. The State of Nebraska will have 
the option to purchase the plant. An Alcohol Plant 
Fund is created, to be established from funds transfer
red from the Highway Trust Fund or as appropriated 
from the legislature; the state gas tax is increased one 
cent to provide additional revenue for the Highway 
Fund to support the Alcohol Plant Fund. 

New Hampshire 

H.B. 201—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. The gasohol tax 
exemption applies to a 10% blend of alcohol manufac
tured in New Hampshire, derived from agriculture com
modities and forest products, with a purity of 99%. 

New Jersey 

A.R. 3034—passed 1979. 

Directs the Energy and Natural Resources Committee of 
the General Assembly to study large-scale use of 
gasohol and other alcohol-based fuels. 

New Mexico 

S.J.M. 9—adopted 1978. 

Resolution requesting the Division of Energy and 
Minerals Department to study the feasibility of using 
gasohol in New Mexico. 
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New York 

S.B. 9860-A—passed 1978. 

Directs the Commissioner of General Services to con
duct a study of the feasibility of using gasohol for state-
operated vehicles through a comprehensive road test. 

S.B. 2393—passed 1979. 

The Commissioner of General Services is directed to 
conduct an experimental program to test the feasibility 
of using a mixture of gasoline and alcohol as fuel for 
state-operated motor vehicles. 

North Dakota 

S.B. 2338—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 4 cents. The tax exemption 
applies to a blend of 10% agriculture ethyl alcohol (99% 
pure) and 90% unleaded gasoline. 

H.B. 1384—passed 1979. 

Establishes an Agriculture Products Utilization Com
mission funded by a 1/8-cent gasoline refund tax reduc
tion, $200,000 appropriated from July 1, 1979 to June 
30, 1980. 

Oklahoma 

S.B. 248—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption -6.5 cents. The gasohol tax 
exemption applies to a 10% blend of ethanol, alcohol, 
and gasoline. 

Oregon 

H.B. 2779—passed 1979. 

Requires use of gasohol in certain state-owned vehicles 
to the maximum extent commercially feasible effective 
January, 1980. 

S.B. 927—passed 1979. 

Creates solar, wind, geothermal, water, agricultural and 
forest residue, and gasohol energy task forces and an 
Alternate Energy Development Commission to prepare 
comprehensive alternate resources plans to be submitted 
to the governor and legislature. 

H.B. 2780—passed 1979. 

Exempts commercial ethanol or methanol gasohol 
plants from property tax and corporate income tax ef
fective June 30, 1981, of which 90% is used for a 10% 
blend of gasohol and not produced from petroleum, 
natural gas, or coal. 

Rhode Island 

H.R. 7891—adopted 1978. 

Requesting that the State Director of Transportation 
conduct experiments with the public to determine the 
feasibility of a gasoline-alcohol fuel blend. 

South Carolina 

H.B. 2443—passed 1979. 

Provides that gasohol be sold tax-free until October 1, 
1979; imposes a 6-cent per gallon tax from October 1, 
1979 to July 1, 1985, and a 7-cent per gallon tax from 
July 1, 1985 to July 1, 1987; provides for removal of 
these incentives if loss of revenue totals $5 million. 

South Dakota 

H.B. 1064—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 5 cents. The gasohol tax 
exemption applies to a 10% blend of alcohol derived 
from agriculture and forest products. 

Tennessee 

H.J.R. 161—passed 1979. 

Creates a special joint committee to study the develop
ment and use of methanol as an alternative fuel. 

Texas 

H.B. 1803—passed 1979. 
Provides for state loans for establishment of plants to 
manufacture fuel from renewable resources, $25,000 
may be loaned to any one legal entity and $500,000 may 
be loaned to a small business corporation. The tot2d 
unpaid principles balance shall not exceed $15 million. 

H.B. 1986—passed 1979. 

Provides for annual alcohol manufacturers permit of 
$100. A Texas Legislative Council preliminary draft 
provides an alcohol users license of $10, an alcohol fuel 
manufacturers license of $25, an agriculture fuel 
marketing license of $50, and a beverage alcohol 
manufacturers permit of $1,000. 

Washington 

S.H.B 302—passed 1979. 

Exempts B&O Tax on alcohol manufactured for 
gasohol when alcohol is sold to another person in 
Washington. Does not apply to out-of-state sales. 

Wyoming 

H.B. 114—passed 1979. 

Gasohol Tax Exemption - 4 cents. Sales of gasohol 
would be subject to a 4-cent per gallon tax rather than 
an 8-cent per gallon tax until July 1, 1984. 
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TABLE A-1. SUMMARY OF 
1 

STATE 

Arkansas 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Montana 
Nebraska 
New Hampshire 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Wyoming 

STATE ALCOHOL 
-UEL EXEMPTIONS 

STATE 
GASOLINE TAX 

.095 

.07 

.11 

.04 

.10 

.08 

.08 

.09 

.09 

.105 

.10 

.08 

.065 
:10 
.09 
.08 

STATE 
GASOHOL TAX 

EXEMPTION 

.095 

.05 

.01 

.04 

.07 

.05 

.08 

.01 

.02 

.05 

.05 

.04 

.065 
.05 
.04 
.04 
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ABSTRACT 

Elastomers for oilfield seals are often specified by hardness and generic 

type. Experienced compounders recognize that hardness of a seal can be 

achieved by many different formulations. The filler type and amount plus the 

cure system in these formulations have the most profound influence on the 

hardness. Carbon black and finely divided minerals are the most common fillers 

used in elastomer compounding. 

This investigation evaluated the influence of the effect of carbon black 

particle size in fluorohydrocarbon formulations. Several fluorohydrocarbon 

compounds were formulated with carbon black types ranging from N330 to N990. 

These compounds were aged by exposure to aqueous hydrocarbon and gaseous 

fluids, which were intended to simulate oilfield environments. Changes in the 

physical properties of these compounds were determined and tabulated for 

comparison. 

•Energy Rubber Group Meeting, September 25, 1986, Houston, Texas 

'*'D. E. Cain, Wellhead Equipment Division, FMC Corporation. 

*L. A. Peters, Central Engineering Laboratories, FMC Corporation. 

^T. L. Pugh, Production Research and Development, Conoco, Inc. 



CONCLUSIONS 

o Fluorohydrocarbon elastomers used in oilfield service can be improved by 

varying the carbon black type. 

o As the carbon black particle size in fluorohydrocarbon elastomer compounds 

of equal hardness is decreased the required percentage of filler by weight 

is reduced. 

o Testing has shovn that 90 Durometer compounds of Viton AHV exhibited 

improved physical properties with the use of smaller particle size carbon 

black. 

o These improved physical properties are generally maintained following 

exposure to several aqueous hydrocarbon and gaseous fluids. 

o The compression set of these compounds decreased as carbon black particle 

size vas reduced. 
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BACKGROUND 

Elastomers are used in oilfield seals because of their ability to store 

energy due to their characteristic elasticity and large strain behavior. A 

typical oilfield seal application would include a requirement to seal pressure 

in an annulus between two concentric metal surfaces. Appendix I explains why 

elastomer materials are useful in the construction of seals. 

Two types of elastomer seals are common in oilfield service including 

interference seals such as 0-rings and compression seals such as packers or 

slab packings. The force required to establish an interference seal is caused 

vhen the seal element is forced into a restricted space. The force required to 

engage a compression seal is a result of squeezing the seal element in a 

confined space. Effects which lower this force or displace the seal material 

can lead to seal failure. 

Five main causes for the failure of oilfield elastomer seals are: Gas 

Permeation or Blistering, Compression Set, Thermal Stress caused when confined 

elastomer seals are heated and cannot expand, Thermal Degradation, and Chemical 

Degradation. Due to the large number of high pressure gas applications in the 

oilfield, gas blistering has become an important area of focus. Vhen gas 

pressure is released from a sealed system and the seal contains dissolved gas, 

bubbles, cracks, and blisters can form in the seal structure. The seal vill 

eventually fail if sufficient damage occurs. 
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V. Cox2 (Shell UK Research) and D. L. Potts^ (BP/UK) presented papers 

concerning this phenomenon at the 1985 Offshore Engineering Conference in 

Aberdeen. D. H. Ender^ (Shell Development Company) wrote a paper titled 

"Elastomer Seals" concerning this phenomenon vhich appeared in the January 

issue of Chemtech. D. Hertz^ wrote another paper titled "The Hidden Cause of 

Seal Failure" concerning this phenomenon for the April 9, 1981, issue of 

Machine Design. 

Cox^ described the testing of a new fluorohydrocarbon seal material 

available from Dowty Seals. Ve were interested in the composition and the 

principles underlying the performance of this material in order to apply it to 

a recent oilfield application where gas blistering was anticipated. 

Three different fluorohydrocarbon elastomer candidates vere evaluated for 

this seal application. The subject materials vere ranked based on their 

resistance to gas blistering and damage. The prime candidate material had a 

slightly higher hardness of 90 Shore A vhich vas not surprising. 

When these three materials vere subjected to Thermogravimetric Analysis 

(TGA) for compositional estimation, it vas surprising to find that the 90 

Durometer material contained lower levels of carbon black filler than the two 

softer materials. It was theorized that this was likely accomplished by the 

use of small particle size carbon black fillers. Patel and Brovn^ have written 

a paper that outlines the various properties of carbon black fillers and their 

effect on reinforcement. Thus, an investigation vas initiated to determine the 

effects of the carbon black filler on the resistance of fluorohydrocarbon 

elastomers to oilfield environments. 



Fluorohydrocarbon elastomers have been the elastomers of choice for sour 

or high temperature oilfield service. With this in mind, a series of Viton AHV 

and Aflas lOOH materials vere compounded using various levels of filler and 

different carbon black particle size to achieve the same hardness. The 

physical properties of these materials vere measured as received, after heat 

aging, after oil immersion, and folloving several autoclave exposures intended 

to simulate oilfield service. These test results support the conclusion that 

varying the carbon black filler type can improve a fluorohydrocarbon elastomer 

compound. 
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COMPOUND EVALUATION TESTING 

This test program vas designed to identify the original physical 

properties at ambient temperature and elevated temperature, to fingerprint, and 

to evaluate the effect of aging on the elastomer compounds of interest. 

Step 1: Original Physical Properties and Compound Fingerprinting 

1. Hardness Shore A, ASTM D2240 

2. Tensile Strength, Ultimate, ASTM DA12 

3. Elongation to Break, ASTM D412 

4. Modulus, 100%, ASTM D412 

5. Compression Set, 72 Hours, 350°F, ASTM D395 

6. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Gross Percent Composition 

7. Infrared Spectrophotometry (IR), Base Polymer Verification 

8. Specific Gravity 

Step 2: Elevated Temperature Physical Properties 

1. Repeat Tests 1-A as outlined in Step 1 at 250°F. 

2. Repeat Tests 1-4 as outlined in Step 1 at 350°F. 

Step 3: Post Aging Physical Property Testing 

1. Tests 1-4 were repeated as noted in Step 1 above plus weight/ 

volume change folloving the exposures outlined belov. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

TEMPERATURE 
(°F) 

350 

350 

350 

PRESSURE 
(KSI) 

N/A 

N/A 

2.5 

TIME 
(DAYS) 

5 

5 

5 

EXPOSURE 

Air 

ASTM Reference Oil #3 

95% ASTM Fuel B, 5% H 
CH4/C02 (90/10) gas overpressure. 

4. 350 2.5 5 90% ASTM Fuel B, 5% NACE B 
corrosion inhibitor, 5% H2O and 
gas overpressure as outlined in 3 
above. 

5. 350 2.5 5 5% NaCl brine with gas 
overpressure as in 3. 

6. 350 2.5 5 5% (5% NaCl) brine, 95% ASTM Fuel 
B and gas overpressure as in 3. 

NOTE: All % are by volume of liquid. 
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COMPOUND FORMULATION 

The compounds referenced in this paper are outlined in Table I.- In order 

to maintain final compound hardness of 90 Shore A, it vas necessary to change 

the level of carbon black accordingly. 

TABLE I 

FLUOROELASTOMER COMPOUNDS 
90 DUROMETER SHORE A V5 V6 V7 V8 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Viton AHV 

Carbon Black Type 

Carbon Black Level 

100 

N990 

55 

100 

N762 

37 

100 

N660 

28 

100 

N330 

20 

NOTE: Levels in parts per hundred rubber (PPHR), by veight. 

Curative and Process Aids: 

VC-20, 2.0, VC-30, 6.0, MAG D, 3.0, CA(0H)2, 6.0, and 
Carnauba Wax, 1.0 

Curing and Postcuring: 

10 minutes at 350°F and then 24 hours at 4500F. 
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TEST RESULTS 

The results of testing the subject compounds may be summarized as follows: 

o Physical properties were improved as carbon black particle size was reduced. 

a. Tensile strength increased at no sacrifice in ultimate elongation 

(Figure 1). 

b. Compression set is improved (Figure 2). 

0 There was a slight improvement of physical properties, as measured at 

elevated temperatures, as carbon black particle size was reduced (Figure 3). 

0 In general, resistance to thermal and chemical environment follows the same 

increasing trend observed vith original physical properties (Figures 4 and 

5). 

The presence of 5% NACE B amine corrosion inhibitor had a severe effect on 

Vinylidene-Fluoride-containing fluoroelastomers, supporting the results 

previously reported by Ray and Ivey* and Watkins". There vas considerable 

blistering and cracking of the tensile specimens exposed to the corrosion 

inhibitor (see photos on pages 16 and 17). 

o There vas no measurable volume svell advantage vith decreasing particle size 

(Figure 6). This vas probably due to compensating effects of increasing 

rubber content and increasing crosslink density as illustrated in Figure 7. 
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SUMMARY 

o Fluorohydrocarbon elastomers used in oilfield service can be improved by 

varying the carbon black type. 

0 As the carbon black particle size in fluorohydrocarbon elastomer compounds 

of equal hardness is decreased, the required percentage of filler by veight 

is reduced. 

0 Testing has shown that 90 Durometer compounds of Viton AHV exhibited 

improved physical properties with the use of smaller particle size carbon 

black. 

o These improved physical properties are generally maintained following 

exposure to several aqueous hydrocarbon and gaseous fluids. 

o The compression set of these compounds decreased as carbon black particle 

size vas reduced. 

o Parallel studies vith Aflas lOOH are continuing. 

o Another evaluation vill be completed to determine the influence of the 

effect of carbon black structure and non-black fillers on Fluorohydrocarbon 

Elastomer Formulations intended for Oilfield Service. 
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APPENDIX I 

To help explain some of the mechanics of seals and vhy elastomer materials 

are useful in their construction, consider an idealistic model of fluid flow 

betveen two parallel plates in close proximity to each other. Flow only occurs 

across "b" and in the direction of "L" in this model. 

The flow of a fluid between these two parallel plates raay be reduced by 

moving the two plates closer together. The flow relationship is governed by 

the equation: G = (t^ x P x b) / (12 x L x u) where G is the flow rate, P is 

pressure, u is the fluid viscosity, t is the distance between the plates, L is 

the length of the flow path between the plates, and b is the width of the 

plates. Assuming these two plates are perfectly flat, rigid, and have smooth 

surfaces, then a seal or zero fluid flow between the plates may be achieved by 

reducing t to zero. 

i 

T 

8ea l Force 

LAMINAR FLOW BETWEEN 
TWO PARALLEL PLATES 
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Unfortunately, in the real world, seal surfaces have waviness, roughness, 

Imperfections, and are not rigid. This means fluids could flow between two 

parallel plates due to the gaps and permeable area caused by surface waviness, 

imperfections, and roughness, even if t is equal to zero. A seal may still be 

achieved by applying a force between these two plates until the surface 

imperfections are compensated for by local yielding and deflection. If the two 

plates are made of metallic materials vith relatively high yield strength, low 

strain behavior, and low elasticity compared to elastomers, then the required 

force to cause local yielding will be very high. Also, the low strain 

characteristic of metals means a very small deflection in the "t" direction can 

cause a large drop in bearing stress and result in a leak. 

Now assume that a sheet of elastomer material is placed between the two 

metallic parallel plates. The elastomer material with its high strain to 

stress relationship will easily deflect and compensate for the surface 

imperfections in the plates at a much lower force. Also, the elastomer 

characteristic of large strain means that small deflections in the "t" 

direction will not result in a leak. Consequently, many seal applications 

incorporate elastomer seals. 
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V5 HAG = 1 . 8X V6 

V7 MAG = 1 .8X 

- 1 6 -
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V5 MAG = 5.8X V6 

m 

V7 MAG = 5.8X 
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HYDROTHERMAL POWER CO., LTD. 
Post Office Box 2701 ROGER S. SPRANKLE 
Paso Robles, CA 93447 , \ y X \ ^ General Partner 

(805) 239-3521 

SUBJ 
ENER 
HSEP 

\ y ^ 

November 27, 1985 

Dr. Phillip Wright 
Earth Science Laboratory 
University of Utah Research Institute 
391 Chipeta Way, Suite C 
Salt Lake City, UT 84108 

Dear Dr. Wright: 

The report on international testing along with the enclosed test 
result analysis was to be presented at the canceled DOE Conference. If 
interested, I have copies of the test report. 

Additional analysis of the test results will undoubtedly provide a 
greater understanding into the prime mover capabilities. However, I 
firmly believe that the current conclusions will remain basically 
unchanged. The prime mover is ready for long term commercial usage. 

This letter is an inquiry into the availability of a resource 
where arrangements could be made to put the prime mover to work. Many 
currently unused geothermal resources would surely benefit from the 
demonstrated abilities of this prime mover. The prime mover is versatile 
and I would welcome the opportunity to detail its capabilities for any 
specific site or application. 

If I can be of any assistance, please advise. 

Sincerely, 

Roger S. Sprankle 
General Partner 

Enclosure 



HELICAL SCREW EXPANDER POWER PLANT 
MODEL 76-1 

TEST RESULT ANALYSIS 

November 3, 1985 

by 

ROGER S. SPRANKLE 
General Partner 

Hydrothermal Power Co. 
P. 0. Box 2701 

Paso Robles, CA 93447 
805/239-3521 

1 2 As stated in the test reports ' on the Helical Screw Expander, Model 
76-1 was purposely manufactured with abnormally large clearances. These 
clearances are more than five times larger than normal for this class of turbo-
machinery, and it was known that attractive machine efficiencies would require 
mineral deposition to close the clearances. The impact of these oversized 
clearances and the resulting leakage is revealed in the following analysis. 

The data was obtained from the New Zealand test results at a time when 
the internal clearances were known to be free of any mineral deposition. 

Figure 1 contains test data of machine efficiency plotted against the 
effective fluid volume ratio. Along the right part of the curve, towards 
point 5, where the high volume ratios occur, the machine becomes increasingly 
unable to fully expand the fluid across the rotor, resulting in underexpansion 
and operation known as square card with its known losses. Thus a greater and 
greater pressure drop occurs from the exit rotor pocket into the exhaust. 
Along the left of the curve, towards point 1, with low volume ratios, the 
machine increasingly overexpands the fluid. Thus the exit rotor pocket pres
sure becomes lower than the exhaust. Near the center of the curve, a point is 
reached where the machine fully expands the fluid across the rotors and the 
exit rotor pocket unfolds into the exhaust with no pressure change. 

Figure 2, containing the same test data, shows machine efficiency plotted 
against effective fluid volumetric flow. Again we see the effects of under
expansion along the curve toward point 5. Here, the increasing pressure drop 
and resulting expansion is shown as increasing volumetric flow. The most 
important information revealed occurs at full expansion. By definition, at 
full expansion the exit rotor pocket volumetric flow equals the exhaust volu
metric flow - except for leakage. As shown, greater than half the flow through 
the machine is leakage. With the clearances reduced to a range considered 
standard for this class of machinery, by a design change or mineral deposition, 
the leakage rate can be expected to be less than 15% of the total flow. 

Figure 3 provides insight into the relationship between clearances and 
machine efficiency. The figure is from Dr. 0. E. Balje and his work on 



Helical Screw Expander Power Plant 
Model 76-1 
Test Result Analysis 
November 3, 1985 
Page 2 

3 
turbomachtnery. In the figure, families of machine efficiency are drawn for 
three different rotor clearances. The rotor length to diameter (L/D) curves 
are slightly displaced because the diameter is changed (to change the clearance) 
for each family of curves. Model 76-1 has a leakage gap to rotor diameter 
ratio (S/D) greater than .004, which is four times larger than the worst case 
shown on the graph. As can be seen, clearances have a major impact on machine 
efficiency. 

The leakage problem with Model 76-1 makes further analys.is of the test 
results difficult. Leakage is not only a function of clearance, but also a 
function of clearance distribution through the machine. In addition, pressure 
drop and distribution across the machine is a factor. Two phase flow also 
influences leakage. Ih Figure 2i there is a drop in machine efficiency when 
going from 50% qua!ity to all steam. The disappearance of liquid phase sealing 
ts c1 early evi dent, 

Even though further analysis is made difficult to precisely characterize 
the prime mover^ and display its capabilities on a universal diagram of 
specific speed and diameter, some conclusions are possible. 

1. Model 76-1 machine efficiencies of gr.eater than 70% can be expected 
over a. broad range of conditions up to 1,000 KW, the maximum tested 
output. 

2. Equally high machine^efficiencies can be expected with condensing 
operation, although at power levels less than 1,000 KW. 

3. The dynamic losses at higher tip velocities has not been determined. 
However, in the range tested the machine is commercially viable, 

4. Practical machines with power outputs greater than 20 MW are feasible. 

5. Long term commercial operation is needed to answer practical utility 
questions. 
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IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS IN PETROLEUM SUPPLY MODELS 

H. Root, L. J. Drew, E. D. Attanasi, and D. 
U.S. Geological Survey 

I. INTRODUCTION §|£gÊ ll4i8̂  

The world's initial endowiment of crude oil is for practicaPpurposes fixed 
and only sufficient as a major energy source for three or four generations. 
To us who live In the period of large scale petroleum production, however, 
the Industry Is of great importance. If the entire history of the world
wide petroleum Industry Is to be modeled from the spudding of the first 
wildcat well to the plugging of the last stripper well, then the model must 
assume zero production at the beginning and at the end. During this period, 
exhaustion (diminishing retums to exploration and production effort) is 
Inescapable. Diminishing returns to exploration can be temporarily reversed 
by occasional giant discoveries made during the Initial exploration of fron
tier areas. The declining production rate from known fields can be masked 
by bringing large new fields Into production. Studies'of the Industry In 
a large region over the short term need not take Into account exhaustion In 
either exploration or production because Its effect Is gradual. If a petro
leum study Is restricted to a small region, say a single productive forma
tion, then only a very short-term study can safely Ignore exhaustion. For 
example, the amount of petroleum discovered by the first 500 exploratory wells 
In a formation Is typically much greater than the amount discovered by the 
next 500 exploratory wells. If the region under study contains many produc
tive formations then the effect of exhaustion on the discovery rate (bbl/well 
or bbl/meter) Is erratic because as some formations are being exhausted other 
new ones are just beginning to be explored. Consequently, the overall dis
covery rate can Increase though typically this Increase Is short lived. 

Several petroleum Industry models that use both physical and economic data 
and assumptions are analyzed below. Substantial differences exist In the 
structure of these models and also In the type of forecasts they are Intended 
to produce. The National Petroleum Council model (F.E.A., 1974) used a dis
covery rate curve extrapolation approach along with numerous economic and 
physical assumptions to forecast petroleum liquids production within a specific 
15-year time period (1974-88). The econometric models developed by Fisher 
(1964) and MacAvoy and Pindyck (1975) were designed at least In part to esti
mate the responsiveness of future discoveries to changes in price. The dis
covery process models developed by Arps and Roberts (1958), Barouch and 
Kaufman (1977), and Drew, Schuenemeyer, and Root (In press) are based on 
purely the physical attributes of the discovery process. The prediction of 
future rates of discovery produced by discovery process models can be used 
with engineering-cost analysis to predict the marginal cost of future dis
coveries. 

II. FORECASTING MODELS 

National Petroleum Council Model 

The model developed by the National Petroleum Council and modified by the 
Federal Energy Administration (F.E.A.) for Project Independence (F.E.A., 
1974) was Intended to forecast U.S. petroleum liquids production for the 
15-year period from 1974 through 1988. The fundamental physical data used 
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In the model are annual average discovery rates measured In barrels of oll-
ln-?lace discovered per foot of exploratory drilling for 12 onshore and off
shore regions In the United States. Extrapolations of the discovery rates 
were used to forecast the quantity of oll-ln-place that would be discovered 
In each region by. a given amount of exploratory drilling. 

Recovery factors for each of the 12 regions were assumed for primary, second- i 
arr, ̂ "d tertiary recovery techniques. Annual production In each region was 
assximed to be a fixed fraction of proved reserves. The costs of exploration, 
development, and production were also assumed for each of the 12 regions. 
Additional costs of secondary and tertiary recovery were also assumed along 
with discount rates. Interest rates, and tax rates. For each of the 15 years 
and 12 regions a target amount of exploratory drilling was chosen. However, 
only that amount of drilling which was profitable under the physical and 
economic assumptions was assumed to be done. 

For various oil prices, the model calculated what exploration would actually 
tate place, what would be discovered, and, finally, how much would be produced 
ancually from each region. The main conclusions were that at constant real 
oil prices the U.S. could maintain petroleum liquid production (Including 
natural gas liquids, tar sands, and heavy oil) at about 9 million or 10 million 
bbl/day from 1974 thrdugh 1988. Moreover, If the real price of oil were In
creased by a factor of 3.75, then U.S. petroleum liquids production could be 
Increased from 10.5 million bbl/day In 1974 to 16.4 million bbl/day In 1988. :' 
Overall liquids production for the 15-year period at the high price level was :*, 
forecast to be 70.1 x 10^ bbl — 1.1 x 10^ bbl from tar sands and heavy crude, 
48.5 X 10^ bbl of conventional crude oil, and 20.6 x 10 bbl was to be natural 
gas liquids. 

I The complexity and detail of the assumptions that were used In making these 
projections present an apparently formidable barrier to checking whether or 
not these projections are reasonable. This complexity can be circumvented 

, by considering the physical aspects of petroleum exploration and production. 
Economic data and assumptions were used in the model primarily to predict 
the amount of exploration that would be carried out, so that one can restrict 
one's attention to the question of whether or not the predicted exploration 
would lead to the predicted production. The exploratory drilling that was 
to bring about the additions to proved reserves sufficient to allow production 
to Increase from 10.5 x 10^ bbl/day to 16.4 x 10" bbl/day was assumed by the 
model to be about 175 x 10^ m (575 x 10^ ft) over the 15-year period 1974-1988. 
Slightly more exploratory drilling was done In the U.S. during the 15-year 
period 1959-73 when U.S. production of crude oil was 43.4 x 10^ bbl and proved 
reserves were Increased by 4.8 x 10' bbl Indicating that total additions to 
proved reserves were about 48.2 x 10^ bbl. The model predicts that crude oil 
production will Increase from 8.09 x 10^ bbl/day In 1974 to 10.9 x 10^ bbl/day 
In 1988. To reach this higher production level, proved reserves must not be 
permitted to decline, thus total additions to proved reserves between the 
beginning of 1974 and the end of 1988 must be at least equal to production In 
this period or 48.5 x 10^ bbl. Thus, the model forecasts that a slight de
crease In the rate of exploratory drilling will be accompanied by a slight 
Increase In the rate of additions to proved reserves. It Is hard to see how 
such an Increase In the rate of additions to proved reserves can be maintained 
during such a long period. 
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In order to support the production predicted by the model, the additions to 
proved reserves of natural gas liquids must be proportionately even greater 
than the additions to proved reserves of crude oil. From 1959 to 1974, U.S. 
production of natural gas liquids was 9.0 x 10^ bbl and proved reserves in
creased by 0.251 X 109 bbl, from 6.20 x 10^ bbl to 6.46 x 10^ bbl, so that 
total additions to proved reserves of natural gas liquids were 9.25 x lO" 
bbl. The model forecasts that production will Increase from 1.92 x 10^ bbl/ 
day In 1974 to 5.06 x 10^ bbl/day In 1988. If we assume a proportionate In
crease In proved reseirvesr, then proved reserves of natural gas liquids must 
Increase from 6.46 x 10^ bbl to 17.0 x 10^ bbl. The total additions to proved 
reserves as calculated by adding the Increase In proved reserves to the cumu-

t lative production during this period.sum to 31.1 x 10^ bbl. This I 

amount represents over 3 times the additions to proved reserves made in the ' 
u15 years prior to 1974. . ' 
Additions to proved reserves are, of course, not the same as discoveries, 
nonetheless, the FEA forecasts could only come true if a considerable In
crease In the discovery rate were maintained for the 175 x 10" m of explor
atory drilling. A model which Is Intended to describe petroleum exploration 
over a period which Includes this much exploratory drilling cannot Ignore the 
fact of an overall declining discovery rate In oil and gas, as can be seen by 
examination of the discovery rate for the lower 48 states presented by Hubbert 
(1967, p. 2223). 

The Fisher Model 

The first widely publicized econometric model of the oil Industry was authored 
by Fisher (1964). He used three equations to predict the annual number of 
wildcat wells drilled, success ratio (proportion of wildcat wells that resulted 
in a discovery), and the average size of predicted discoveries. The product 
of these three variables yields the supply of new reserves. Fisher distin
guished between exploration at the extensive margin (I.e., frontier areas) and 
at the Intensive margin (i.e., partially explored areas). Exploration at the 
Intensive margin Is very sensitive to short-run economic conditions, yields 
relatively small discoveries, and has low risks. Discoveries at the extensive 
margin are characterized by being large and by having relatively high risks. 
Fisher asserted that short-term reaction to Increases In price results In a 
shift of exploration to the intensive margin. 

The most Important physical parameter that Fisher attempts to deal with, 
average deposit size of oil deposits discovered In period t (Sj.), Is predicted 
from the following equation: 

where: F^-i Is the previous period's success ratio, ^^-x Is the."average size 
of natural gas deposits discovered In period t-1, and Pt Is the price of oil 
In period t. All the parameters, ««i , are positive. 

This relationship suggests that the average size of a new discovery is directly 
related to the size of deposits discovered in the previous period and to the 
previous period's success ratio and is inversely related' to the average size 
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of liiniral gas deposits found In the previous period and the current price of 
oil.. Because Fisher also found the price and success ratio to be directly 
rel&:ed, he claimed that the Initial effect of increases in the price of oil 
is t y shift exploration to the Intensive margin, thus producing lower risks 
and relatively small discoveries. The estimated short-run price elasticity, 
0.3s indicates a modest price responsiveness of reserves from new discoveries. 

Alticugh the model may have not been constructed to predict petroleum supply, 
the estimated price responsiveness' of new reserves (which is the sum of the 
price coefficients in the three-equation model) has been misused by apply
ing it to long-run supply problems. Nothing in the structural equations of 
the aodel reflects the flnlteness of the physical resource base. Moreover, 
in xrder.to Increase the number of observations, time series data for various 
regimes were pooled using regional dummy variables. Variation in the histor
ical price data used by Fisher were probably more the result of differences 
In the quality of the oil than the Incremental production costs. Erickson 
and Spann (1971) elaborated on Fisher's original formulation by including an 
equ£tion for predicting the average size of natural gas deposits using the 
same specifications. 

The ̂ cAvoy and Pindyck Model 

MacJIlToy and Pindyck (1975) also developed an econometric model of the petro-
leuit industry to predict future supply of natural gas. Like Fisher, they 
modeled the reserves from new discoveries by predicting the number of wild
cat veils to be drilled, success ratios for oil and gas exploration, and the 
average size of oil and natural gas discoveries. The structural equation 
yielding the predicted average size of the new discoveries in period t (St) 
has the following functional form: ,̂  

v,.4V. Hz C^GO^- X O - C Q o V ^ ^ O o (2) 

where: SR is the average discovery size in the previous 3 years, WR is an 
Index of the number of successful oil wells In the reference period immedi
ately preceding the current period, D^, D2V and D3 represent respectively 
durnoy variables for South Louisiana, the Permian district, and a single large 
area covering East Texas, Kansas, and Oklahoma, POR IS a 3-year average of 
oil prices, and PGR IS a 3-year average of natural gas prices. The variable 
X, an index of oil depletion. Is specified as a function of PGOQ, an estimate 
of original oil in place for the production district; XO, end-of-year oil 
reserves; and CQo, cumulative production. The specification of the model 
asserts that the predicted average size of new oil discoveries is directly 
related to the price of oil (the reverse of the previous model) and inverse
ly to the price of gas and advancement of depletion (which leads X to de
crease) . Because price is directly related to deposit size and Inversely 
related to the success rates, MacAvoy and Pindyck assert that their formula
tion Is able to capture long-run supply adjustments. 

I Comparison of historical data with the model predictions indicates that the I 
I model substantially overestimated the price responslvness of new reserves. / 
I Pindyck (1976) revised the model to correct this problem and used different 
equation specifications for predicting the average size of new oil 
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and gas discoveries. In particular, the size equation for newly discovered 
oil deposits has the form: 

r (Go+e.̂ >. + e^x•»e^^>5-©4CWt) 

(3) 

where St is the predicted average size of oil discoveries for period t; D]^, 
D2, and D3 are the same regional dummy variables used in equation 2; and 
CWt is the cumulative number of exploratory wells drilled at period t. 
Average oil deposit size is completely divorced from price and steadily de
creases with the cumulative number of exploratory wells drilled. However, 
the equation used to predict the average size of newly discovered gas deposits 
still Included price and took the following form: 

^ ^ ' ^ (4) 

where Nt is the predicted average size of natural gas discoveries and PGR 
and POR are reference prices for gas and oil respectively. The predicted 
average size of gas discoveries is Inversely related to the price of oil and 
the cumulative number of wells drilled and positively related to the price 
of gas. The difference in the specification of the oil and gas equations re 
fleets the belief that physical depletion Is the only relevant factor in the 
expected size of new oil discoveries but that economic variables. I.e., the 
price of oil and gas, determine expected size of new gas discoveries. In 
this paper.we argue that physical parameters characterizing the level of 
exhaustion in the area being explored are the appropriate data on which to 
base predictions of the expected sizes of discoveries of both oil and gas. 

III. TWO IMPORTANT EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS 

Our assertion that an equation used to predict the average size of discoveries 
must explicitly specify some form of decline (such as that shown In equation 3) 
Is based upon generalizations drawn frdm two empirical observations. The 
first of these observations Is that within any petroleum province and within 
exploration plays, in particular, the size distribution of deposits is highly 
skewed, i.e., there are many small deposits and only a few large deposits. It 
Is not uncommon to find that of the several hundred deposits that may occur in 
any given region, most of the petroleum is contained In only the few largest 
deposits. The second observation Is obtained from analyzing historical dis
covery time series data which shows that the larger deposits tend to be dis
covered early in the exploration of any region. Coupling these two Ideas to
gether, we have a physical basis for the specification of a model of the dis
covery process. 

In order to develop these Ideas more fully, we will examine in detail a field 
size distribution and discovery table from the highly explored Midland Basin. 
This basin is located in Westem Texas and covers approximately 91,000 km^ 
and is a sub-basin of the much larger and highly prolific Permian Basin. The 
size distribution of the ultimate recoverable petroleum In the 1,957 deposits 
that were found through the end of 1974 is shown in Figure 1.. In this figure", . 
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the highly skewed nature of the size distribution of deposits is clearly 
demonstrated. The implication of the order of deposit discovery becomes 
apparent when the relative proportions of the aggregate volume of petroleum 
Is tabulated according to deposit size (Table 1). The largest single de
posit in this basin contains 13.4 percent of aggregate petroleum which 
occurs In the 1,957 total deposits discovered through 1974. The 12 largest 
deppsits contain 51.3 percent of the total. Another comparison which illus
trates the highly skewed character of this size distribution is that there 
Is more petroleum In the two largest deposits in this basin than In the 
1,890 deposits in the 0-25 million barrel class. The order of discovery of 
the few large deposits that occur in any given region then, plays a central 
role in determining on either a temporal or per well basis the rate of return 
to exploratory drilling. The largest deposit in the midland basin was dis
covered in 1948 when only 2,012 (12.6 percent) of the total 16,014 explor
atory wells drilled through 1974 had been drilled. All 18 deposits that each 
contain 100 million barrels or more were discovered by 1954 when 5,937 (37.1 
percent of the 1974 total) exploratory wells had been drilled. Between 1955 
and 1974 an additional 1,352 deposits were discovered with the drilling of 
an additional 10,077 exploratory wells. On the average, however, these sub
sequent discoveries were small (Figure 2). This pattem of observed events 
in the Midland Basin is similar to that in other regions such as the Denver 
Basin, offshore Gulf of Mexico, and the North Sea. 

IV. DISCOVERY PROCESS MODELS 

A generalization can be drawn about the physical nature of the discovery 
process from the type of empirical results discussed above which can be used 
to specify analytic models of the discovery process. Each of the discovery i 
process models that have been developed to date, while having different J 
structures and different output formats, use the central assumption that the! 
larger the deposit the more likely it is to be discovered earlier in the • 
discovery sequence. The model constructed by Barouch and Kaufman (1977) 
uses the additional assumption that the size distribution of deposits is 
lojgno_rmalJ.y__jiijtributed. The discovery process models developed by Arps and 
Roberts (1958) and Drew, Schuenemeyer, and Root (in press) do not require 
the size distribution to have a specific form, but Instead estimate the form 

^/ of this distribution as tha drilLina^oocess unfoldis. 

The Barouch and Kai/fman Model (1977, 0.978) 

In this model. It is assumed that the size distribution of the parent popu
lation of petroleum deposits in any homogeneous unit (exploratory play) is 
lognormal. The sizes of deposits that occur in a play are then a finite 
number of values selected Independently from the lognormal parent popula
tion. It is further assumed that the exploration process can be described 
by sampling from this finite population proportional to size and without 
replacement. Given the results of the exploratory drilling within any 
partially explored exploration play this model can be used to estimate the 
mean and variance of the parent population and the number of deposits in the 
play. With estimates of these parameters the model can then be used to esti
mate the expected size of each new discovery in the remainder of the explora
tion play. 
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Table 1. - Proportion of Aggregate Petroleum in the Midland Basin 
Contained in Various Size Glasses of Deposits 

Size Class 1/ 
Number of 

Deposits in Class 

1,500-1 
1,075-1 
775-
400-
375-
325-
275-
250-
200-
175-
150-
125-
100-
75-
50-
25-
0-

,525 
,100 
800 
425 
400 
350 
.300 
275 
225 
200 
175 
150 
125 
100 
75 
50 
25 

^ ^ 1) 

'J / A/ 
foV 

I 

1> 

2 
2 
4 
9 
10 
30 

,890 

Percent of 
Total in Class 

13.4 
9.6 
6.9 
3.6 
3.5 
3.0 
2.7 
2.3 
1.9 
1.6 
2.8 
2.4 
4.1 
6.8 
5.6 
9.4 
20.4 

Cumulative 
Percent 

13.4 
23.0 
29.9 
33.5 
37.0 
40.0 
42.7 
45.0 
46.9 
48.5 
51.3 
53.7 
57.8 
64.6 
70.2 
79.6 
100.0 

1 

/ 

/ 

/ ' 
1 . 

'/ 
/ 

TOTAL 1,957 100.0 

\ l In millions of barrels of oil equivalent. 
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For example, using the ordered sizes of the first 15 discoveries in the Ledur 
reef play in the western Canadian sedimentary basin this model was used to 
predict the sizes of the 16th through the 55th discovery In this play 
(Figure 3). Comparing the amount of petroleum actually discovered in the 
16th through the 43rd discovery (the most recent discovery in the play) the 
model was found to predict the total volume of petroleum contained in these 
28 discoveries to within 7 percent of what was actually discovered. 

Recognizing that a model of this type, which is specified purely as a function 
of physical variables, can produce such an accurate forecast of future events, 
yields the type of evidence which implies that an average size of discovery 
equation such as that arrived at by Pindyck (1976) (equation 3) is not un
reasonably specified. This is not to say that the translation of the type 
of prediction produced by the Barouch and Kaufman model into the average 
size of discovery.equation specified by Pindyck does not require the use 
of assumptions or qualifications. For example, Pindyck's equation (equation 
3) can be determined only to the first approximation by applying a constant 
success ratio to the series of expected size of discoveries produced by the 
Barouch and Kaufman model (Figure 3). The success ratio equation required 
to cast the predictions made by the Barouch and Kaufman model Into an average 
size of discovery time series equation obviously requires additional empirical 
study. The important point is that given the physical nature of the discov- i 
ery process, a declining rate of expected return to exploratory drilling is / 
a fundamental physical principal. Therefore, whether a discovery process f 
model is designed to produce forecasts in terms of (1) the average size of . 
discoveries, (2) barrels of petroleum discovered per wildcat well, or (3) i 
barrels of petroleum discovered per meter drilled, the equation linking the ( 
chosen expected value of the dependent variable must be specified as a declin
ing function of cumulative exploratory effort^ 

The Arps and Roberts Model (1958) 

This discovery process model has the appealing attribute that the success 
ratio is determined endogenously rather than being assumed after the fact as 
in the previous model. This model, however, requires the use of additional 
information about the discovery process; in addition to a partial time series 
of sizes of discoveries, the corresponding time series of number of wells 
that led to these discoveries is also required. 

Given this additional information, a model can be specified to produce esti
mates of the expected number of discoveries to be made within any individual 
deposit size class as a function of any increment for future exploratory 
drilling. The form of this model Is as follows: 

F^M = F̂ C-̂  6-e' ^ ) 
(5) 

where: 

^A ^^) ~ *-̂ ^ number of discoveries in areal size category A expected 
to be made with the drilling of w cumulative exploratory 
wells. 

Fp̂  (*-«>)= the ultimate number of deposits to be discovered within a 
size class with average areal extent over the class equal to 
A areal units. 
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B = the effective size of the basin, i.e., that region within which 
explorationists will ultimately be willing to site expJoration 
wells. 

\ 
I C = the efficiency of exploration; for the case of random drilling 
j C=l; if exploratory drilling is carried out twice as efficient-
I ly as random drilling C=2; etc. 

In order to demonstrate how this model captures the central elements of the 
discovery process, we have constructed the following example: assume that 
the hypothetical population of deposits, F̂^ (QO) shown in Figure 4 exi.sts 
in a region of size B. By the time w exploratory wells have been drilled in 
this region, this discovery process model will typically reveal a pattern of 
discovery such as is shown in Figure 4, where it is assumed that say 50 per
cent of the deposits in the smallest size class A, have been discovered. At 
this same level of exploratory drilling, 90 percent of the deposits in the 
A^ size class have been discovered. The levels of discovery In the Interme
diate size classes, A2 and A3, are between 50 and 90 percent complete andWt 
is beyond 90 percent for all larger classes. Thus, the phenomenon of de
clining rate of return to exploratory drilling is then clearly specified in 
the model. 

The forecast of future discoveries produced by this discovery process model 
differs substantially in form from the type of forecast produced by the 
Barouch and Kaufman model. Rather than having to obtain a discovery success 
ratio from outside sources of information in order to determine the returns 
to any increment of future exploratory drilling, the Arps and Roberts model 
produces a forecast of the expected sizes bf future discoveries directly as 
a function of any prescribed increment of future drilling. To produce such 
forecasts for any given partially explored region, values for the two param
eters (B, basin size, and C, exploration efficiency) must first be deter
mined. In the Denver Basin where Arps and Roberts first tested their model 
they were able to use their extensive knowledge of the petroleum geology 
of this basin to make what have proved in retrospect to be very accurate es
timates of these two parameters. The values of these parameters that they 
chose were used by the authors along with the discovery and drilling data 
for this basin to produce the forecast shown in Figure 5. Using only the 
first 6 years of the discovery and drilling data (1949-1955) for the 
Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone exploration play, the model produced a very 
accurate estimate of the levels of discovery in each size class in this 
basin for the subsequent 19-year period (1956—1974), when nearly 9,000 
additional exploratory wells were drilled and nearly 700 additional discover
ies were made. 

This model has also been tested in two additional regions (the Midland Basin 
and Gulf Coast-OCS) in which multiple exploration plays have occurred (Drew, 
Root, and Bawiec, unpublished). Using the initial portion of the historical 
discovery time series in both of these regioas, this model produced an accurate 
forecast of subsequent discovery events. Because of the complexities intro
duced into the discovery time series by .simultaneous unfolding of multiple 
exploration plays, a somewhat larger initial segment of data was required to 
estimate the model parameters than in the Decver Basin, where only a single 
exploration play occurred. ' 
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Prediction of future discovery rates in the Denver Basin 

(1949-1955 data used to predict 1956-1974 discoveries) 
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The Drew-Schuenemeyer-Root Discovery Process Model 

Commonly an analyst will not have access to as extensive knowledge of the 
exploration geology of the region in which he wishes to forecast the future 
size distribution of discoveries as Arps and Roberts did in the case of the 
Denver Basin. It was with this concern in mind that Drew, Schuenemeyer, and 
Root (in press) developed a discovery process model in which both B, the 
effective basin size, and C, the efficiency of exploration, can be estimated 
for the initial subset of drilling and discovery results within a region. Once 
these parameters have been estimated, the future size distribution of discov
eries can be forecast for any prescribed amount of future exploratory drilling 
in the region. This model is based upon the concept of the area of influence 
of an exploratory hole developed by Singer and Drew (1976). 

This model is given by the equation. 

F W = ^- C -̂
ECMv^^'^^ 

"fi^ ) 
(6) 

where: 

F(A) = the fraction of the deposits of size A which have been discovered 
by the time E(A) square units of the region have been exhausted. 

I 

B = the effective basin size. 

C(A) = the efficiency of exploration for deposits of size A. 

The statistical procedures used to 
B, E(A), and C(A)—are outlined in 
their derivations are presented by 
tive power of this discovery proces 
set of historical data for the Denv 
Roberts model. Using the 1949-1955 
this model was found to produce an 
coveries to be made in each deposit 
of the discovery time series in the 

estimate the three parameters of this model-
Drew, Scheunemeyer, and Root (1978) and 
Root and Schuenemeyer (1978). The predlc-
s model has been tested by using the same 
er Basin as was used to test the Arps and 
portion of the discovery time series, 
accurate forecast of the number of dls-
size class during the 1956-1974 portion 
basin. 

V. COMPUTATION OF INCREMENTAL COST FUNCTIONS FOR NEW DISCOVERIES AT THE 
REGIONAL LEVEL 

Given that the discovery process models described above have been shown to 
produce accurate forecasts of future discovery events at the exploration play 
and regional levels, we can posit a rationale for producing a marginal cost 
curve for new discoveries. In economic theory the standard marginal cost 
curve expresses the cost of additional output per unit time. In contrast, 
the marginal costs described below represent the Incremental costs per unit 
of cumulative output (reserves) and are therefore more properly described as 
incremental finding and production costs. By setting the analysis at the 
regional level, the physical features of the discovery and development pro
cess which are specific to each region can be isolated and analyzed. 

If the discovery process model is used to predict a size distribution of 
deposits that are to be discovered with a given search effort, the marginal 
finding and production costs can be calculated separately for each deposit 
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and then aggregated. Marginal finding costs can be calculated from the 
accumulated oil that is found and the average cost per exploratory well. 
Because the discovery process models of the type mentioned earlier are 
generally Identified with a specific geologic play, costs of exploratory 
wells should be very similar. As the particular petroleum province becomes 
exhausted, that is, as the cumulative number of exploratory wells increases, 
a given increment in wildcat drilling will result in discovery of a smaller 
aggregate amount of oil as the frequency distribution of discoveries shifts 
toward smaller deposits. Therefore, the mechanical nature of the discovery 
process model allows one to calculate the expected marginal finding costs 
for any Increment In exploratory wells. 

The predicted size distribution of discoveries can be used for calculating 
field development and production costs for future discoveries. Because the 
productivity of development wells for primary recovery from large deposits 
is greater than that of smaller size deposits, field design specifications 
and costs calculated on the basis of physical characteristics of the deposit 
size classes will capture economies of scale that are present in the produc
tion of oil. The particular deposit size- class is also Important in deter
mining the economic viability and unit costs of implementing a secondary or 
enhanced recovery program. In particular, for both the primary and second
ary recovery unit cost calculations, which are made by assuming a set of 
physical characteristics that are typical of a deposit of that play and size 
class, the field development design is easily specified. Engineering costs 
(Investment and operating) of producing the oil can then be calculated on 
the basis of that design. As physical exhaustion progresses, the size dis
tribution of new discoveries predicted by the discovery process model will 
shift toward smaller deposits and calculated marginal costs of producing 
future deposits will increase. Consequently, the discovery process model, by 
predicting the size of forthcoming deposits, permits the costing procedure 
to capture the rising marginal production costs that result from physical 
exhaustion of the petroleum province. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This discussion has pointed out the Importance of Including appropriate 
physical parameters in models designed to characterize the future supply of 
petroleum. To some extent these remarks can also be applied to mineral 
supply modeling because deposit size distributions (of contained metal) for 
other minerals are highly skewed and because there appears to be little 
physical evidence of a relation between the grade and tonnage of copper ore 
bodies (Singer, Cox, and Drew, 1975). As exhaustion of an area proceeds, 
the physical size distribution of remaining deposits declines systematically. 
If petroleum supply models are to be used for predicting future discoveries, 
ways must be found to capture analytically these systematic changes. Dis
covery process models such as those presented here appear to provide the 
means for characterizing such changes. 
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Reprinted from 
14 January 1977,volume 195,pages 206-207^ 

I}es:^ji Serviqsi s 

The Civil Engineering Laboratory told me you might be 

interested in this reprint, and that you had inquired 

about Ref. (1). There have been two more recent technical 

papers on the OTGHPP — a report and a fairly long paper 

delivered at a symposium on OTEC in New Orleans, March 1977. 

EARTH SCiE»SCE L A i . 

Ocean Thermal Gradients—A Practical Source of Energy? 

V 
s i 

In "Ocean thermal gradient, hydraulic 
power plant." Beck (/) describes a 
scheme for extracting power from the 
ocean thennal gradients, a very impor
tant subject. He suggests introducing 
warm surface water through a restriction 
in the lower end ofa vertical pipe, which 
leads to a closed, direct-contact spray 
condenser, cooled by water from lower 
ocean depths. Cavitation would occur in 
the restriction and steam bubbles would 
be fonned, which would then travel up 
the vertical pipe, carrying water with 
them (as in the well-known air-lift pump) 
to a height of hundreds of feet. 

There are a number of fallacies in this 
concept. Ignoring the energy required to 
pump the low-temperature subsurface 
water up to the condenser, the in
efficiencies of direct-contact spray con
densers, the energy required to remove 
air from the condenser, and the energy 
required to move water through the 
restriction, it should be noted that any 
vapor bubbles formed in the restriction 
would collapse immediately after en
tering the high-pressure zone just above 
the restriction, near the bottom of the 
vertical pipe. Vapor bubbles are, there

fore, simply not available to provide 
pumping action as in the air-lift pump. 
Vapor bubbles would be created by 
boiling near the top of the vertical pipe 
as the warm water enters the condenser. 
These vapor bubbles would be available 
to lift the water, but then only a few 
inches, assuming reasonable driving 
temperatures such as 80°F for surface 
water and 40°F for subsurface water. 
This few inches of water, rather than a 
few hundred feet, is the only head avail
able to drive a turbine to extract the 
energy. 

One. might suggest that entrained or 
absorbed air would be separated from 
the warm surface water by the cavitating 
restriction, and that it would provide the 
bubbles needed for an air-lift pump. Ig
noring the fact that not enough air could 
be provided by this means, it should be 
noted that any air entering the system 
must be pumped from the condenser to 
maintain its pressure near that cone
sponding to the condensing steam tem
perature. The energy required to remove 
this air from the condenser is more than 
the potential energy stored in the water 
raised by the air-lift pump. Therefore, 
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we cannot get''something for nothing, 
using the air-l,ift principle. 

In the report "Foam solar sea power 
plant," Zenerand Fetkovich (2) propose 
a direct-contact spray condenser in a 
containment shell, which creates a low 
pressure that draws the warm surface 
water about 30 feet above sea level. At 
the low pressure, the warm water is said 
to "foam." The. low-density foam ele
vates water to great heights, where foam 
breakers remove and collect it, and it 
then flows through a turbine. The as
sumption that a foam would be created 
and sustained during its vertical travel is 
questioned. It appears that the.vapor 

•bubbles formed would grow and break as 
they reach the liquid surface. Adding 
foaming agents would be impractical and 
polluting. A second problem with the 
concept is that the warm surface water, 
raised 30 feet above sea level, would 
cool as it vaporizes and would therefore 
require a circulation system to maintain 
its warm condition and allow the foaming 
process to continue. However, if this 
were the only problem, it would not be 
insurmountable. The real question is, 
how do you get water to foam rather than 
bubble? 

Unfortunately; extracting useful ener
gy from ocean thermal gradients still pre
sents a series of gigantic conceptual prob
lems. 

J. O. HENRIE 

24847 Jim Bridger Road, 
Hidden Hills, California 91302 
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I September 1976 

I should like to thank J. O. Henrie for 
his comments on the ocean thermal gra
dient hydraulic ppwer plant (OTGHPP) 
scheme (/, 2), and particularly for his 
timing. A year ago many of his points 
would have been unanswerable. 

Most of Henrie's predictions seem to 
be wrong according to my present under
standing, some of which is incorporated 
into an unpublished report (3). Many of 
the engineering details are not reported 
in (i), having been developed later than 
the work reported, but I will attempt to 
provide some of that information here. 

Considering Henrie's points, but not 
necessarily in his order, my present un
derstanding is that the micronuclei inher
ent in dirty water would be activated by 
diffusion of dissolved air, in the first of 
two stages of bubble formation. Actual 
formation of steam bubbles occurs either 
very high in the cavitating venturi or, 
more probably, in the first part (in a 
fraction of an inch) of the pump tube 

proper through precipitous growth by 
evaporation. This is discussed in some 
detail in (J). While the notion that air in 
an air-lift pump or steam in a steam-lift 
pump carry water with them may be 
descriptive, it is more accurate to say 
that the water, containing most of the 
moving mass, is elevated to a useful 
height by buoyancy. While elevations of 
hundreds of feet are theoretically pos
sible, a practical height ofa floating sys
tem might be much less for stability rea
sons, as stated in (/). A height of perhaps 
150 feet seems reasonable, but is undeter
mined at this time. 

We cannot ignore the power required 
to bring the cooling water from ocean 
depths, but condensation should require 
an acceptable and fairiy small portion of 
the power produced. The mass ratio of 
the water elevated in the steam-lift pump 
to the water used for condensing may be 
well over 200 to 1, because of the very 
large specific volume of the steam 
formed and so the relatively small 
amount of condensing water required to 
condense it. For effective operation of 
the OTGHPP, steam bubbles, wherever 
formed in the system, cannot be allowed 
to collapse, but the application of well-
known design principles assures their 
nurture the full height of the steam-lift 
pump. Vapor bubbles must be available 
over Ihe useful portion of the steam-lift 
pump tube to develop a low-density leg; 
vapor bubbles must be available for the 
system to work. But it hos worked on a 
small scale, very convincingly (J). And 
the few inches of useful pumping head 
predicted by Henrie has been vastly ex
ceeded, even in a small, high-friction 
sysiem. The Civil Engineering Laborato
ry demonstration experiment (i) had a 
total height above water level of aboul 10 
feet and a useful net working head of 
aboul 6 feet, boiling seawater from 
about210°F. 

Air leakage into the system is not seen 
as a problem in the large, simple system 
under consideration, which has few pene
trations, no valves, and so on, in con
trast with conventional vacuum systems 
in steam power plants. The few gasketed 
closures or sealed penetrations that will 
be used can all be protected with cold 
water seals. However, dissolved air is 
carried into the system by Ihe water and 
at least partly released in the nucieation 
process. In fact, without dissolved air, 
the formalion of steam bubbles is theo
retically not feasible. This air would pro-, 
vide a- trivial part of the buoyancy for 
lifting water, and a similar negative lift 
during its removal in a Taylor air com
pressor (4), where there would be a slight 
but finite reduclion in the density of 

the water going to the hydraulic turbine. 
I am not sure what Henrie means by 

"inefficiencies of direct-contact spray 
condensers," but available design infor
malion (J) predicts that with the crudest 
of approaches, eflFective condensing can 
be realized in simple equipmenl, and 
very close lemperature approaches are 
possible if desired and economically jus
tifiable. The friction in the nozzle-ven-
luri-diffuser section is easily calculated 
and, in large diameters, is almost negli
gible. When compared with Ihe uncer
tainties in the friction losses in the two-
phase flow, it is trivial al Ihis point in the 
refinement of Ihe design equalions. 

In summary, Ihe steam-lift pump, the 
completely new component in the 
OTGHPP (2), has been convincingly 
demonstrated on a small scale. Theo
retical projections to Ihe large sizes of 
potential interest in producing the large 
blocks of power needed are all optimis
tic. Nevertheless, we should not become 
overiy euphoric until the scaled-up ex
periments have been done. 

EARL J. BECK 

Design Services, 
998 Church Street, No. 27, 
Vetuura. California 93001 
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9 November 1976 

Henrie is correct in identifying the 
foaming of seawater as Ihe crucial pro
cess in our scheme for extracting power 
from the ocean thermal differences. As 
has been demonstrated by Abe (/), both 
natural and artificial seawater are quite 
foamable, in contrast to the essentially 
zero foamability of tap water. Whether 
seawater foam is sufficiently slable to op
erate our proposed solar sea power plant 
must, of course, be demonstrated. If ex
periments designed to settle this ques
tion are successful, we believe no further 
conceptual problem will block the eco
nomic extraction of power from Ihe 
ocean thermal gradients. 

CLARENCE ZENER 

Carnegie-Mellon University-, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 
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